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Abstract
Real distributed systems are subject to timing uncertainties: processes may lack a common
notion of real time, or may even have only inexact information about the amount of real time
needed for performing primitive computation steps. In this thesis, we embark on a study of
the complexity theory of such systems and present combinatorial results that determine the
inherent costs of some accomplishable tasks.
We rst consider continuous-time models, where processes obtain timing information from
continuous-time clocks that run at the same rate as real time, but might not be initially
synchronized. Due to an uncertainty in message delay time, absolute process synchronization
is known to be impossible for such systems. We develop novel synchronization schemes
for such systems and use them for building a distributed, full caching implementation of
shared memory that supports linearizability. This implementation improves in e ciency
over previous ones that support consistency conditions even weaker than linearizability and
supports a quantitative degradation of the less frequently occurring operation. We present
lower bound results which show that our implementation achieves e ciency close to optimal.
We next turn to discrete-time models, where the time between any two consecutive steps
of a process is in the interval c 1], for some constant c such that 0  c  1. We show
time separation results between asynchronous and semi-synchronous such models, dened
by taking c = 0 and c > 0, respectively. Specically, we use the session problem to show
that the semi-synchronous model, for which the timing uncertainty, 1c , is bounded, is strictly
more powerful than the asynchronous one under either message-passing or shared-memory
interprocess communication. We also present tight lower and upper bounds on the degree of
precision that can be achieved in the semi-synchronous model.
Our combinatorial results shed some light on the capabilities and limitations of distributed
systems subject to timing uncertainties. In particular, the main argument of this thesis is
that the goal of designing distributed algorithms so that their logical correctness is timingindependent, whereas their performance might depend on timing assumptions, will not always
be achievable: for some tasks, the only practical solutions might be strongly timing-dependent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Motivation{Overview
An important application area of computer science is real-time process control, where a computer system interacts with a real-world system in order to guarantee certain desirable realworld behavior. In most interesting cases, the requirements for real-world behavior impose
certain real-time conditions, and so the behavior of the computer system is required to obey
certain timing constraints { its components, for example, should operate within given speeds,
or some outputs should not be released before certain time elapses.
It is evident that good theoretical work in the emerging eld of real-time systems is
necessary. In the past few years, several researchers have proposed new theoretical frameworks
for specifying requirements and describing implementations of such systems, and, also, proving
that the implementations satisfy the requirements. These frameworks are built upon, among
others, state machines ( 39, 33]), weakest precondition methods ( 55]), temporal logic ( 19, 34,
27, 3]), Petri nets ( 22]) and process algebra ( 17, 59]). Much work is still needed in evaluating
and comparing the various models for their usefulness in reasoning about important problems
in the area of real-time systems and, perhaps, in developing new models if these prove to be
inadequate.
Work is also needed in developing the complexity theory of real-time systems very little
8
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work has so far been done in this area. An example of the kind of work needed is provided by
the theory of asynchronous concurrent systems in which processes work at completely independent and unpredictable rates and have no way of estimating time. That theory contains
many combinatorial results that show what can and cannot be accomplished by asynchronous
systems for tasks that can be accomplished, other combinatorial results determine the inherent costs (see, e.g., 6, 25, 48, 58, 50]). In addition to their individual importance, these
results also provide a testbed for evaluating decisions on modeling asynchronous concurrent
systems, and a stimulus for the development of algorithm verication techniques. Similar results should be possible for real-time systems. (Some examples of complexity results that have
already been obtained for real-time systems are the many results on clock synchronization,
surveyed in 56].)
In this thesis, we embark on a study of the complexity theory of real-time distributed
systems. We aim at combinatorial lower and upper bound results that determine the inherent
costs of tasks achievable by such systems. Our mission is to exemplify to the greatest possible
extent the precise eect of the timing assumptions used to model real-time distributed systems
on the time complexity of distributed algorithms that can be supported and based, perhaps,
on timing assumptions.
We divide our study into two major parts according to the kind of these timing assumptions. The rst major part involves timing assumptions of a continuous nature: processes
obtain timing information from continuous, real-time clocks that run at the same rate as real
time, but might not be initially synchronized all message delays are in the range d ; u d],
for some known constants u and d, 0  u < d. We study the eect of such timing assumptions on the case cost of supporting memory correctness conditions of varying strength in
implementations of a global shared memory on distributed memory multiprocessor machines.
We present novel synchronization schemes and build timing-based algorithms on them which
achieve essentially optimal e ciency in supporting strong correctness conditions. Our specic
results are motivated and described in detail in Section 1.2, and laid out in Chapter 3, where
the role of timing dependence in achieving e ciency is pointed out.
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The second major part of our study involves timing assumptions of a discrete nature:
processes have access to inaccurate clocks that operate at approximately, but not exactly, the
same rate. Such systems capture the essence of the important middle ground between the synchronous and asynchronous models of distributed computation, where processes operate neither at lock-step nor at a completely independent rate. We model these partially synchronous
systems by assuming that there exist a lower an an upper bound on process step time that may
enable processes to estimate time. More specically, we make the following timing assumptions: In the asynchronous model, processes have step time in 0 1] in the semi-synchronous
model, processes have step time in c 1], for some parameter c such that 0 < c  1 . We
assume that in these models interprocess communication can be achieved through either
point-to-point message passing or accessing and modifying variables of shared memory, but
not through both. We show time separation results between semi-synchronous (in particular, synchronous) and asynchronous models under both message-passing and shared-memory
communication. We present lower bound results which show the inherent limitations on using
timing information in the semi-synchronous model. We also study the problem of obtaining
close estimates of real time in the semi-synchronous model. In Section 1.3, our results are
motivated and described in detail they are fully presented in Chapters 4 and 5.
Throughout this thesis, special emphasis is placed on formal techniques for dening problems (correctness conditions), describing algorithms and constructing correctness proofs, and
deriving impossibility results.

1.2 The Power of Synchronization
The shared-memory model has been proven a useful model of logically shared data in concurrent computation. Perhaps, this is due to its success in allowing processes to access local
and remote information in a transparent and uniform way, which results in simplifying the
programming of distributed applications. Thus, the shared-memory model is an attractive
The synchronous model is a special case of the semi-synchronous model where c = 1.
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paradigm of an interprocess communication model, as it provides to the programmers the
illusion of a global shared memory across distributed processes.
Shared-memory implementations must allow user programs to run \concurrently", i.e., to
access shared data by interleaving steps or truly in parallel. Many such implementations have
employed the technique of caching, i.e., maintaining multiple copies of the same logical piece
of shared data their performance can be measured in terms of, e.g., worst-case time to access
a piece of data, availability of data to processes, or tolerance to process faults. Even in the
simplest cases, however, problems arise since concurrent data accesses cannot be executed
instantaneously, and their interleaving causes additional \correctness" problems.
Thus, a need arises for a consistency mechanism to support the illusion of atomic operations on single copies of memory objects. Such a mechanism may allow operations to be
executed concurrently on multiple copies of objects, but must still guarantee that the operations will appear as if executed atomically, in some sequential order consistent with the order
in which individual processes \observe" them to occur. If, in addition, this order is required
to respect the order of non-overlapping operations at processes, the consistency mechanism
is said to guarantee linearizability (cf. 28]) otherwise, it is said to guarantee sequential consistency (cf. 32]). Clearly, linearizability implies sequential consistency. It has been argued
quite convincingly ( 28]) that linearizability is the correctness condition that most appropriately guarantees \acceptable" concurrent behavior indeed, linearizability enjoys a number of
nice properties, like, e.g., localityy , and this has made it quite attractive for dierent applications, such as concurrent programming, multiprocessor operating systems, distributed le
systems, etc., where concurrency is of primary interest.
Attiya and Welch ( 13]) initiated a comparative study of the impact of the strength of
correctness guarantees provided by sequential consistency and linearizability on the cost of
supporting them. Specically, they considered caching implementations of read/write objects
in non-bused distributed systems, and took as cost the worst-case response time of performing
y Roughly speaking, a correctness condition is said to be local if it is possible to compose independent
implementations of it and obtain an implementation of a larger set of objects.
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an operation on such objects in the best possible implementation supporting each of the
consistency conditions.
In this thesis, we continue this study and show how the timing assumptions of the
continuous-time model can be used to obtain upper bounds on the same cost for new, efcient linearizable implementations. As a side eect, these bounds further enlighten the
advantages of linearizability over other, seemingly \cheaper", correctness conditions, such as
sequential consistency.
We follow 13] and consider a model consisting of a collection of application programs
running concurrently and communicating through virtual shared memory, which consists of a
collection of read/write objects. These programs are running in a distributed system consisting of a collection of processes located at the nodes of a complete communication networkz.
The shared memory abstraction is implemented by a memory consistency system (MCS),
which uses local memory at each process node. Each MCS process executes a protocol which
denes the actions it takes on operation requests by the application programs. Specically,
each application program may send calls to access shared data to the corresponding MCS
process the MCS process responds to such a request, based, perhaps, on information from
messages it receives from other MCS processes. In doing so, the MCS must provide the
proper read/write semantics, with respect to the values returned to application programs,
throughout the network.
We rst consider the perfect clocks model, where processes have perfectly synchronized
clocks and the message delays are constant, i.e., u = 0x. We present a family of linearizable
implementations, parameterized by some tunable constant , 0    1, for which the worstcase response times for read and write operations are d and (1 ; )d, respectively, both
dependent on the network's latency the parameter  precisely quanties these dependencies
and may be appropriately chosen in order, e.g., to degrade the less frequently occurring
The assumption of a complete communication network, made only for simplicity, is not necessary for our
results and can be removed.
x As Attiya and Welch remark (cf. 13]), the assumptions that processes have perfectly synchronized clocks
and that message delays are constant (and known to the processes) are equivalent.
z
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operation. A read operation simply returns after time d, while a write operation returns
after time (1 ; )d. Our implementations naturally generalize those in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3
of 13], which are the special cases where  = 0 and  = 1, respectively. By a result of Lipton
and Sandberg ( 35]) showing a lower bound of d on the sum of the worst-case response times
for read and write operations in any linearizable implementation, each of our implementations
is optimal.
We next turn to the more realistic imperfect clocks model, where clocks are not initially
synchronized and message delays can vary, i.e., u > 0.
Our rst major result is the rst known linearizable implementation of read/write objects
for this model, which achieves worst-case response times of less than 4u +  ( > 0 is an
arbitrarily small constant) and of d + 3u for read and write operations, respectively. A read
operation may return only after a value has resided for time at least u in the local memory of
a process. For a write operation, a \time-slicing" technique is used. Each process individually
slices time using its own local clock and, once in the appropriate \time slice", it broadcasts
the value to be written and waits for an additional time of d before acknowledging. A major
ingredient of our implementation is that the value returned in a read operation need not be
the one to which the local memory of the reading process was most recently updated to,
but, instead, it is chosen among values of write operations on the same object performed by
processes within a small, recent time interval this choice is based on information shown to be
\known" to all processes. As we show, this results not only in preserving the order in which
values are returned by dierent reading processes, but also in maintaining consistent copies
of local memory throughout the network. As it turns out, this implies linearizability.
Our second major result is a modication of our previous implementation which achieves
a quantitative degradation of the less frequently occurring operation, in a way similar to
the implementation for the perfect clocks model. A read operation is delayed for time d
then, it may return only after a value has resided for time at least u in the local memory
of a process. (The value to be returned is chosen as in our previous implementation.) It
is assumed that 0   < d;d u . For a write operation, a process, once in the appropriate
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time slice, it broadacsts the value to be written and waits for an additional (1 ; )d time
before acknowledging. This implementation achieves worst-case response times of less than
d + 4u +  ( > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant) and of (1 ; )d + 3u for read and write
operations, respectively.
Both previous implementations presuppose a run of an initialization phase, during which
processes follow a simple synchronization algorithm to achieve an accuracy of u{ on which the
implementations heavily rely in order to exploit the known lower bound of d ; u on message
delay time and achieve bounds on worst-case response times which, unlike previous ones,
depend on the message delay uncertainty u.
In the case where this uncertainty is su ciently small, these implementations signicantly
outperform the ones by Attiya and Welch ( 13]) which supported an even weaker consistency
condition, namely sequential consistency these latter implementations, not particularly tailored for a model in which a lower bound on message delay time is assumed, exploit only the
(known) upper bound of d on message delay time and achieve worst-case response times for
read and write operations whose sum amounts to 4d or 6d. Most important, for all values of
the parameters u and d, our implementations are more e cient than the ones proposed by
Attiya and Friedman ( 8]), when specialized to support only strong operations and guarantee
linearizability these latter implementations do not assume any non-zero lower bound on message delay time, and achieve worst-case response times for strong read and write operations
whose sum amounts to 10d.
The dependence of our upper bounds on d is minimal: the sum of the worst-case response
times for read and write operations contains only a single additive term of d which, by
35], is inherent. Furthermore, although the analysis of our implementations is technically
challenging, the implementations themselves are fairly simple to implement, they do not use
complicated control mechanisms, and they are message-economical.
To argue optimality of our implementations, we present lower bound results on costs of
{ That is, the maximum di erence between local times of any two processes in the system at the same real
time is at most u.
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consistent implementations of shared memory, under general and mild assumptions on the
pattern of sharing properties of processes. Our main impossibility result is a lower bound of d+
u on the sum of the worst-case response times for any sequentially consistent implementation
2
in which processes handle operations on each object in a \symmetric" way (with respect
to the objects) and quite independently of operations on dierent objects. This implies a
corresponding lower bound for linearizable implementations. We also show a lower bound of
u on the worst-case response time for a read operation in any linearizable implementation. The
2
proof of the rst lower bound combines symmetry arguments with the technique of \shifting"
executions, originally introduced in 36]. The proof of the second lower bound makes use of
this technique as well, to improve upon a corresponding lower bound of u4 presented in 13].
Our results for the imperfect clocks model, in particular, the upper bound of d + (u)
on the sum of the worst-case response times for read and write operations in a linearizable
implementation, along with the lower bound of d + (u) on this sum, may suggest that
sequential consistency and linearizability are actually \closer" than thought before.
Our work for the continuous-time model continues the complexity-theoretic study of the
costs of implementing memory objects on distributed memory multiprocessor machines under
various correctness conditions. This study was initiated in 35, 13] and further pursued in 5].

1.3 Semi-Synchrony versus Asynchrony
Central to the programming of distributed systems are synchronization problems, where a
process is required to guarantee that all processes have performed a particular set of steps.
Naturally, the timing information available to processes has critical impact on the time complexity of synchronization. Arjomandi, Fischer and Lynch ( 4]) introduced the session problem
in order to study the impact of timing information on the time complexity of synchronization. Roughly speaking, a session is a sequence of events that contains at least one step by
each process. An algorithm for the s-session problem guarantees that each execution of the
algorithm includes at least s disjoint sessions.
The session problem is an abstraction of the synchronization needed for the execution of
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some tasks that arise in a distributed system, where separate components are each responsible
for performing a small part of a computation. Consider, for example, a system which solves
a set of equations by successive relaxation, where every process holds part of the data (cf.
18]). Interleaving of steps by dierent processes is necessary in order to ensure that a correct
value was computed, since it implies su cient interaction among the intermediate values
computed by the processes. Any algorithm which ensures that su cient interleaving has
occurred also solves the s-session problem. The session problem is also an abstraction of
some problems in real-time computing which involve synchronization of several computer
system components, in order that they cooperate in performing a task involving real-world
components. For example, multiple robots might cooperate to build a car on an assembly
line, with each robot responsible for assembling a small piece of the machinery. Interleaving
of assembly actions by dierent robots is necessary to ensure that pieces are assembled in
the right order a robot should not put the next item on the assembly line before all robots
have completed a particular set of assembly actions making it possible for the item to \t
in". Clearly, any algorithm which ensures that su cient interleaving has occurred also solves
the s-session problem. Thus, the di culty of solving the s-session problem reects those of
implementing the successive relaxation method and building the car on the assembly line.
Arjomandi, Fischer and Lynch ( 4]) assumed that processes communicate via shared variables and studied the time complexity of the session problem in synchronous and asynchronous
models. Informally, in a synchronous system, processes operate in lock-step, taking steps simultaneously, while in an asynchronous system, processes work at completely independent
rates and have no way of estimating time. The results of Arjomandi, Fischer and Lynch
( 4]) show that there is a signicant gap between the time complexities of solving the session
problem in the synchronous and the asynchronous models.
Following Arjomandi, Fischer and Lynch ( 4]), we address the cost of synchronization
in semi-synchronous and asynchronous systems by presenting upper and lower bounds on
the time complexity of solving the s-session problem. Informally, the time complexity of an
algorithm is the maximal time, over all executions, until every process stops executing the
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algorithm. Our study considers two dierent, major interprocess communication models:
networks and shared memory.
In a network, a collection of n processes are arranged at the nodes of an undirected graph
G and communicate by sending messages along links of this graph. Messages sent over any
communication link incur a delay in the range 0 d], where d  0 is a known constant.
Interpocess communication can also be achieved through shared memory. Following 4],
we consider a particular shared memory primitive, b-atomic registers, where the integer b > 1
is an upper bound on the number of processes that may instantaneously and indivisibly access
(read and, possibly, modify) each of the registers. Thus, b reects the communication bound
in the model and captures communication limitations of existing distributed systems such as
those of a message-passing system which allows access of buers with nite fan-in.

1.3.1 Networks
We rst consider the initialized case of the session problem, where all processes are initially
synchronized and take a step at time 0. We start with upper bounds. The rst algorithm
relies on explicit communication to ensure that the needed steps have occurred and does not
use any timing information. In the asynchronous model, this algorithm has time complexity
diam(G)(d+1)(s;1), where the diameter, diam(G), of an undirected graph G is the maximum
distance between any two nodes. In the semi-synchronous model, this algorithm can be
improved to take advantage of the initial synchronization and achieve a time complexity of
1 + diam(G)(d + 1)(s ; 2). The second algorithm does not use any communication and
relies only on timing information it works only in the semi-synchronous model. The time
complexity of this algorithm is 1 + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 2). These algorithms can be combined
to yield a semi-synchronous algorithm for the s-session problem whose time complexity is
1 + minfb 1c c + 1 diam(G)(d + 1)g(s ; 2).
We then present lower bounds. For the asynchronous model, we prove an almost matching
lower bound of diam(G)d(s ; 1) on the time complexity of any algorithm for the s-session
problem. For the semi-synchronous model, we prove two lower bounds. We rst show a
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simple lower bound of b 1c (s ; 2)c for the case where no communication is used. We then
present a lower bound of 1 + minfb 21c c diam(G)dg(s ; 2) for the time complexity of any
semi-synchronous algorithm for the s-session problem the proof relies on the assumption
that d  minfb1=2ccddiam(G)dg + 2.
These bounds extend in a straightforward way to the case where delays on the communication links of G = (V E ) are not uniform. That is, for every communication link (i j ) 2 E ,
delivery time for a message sent over (i j ) is in the interval 0 d(i j )] for some xed d(i j ),
0  d(i j ) < 1. (The study of this non-uniform case is partially inspired by recent work on
cost-sensitive analysis of communication protocols appearing in 15].)
We also consider the uninitialized case, where processes are not initially synchronized.
Specically, at time 0 all processes but one, the initiator, start in a quiescent state. When in
a quiescent state, a process can neither send out any messages nor pass to a non-quiescent
state. However, upon a message delivery event, it may enter a non-quiescent, non-idle state.
The results we obtain for this case are similar in avor to those for the initialized case,
although they are less tight.
We start with a straightforward adaptation of the asynchronous algorithm for the initialized case. The time complexity of this algorithm is diam(G)(d +1)s in both the asynchronous
and the semi-synchronous models. Our second algorithm combines some initial communication and timing information to achieve a time complexity of 3diam(G)(d +1)+(b 1c c +1)(s ; 1)
it works only in the semi-synchronous model. These algorithms can be combined to yield
a semi-synchronous algorithm which solves the s-session problem on G in the uninitialized case and achieves a time complexity of 3diam(G)(d + 1) + minfb 1c c + 1 diam(G)(d +
1)g(s ; 1). We also prove lower bounds for this case. For the asynchronous model, we
prove an almost matching lower bound of diam(G)ds for the time complexity of any algorithm for the s-session problem. For the semi-synchronous model we prove a lower bound
of diam(G)bdc + minfb 21c c diam(G)dg(s ; 1) the proof relies on the assumption that d 
d
minf2b1=2ccdiam(G)dg + 2.
For appropriate values of the various parameters (choose, for example, c, d and diam(G)
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so that b 21c c < diam(G)d), our results imply a time separation between semi-synchronous
(in particular, synchronous) and asynchronous networks. The lower bound for the semisynchronous model shows the inherent limitations on using timing information. In addition,
it can also be used to derive a lower bound of 1 + diam(G)d(s ; 2) for a model in which
processes' step time is in the range (0 1] (rather than in 0 1], as in the asynchronous model).
This is equivalent to requiring that no two steps by the same process may occur at the same
timek . Fix some c0 > 0 such that b 21c0 c  diam(G)d, and use the proof of the lower bound
for the model where processes' step time is in the range c0 1] since c0 1]  (0 1], the claim
follows. This implies the rst time separation between this model and the synchronous model.
(The proof in 4] relies heavily on the ability to schedule many steps by the same process at the
same time.) Note that our rst (initialized) algorithm for the semi-synchronous model only
requires that two steps by the same process do not occur at the same time. This implies that
the almost matching upper bound of 1+ diam(G)(d +1)(s ; 2) holds also for the asynchronous
model where processes' step time is in the range (0 1].
The lower bounds shown for networks use the same general approach as in 4]. However,
since we assume processes communicate by sending messages, while 4] assumes processes communicate via shared memory, the precise details dier substantially. The lower bound proof
in 4] uses fan-in arguments, while our lower bounds are based on information propagation
arguments using long delays of messages, combined with appropriate selection of processes
and careful timing arguments. Our asynchronous lower bound is based and improves on a
result of Lynch ( 38]) showing a lower bound of rad(G)d(s ; 1) .
Awerbuch ( 14]) introduced the concept of a synchronizer as a way to translate algorithms
designed for synchronous networks to asynchronous networks. Although the results of 14]
may suggest that any synchronous network algorithm can be translated into an asynchronous
algorithm with constant time overhead, our results imply that this is not the case: for some
values of the parameters, any translation of a semi-synchronous (in particular, synchronous)
We remark that this is the most common way of measuring time in an asynchronous system (e.g., 51]).
The radius, rad(G) of G is the minimum, over all nodes in V of the maximum distance from that node to
any other node in V . For any undirected graph G, rad(G) diam(G) 2rad(G).
k
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algorithm for the s-session problem to an asynchronous algorithm must incur a non-constant
time overhead.
Our results for networks are laid out in full in Section 4.1.

1.3.2 Shared Memory
We start by describing some simple upper bounds that can be deduced from either previous
or our current work. An algorithm sketched in 4] relies on explicit communication through
shared memory to ensure that the needed steps have occurred and does not use any timing
information. This algorithm achieves time complexity of O(s logb n) in both the asynchronous
and the semi-synchronous models. On the other hand, since our semi-synchronous algorithm
for networks does not use any communication, but relies on timing information, it also works
for the shared memory model to achieve time complexity of O(s 1c ). These two algorithms
can be combined to yield a semi-synchronous algorithm for the s-session problem whose time
complexity is O(s minf 1c  logb ng). On the other hand, a lower bound of !(s logb n) shown in 4]
holds for our asynchronous shared memory model as well and implies, for appropriate values
of the various parameters, a time separation between semi-synchronous and asynchronous
systems that use communication through atomic shared memory. (Choose, for example, c, b
and n so that b 21c c < blogb (n ; 1) ; 1c.)
At this point, it is natural to ask whether communication and timing information can be
combined to yield an upper bound that is signicantly better than O(s minf 1c  logb ng). We
show a lower bound of 1 + minfb 21c c blogb (n ; 1) ; 1cg(s ; 2) for the time complexity of
any semi-synchronous algorithm for the s-session problemyy. This result shows the inherent
limitations on using timing information and implies that such a combination is impossible.
As for networks, our lower bound result can also be used to derive a lower bound of
1 + blogb (n ; 1) ; 1c(s ; 2) for a shared memory model in which processes' step time is in
the range (0 1] (rather than in 0 1], as in the asynchronous model). This is equivalent to
An essentially identical lower bound has been obtained independently, but subsequently to ours, by Rhee
and Welch (cf. 53]).
yy
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requiring that no two steps by the same process may occur at the same time. Fix some c0 > 0
such that b 21c0 c  blogb (n ; 1) ; 1c, and use the proof of the lower bound for the model where
the rate of processes steps is in c0 1] since c0 1]  (0 1], the claim follows. This implies a
time separation between this model and the synchronous shared-memory model. (We stress,
again, that the proof in 4] relies heavily on the ability to schedule many steps by the same
process at the same time.)
Our lower bound proof uses the same general approach as in 4] and our lower bound
proof for semi-synchronous networks. Specically, our proof combines fan-in and causality
arguments as in 4], along with information propagation and careful timing arguments as in
our lower bound proof for semi-synchronous networks.
Our results for shared memory are presented in detail in Section 4.2.

1.4 Semi-Synchrony versus Real Time
Central to the programming of distributed systems are synchronization problems, where processes are required to obtain some common notion of time so as to perform a particular action
simultaneously. How closely can they be guaranteed to perform such an action?
Such synchronization problems were rst investigated by Lamport in 31], where a simple
algorithm was presented allowing a system of asynchronous processes to maintain a discrete
clock that remains consistent with the ordering of receipt of communication messages by
the processes. Several researchers have considered models of a distributed system in which
processes have real-time clocks that run at the same rate as real time, but are arbitrarily
oset from each other initially. In addition, there are known upper and lower bounds on
message delay. (These models are essentially identical to the continuous-time model studied
in Chapter 3.) The goal has been to prove limits on how closely clocks can be synchronized.
In a completely connected network of n processes, Lundelius and Lynch ( 36]) show a tight
bound of  (1 ; n1 ) on how closely the clocks of n processes can be synchronized, where  is the
dierence between the bounds on the message delay. Their work was subsequently extended
by Halpern, Megiddo and Munshi ( 26]) to arbitrary networks. There has also been much
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work done on the problem of devising fault-tolerant algorithms to synchronize real-time clocks
that drift slightly in the presence of variable message delay.
We depart from conventional approaches to clock synchronization problems, focusing on
models where processes obtain timing information from real-time (drifting or non-drifting)
clocks, and address the problem of achieving coordinated action in semi-synchronous networks
by studying the tick synchronization problem, which is the problem of achieving as close as
possible time estimates by dierent processes in a semi-synchronous network.
The tick synchronization problem is an abstraction of the synchronization needed for
the execution of some tasks that arise in a distributed system, where separate components
need to agree on as a close as possible common value of real time. Consider, for example,
version management and concurrency control problems for database systems solutions to
such problems heavily rely on the ability to assign timestamps and version numbers to les
or other entities. Also, some algorithms that use timeouts, such as communication protocols,
are strongly dependent on availability of a \common" notion of real time to communicating
clients.
Roughly speaking, each process runs a tick synchronization algorithm, and enters, upon
its completion, a synchronized state modelling the ability of the process to make use of the
estimate of real time it has obtained from running the algorithm. Informally, the precision
achieved by a tick synchronization algorithm is the maximum, over all processes pi in the
system, of the dierence between the real-time estimate that pi is making at precisely the
time at which it is entering a synchronized state and the real-time estimate that any other
process in a synchronized state is making at the same time.zz
More specically, we consider a collection of n processes arranged at the nodes of a complete undirected graph G and communicating by sending messages along links of this graph.
Messages sent over any communication link incur a delay in the range 0 d], where d  0
is a (known) constant. The time between any two computation steps of a process is in the
zz It is perhaps counter-intuitive that a precision of 0 is the best precision, under our denition, that can be
achieved.
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interval c 1] for some parameter c such that 0 < c  1.
We show a lower bound of b d2;c2 c on the precision achievable by any tick synchronization
algorithm. Our proof follows a general technique, that of explicitly \shifting" and \shrinking"
executions through retiming of events, reminiscent of a technique originally introduced in 36]
and subsequently found applications in many dierent contexts, e.g., 10, 13]. (More instances
of application of this technique appear also in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis.) Since, however,
we are assuming that processes acquire information about time by receiving ticks from their
inaccurate, discrete clocks, while 36] assumes processes have access to continuous clocks
running at a perfect rate, that of real time, the precise details dier substantially. Thus,
our lower bound proof focuses more on timing uncertainty rather than message delivery time
uncertainty. Clearly, our lower bound is interesting when d > 2.
We also present a simple algorithm that achieves a precision of 2(nn;1) (d 2cd e + d2 )+ 1;c c d +1.
Our algorithm relies on explicit communication among the processes, so that each of them
can estimate the dierence between the local time estimate of every other process and its
own, and add the average of these estimated dierences to its local time estimate. This
algorithm is a direct adaptation for the semi-synchronous model of one presented in 36].
Its analysis, however, is more involved, due to the fact that the timing assumptions in the
semi-synchronous model are more \crisp" than the ones in 36], where clocks were assumed
to run at a perfect rate, as in the continuous-time model.
Clearly, after all processes enter a synchronized state, clock drifts may bring the system
out of synchronization again so, it makes sense to consider the behavior of the system prior
to the time at which the last process enters a synchronized state. Multiple runs of a tick
synchronization algorithm, appropriately scheduled, possibly in a way similar to 37], may
reduce such future \desynchronizations".
Our results for the tick synchronization problem are exhibited in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2

System Models
In this Chapter, we present descriptions and formal denitions for the continuous-time and
discrete-time system models that we consider .
Denitions for the continuous-time model appear in Section 2.1 they are tailored towards
a message passing system supporting an implementation of shared memory on distributed
memory machines, closely following 13, 5, 45, 46, 8]. Section 2.2 includes our denitions
for the discrete-time model in which interprocess communication is achieved through either
point-to-point message passing or shared memory, but not through both these denitions are
standard and similar in style to those in, e.g., 9, 12, 44, 11, 51, 4, 41].

2.1 Continuous-Time Model
We consider a collection of application programs running concurrently and communicating
through virtual shared memory, consisting of a collection X of read/write objects, or simply
objects, for short. Each object X 2 X may attain values from a domain, a set V of values,
which includes a special undened value ? a total order <V is dened on V . We assume a
system consisting of a collection P of nodes, jP j = n connected via a communication network.
The shared memory abstraction is implemented by a memory consistency system (MCS),
These denitions could be expressed in terms of the general timed automaton model described in 9, 39, 47].

24
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consisting of a collection of MCS processes, one at each node, that use local memory, execute
some local protocol and communicate through sending messages, drawn from some message
alphabet M, along the network. Each MCS process pi , located at node i, is associated with
an application program Pi  pi and Pi interact by using call and response events. A correctness
condition is specied at the interface between the application programs (written by the user)
and the MCS processes (supplied by the system).
The following external events may occur at the MCS process pi :
Call events: They represent initiation of operations by the application program. They
are Readi(X ) and Writei (X v ), for all objects X 2 X and values v 2 V .
Response events: They represent response by pi to operations initiated by the application program. They are Returni (X v ) and Acki (X ), for all objects X 2 X and values
v 2 V.
Message-delivery events: They represent delivery of a message from any other MCS
process to pi . They are deli(j m) for all messages m and MCS processes pj .
Message-send events: They represent sending of a message by pi to any other MCS
process. They are sendi (j m) for all messages m and MCS processes pj .

For each i, there is a physical, real-time clock at node i, readable by MCS process pi but
not under its control, that runs at the same rate as real time. This is modeled by assuming
that each state of pi has a special time-varying componenet Cli, the local clock component,
which is a function of the form: Cli (t) = t + ci , where t, the real time, is a non-negative real
number, and ci, the local clock parameter of pi is a xed real number. The real-time clocks
at various nodes might be initially non-synchronized that is, it may be that ci 6= cj for any
i and j . Process pi may use its local clock for \timing" itself. Formally, this is done through
the following internal events:
Timer-set events: They represent setting of a timer by pi to expire at a xed, later
time. They are SetTimeri(t) for all real numbers t.
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Timer-expire events: They represent expiration of a timer at pi .

The call, message-delivery and timer-expire events are called interrupt events. The response, message-send and timer-set events are called react events.
Each MCS process pi is modeled as an automaton with a (possibly innite) set of states,
including an initial state, and a transition function. Each interrupt event causes an application
of the transition function that is, computations of the system are interrupt driven. The
transition function is a function from pairs of states and interrupt events to pairs of states
and react events. That is, the transition function takes as input the current state and an
interrupt event, and produces a new state, a set of response events for the corresponding
application program, a set of messages to be sent to other MCS processes, and a set of timerset events. A computation step of pi is a tuple (q e q 0 R S T ), where q and q 0 are states, e
is an interrupt event, R is a set of response events, S is a set of message-send events, T is a
set of timer-set events, so that s0 , R, S and T result from the application of pi 's transition
function on q and e.
A history for an MCS process pi is a mapping hi from <, real-time domain, to nite
sequences of computation steps by pi such that:
1. For each real time t, there is only a nite number of times t0 < t such that the corresponding sequence of steps h(t0) is non-empty thus, the concatenation of all such
sequences in real-time order is also a sequence, called the history sequence.
2. The old state in the rst computation step in the history sequence is pi 's initial state.
3. The old state of each subsequent computation step is the new state of the previous
computation step in the history sequence.
For a given MCS, an execution is a set of histories, one for each MCS process, such that
the following conditions hold:
1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the messages sent by pi to pj and the
messages delivered at pj that were sent by pi , for any MCS processes pi and pj . (This
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condition is imposed by operational characteristics of the network: the network reliably
delivers all messages sent.)
2. Use the previous correspondence to dene the message-delivery time, or delay, of any
message for a set of histories to be the real time of delivery minus the real time of sent.
Then, for every i and j , every message in from pi to pj incurs a delay in the range
d ; u d], for some real numbers u and d, where 0 < d < 1 and 0  u < d d is the
upper bound on message delay and u is the message delay uncertainty. (This condition
is imposed by architectural charactersistics of the network.)
3. There is a one-to-one correspondence between timer-set and timer-expire events at each
MCS process pi . Furthermore, each timer-expire event occurs at real time t later than
the corresponding timer-set event, where t is the real number specied by the timer-set
event. (This condition is imposed by operational characteristics of the physical clocks:
clocks support reliable \timeouts".)
4. For every i, at most one call at pi is pending at a time. (This condition is imposed
by restrictions on the application programs: no pipelining is allowed at the interface
between an application program and the corresponding MCS process.)
Each pair of a call event and a subsequent matching response event forms an operation.
The call event marks the start of the operation, while the response event marks its end. An
operation op is invoked when the application program issues the appropriate call for op op
terminates when the MCS process issues the appropriate response for op. Formally, each
object X has a serial specication (cf. 28]) which describes its behavior in the absence of
concurrency and failures. Formally, it denes:
A set of operations on X , Op(X ), which are ordered pairs of call and response events.
Each operation op 2 Op(X ) has a value, val(op), associated with it.
A set of admissible operation sequences for X , which consists of certain sequences of
operations on X .
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For each object X , Op(X ) contains a read operation on X , Readi (X ) Returni(X v )] and
a write operation on X , Writei (X v ) Acki(X )], for each index i and value v  v is the value
associated with either of them. The set of admissible operation sequences for X contains
all sequences of operations on X for which, for any read operation, rop, in the sequence,
the latest preceding write operation, wop, satises: val(wop) = val(rop). That is, all such
sequences obey the usual read/write semantics: every read operation on X returns the value
of the latest preceding write operation on X .
An operation sequence for a collection of processes and objects is legal if, for every object
X 2 X , the restriction of to operations on X is in the set of admissible operation sequences
for X , dened by its serial specication.
We often speak informally of an \operation" on an object as in \the read operation on
a read/write object". An operation in our formal model is intended to represent a single
execution of an \operation" as used in the informal sense.
Given an execution , let ops( ) be the sequence of call and response events appearing in
in real-time order, breaking ties by ordering all response events before any call event, and
 ,
then using process identication numbers (id's). An execution species a partial order, ;!
 op if the response for operation op precedes
on the operations which appear in : op1 ;!
2
1

the call for operation op2 in ops( ) that is, op1 ;! op2 if op1 completely precedes op2 in
ops( ).
Given an execution , an operation sequence is a serialization of if it is a permutation
  that is, if op ;!
 op ,
of ops( ). A serialization of is a linearization of if it extends ;!
1
2

then op1 ;! op2.
Let be an operation sequence. Denote by ji the restriction of to operations at the
MCS process pi  similarly, denote by jX the restriction of to operations on the object X .
Roughly speaking, our denitions for sequential consistency and linearizability will involve,
for each execution , the existence of a serialization of which possesses certain properties.
Formally, we dene:

De nition 2.1.1 An execution is sequentially consistent (cf. 32]) if there exists a legal
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serialization of , such that for each MCS process pj , jj = jj .

De nition 2.1.2 An execution is linearizable (cf. 28]) if there exists a legal linearization
of , such that for each MCS process pj , jj = jj .
Intuitively, is sequentially consistent if the sequence of operations in can be permuted
to yield a valid operation sequence that maintains the order of call and response events seen
at each process if, in addition, preserves the order of any two non-overlapping operations
in , is said to be linearizabley .
An MCS is a sequentially consistent implementation of X if every execution of it is sequentially consistent similarly, an MCS is a linearizable implementation of X if every execution
of it is linearizable.
In general, the e ciency of an implementation of X is measured by the worst-case response
time for any operation on an object X 2 X . Given a particular MCS and a read/write object
X implemented by it, the time taken by an operation op on X in an execution is the
maximum dierence between the times at which the response and call events of op occur in
, where the maximum is taken over all occurrences of op in . In particular, we denote by
jR(X )j the maximum time taken by a read operation on X and by jW (X )j the maximum
time taken by a write operation on X , where the maximum is taken over all executions.
We denote by jRj the maximum of jR(X )j, and by jW j the maximum of jW (X )j, over all
read/write objects X implemented by the MCS.
Fix to be any execution and let op = call(op) response(op)] be any operation in . We
denote by tc (op) and tr (op) the (real) times at which call(op) and response(op) occur in .

2.2 Discrete-Time Models
This Section is organized as follows. In Subsection 2.2.1, we present formal denitions for
the discrete-time system model, and describe the time measure we will consider. In SubsecLinearizability may be viewed as a special case of strict serializability (cf. 20, 49]), a basic correctness
condition for concurrent computations on databases, where transactions are restricted to aggregate a single
operation on a single object.
y
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tions 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, we introduce and dene the s-session problem and the tick synchronization problem, respectively.

2.2.1 The System Model
A system consists of a set P of n processes p1 : : : pn . Each process pi is modeled as a
(possibly innite) state machine with state set Qi . The state set Qi contains a distinguished
initial state q0i . The state set Qi also includes a subset Ii of idle states we assume q0i 62 Ii . A
conguration is a vector C = hq1  : : : qn i, where qi is the local state of pi  denote statei (C ) =
qi . The initial conguration is the vector hq01 : : : q0ni. Interprocess communication can
be achieved through either a network, supporting point-to-point message passing, or shared
memory, supporting access of atomic shared variables, but not through both. (Each kind of
interprocess communication will shortly be described separately.) In either case, we consider
an interleaving model of concurrency, in the style of Lynch and Tuttle (cf. 42]), where
computations of the system are modeled as sequences of atomic events, or simply events.

Communication through Network
Processes are located at the nodes of a graph G = (V E ), where V = n]. For simplicity,
we identify processes with the nodes they are located at and we refer to nodes and processes
interchangeably. Processes communicate by sending messages, taken from some alphabet
M, to each other. A send action send i(j m) represents the sending of message m to a
neighboring process pj . Let Si denote the set of all send actions send i (j m) for all m 2 M
and all j 2 n], such that (i j ) 2 E  that is, Si includes all the send actions possible for pi .
Each event is either a computation event, representing a computation step of a single process,
or a delivery event, representing the delivery of a message to a process. Each computation
event is specied by comp (i S ) for some i 2 n]. In the computation step associated with
event comp (i S ), the process pi , based on its local state, changes its local state and performs
some set S of send actions, where S is a nite subset of Si. Each delivery event has the form
del i (j m) for some m 2 M and j 2 n] such that (i j ) 2 E . In a delivery step associated
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with the event del (i m), the message m is added by the neighboring process pj to buer i ,
pi 's message buerz.
Each process pi follows a deterministic local algorithm Ai that determines pi 's local computation, i.e., the messages to be sent and the state transition to be performed. More specically,
for each q 2 Qi , Ai (q ) = (q 0 S ) where q 0 is a state and S is a set of send actions. We assume
that once a process enters an idle state, it will remain in an idle state, i.e., if q is an idle state,
then q 0 is an idle state. An algorithm (or a protocol) is a sequence A = (A1  : : : An ) of local
algorithms.

Communication through Shared Memory
Processes communicate by b-atomic registers (also called shared variables). Fix some integer
b > 0 called the fan-in. Each shared variable may attain values from a domain, a set V of
values, which includes a special \undened" value, ?. Each process pi has a single readmodify-write atomic operation available to it that may read a shared variable R, return its
value v , and modify R. Associated with each shared variable R, is a set Access(R) that
includes the processes which may perform atomic operations on R we assume that, for each
R, jAccess(R)j  b.
A conguration is extended to consist of the states of the processes and the values of
the shared variables. Formally, an extended conguration C~ is a vector hq1 : : : qn  v1 v2 : : :i,
where qi is the local state of pi and vk is the value of the shared variable Rk  denote statei (C~ ) =
qi and valuek (C~ ) = vk . The initial conguration is the conguration in which every local state
is an initial state and all shared variables are set to ?.
Each event is a computation event representing a computation step of a single process
it is specied by comp(i R) for some i 2 n]. In this computation step, the process, pi ,
based on its local state performs an operation on a shared variable R, performs some local
computation, and changes to its next state.
The system model can be extended to allow arbitrary state change upon message delivery without changing
the results for clarity of presentation, we chose not to do so.
z
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Each process pi follows a deterministic local algorithm Ai that determines pi 's local computation, i.e., the register to be accessed and the state transition to be performed. More
specically, Ai determines:
A shared variable R as a function of pi 's local state.
Whether pi is to modify R and, if so, the value v 0 to be written, and pi 's next state as
a function of pi 's local state and the value v read from R.
We assume that once a process enters an idle state, it will remain in an idle state. An
algorithm (or a protocol) is a sequence A = (A1  : : : An ) of local algorithms.

Timing Assumptions
An execution is an innite sequence of alternating congurations and events
= C0 1 C1 : : : j  Cj  : : : 
satisfying the following conditions:
1. C0 is the initial conguration
2. If j = del (i m), then statei (Cj ) is obtained by adding m to buer i 
3. If j = comp (i S ), then statei (Cj ) and S are obtained by applying Ai to statei (Cj ;1)
4. If j = comp (i Rk ), then Rk is obtained by applying Ai to statei (C~j ;1), and statei (C~j )
and valuek (C~j ) are obtained by applying Ai to statei (C~j ;1 and valuek (C~j ;1)
5. If j involves process pi and shared variable Rk , then statel (C~j ;1) = statel (C~j ) for
every l 6= i and valuel(C~j ;1 ) = valuel(C~j ) for every l 6= i
6. For each m 2 M and each process pi , let S (i m) be the set of j such that j is a
send event send i (j m) and let D(i m) be the set of j such that j is a delivery event
del i (j m). Then there exists a one-to-one onto mapping im from S (i m) to D(i m)
such that im (j ) > j for all j 2 S (i m)
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That is, in an execution the changes in processes' states and shared variables' values are
according to the transition function, only a process which takes a step or to which a message
is delivered changes its state, only a shared variable on which an operation is performed
changes its value, and each sending of a message is matched to a later message delivery and
each message delivery to an earlier send. We adopt the convention that nite prexes of an
execution end with a conguration, and denote the last conguration in a nite execution
prex by last( ). We say that j = comp(i S ) or j = comp(i R) is a non-idle step of the
execution if statei (Cj ;1 ) 62 Ii , i.e., it is taken from a non-idle state.
A timed event is a pair (t ), where t, the \time", is a nonnegative real number, and
is an event. A timed sequence is an innite sequence of alternating congurations and timed
events
= C0 (t1 1) C1 : : : (tj  j ) Cj  : : : 
where the times are nondecreasing and unbounded.
Timed executions in this model are dened as follows. Fix real numbers c and d, where
0  c  1 and 0  d < 1. Letting be a timed sequence as above, we say that is a timed
execution of A provided that the following all hold:
1. C0 1 C1 : : : j  Cj  : : : is an execution of A
2. (Synchronous start) There are computation events for all processes with time 0
3. (Upper bound on step time) If the j th timed event is (tj  comp (ij  S )) (resp., (tj  comp(ij  R))),
then there exists a k > j with tk  tj +1 such that the kth timed event is (tk  comp (ij  S 0))
(resp., (tk  comp(ij  R0)))
4. (Lower bound on step time) If the j th timed event is (tj  comp (ij  S )) (resp., (tj  comp(ij  R))),
then there does not exist a k > j with tk < tj + c such that the kth timed event is
(tk  comp (ij  S 0)) (resp., (tk  comp(ij  R0)))
5. (Upper bound on message delivery time) If message m is sent to pi at the j th timed
event, then there exists k > j such that the kth timed event is the matching delivery
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(tk  del i (j m)) (i.e., im (j ) = k) and tk  tj + d
We say that is an execution fragment of A if there is an execution 0 of A of the form
0 =   0 . This denition is extended to apply to timed executions in the obvious way. For
a nite execution fragment = C0  (t1 1) C1 : : : (tk  k ) Ck , we dene tstart ( ) = t1 and
tend ( ) = tk .
The asynchronous model is dened by taking c = 0, while the semi-synchronous model
is dened by taking 0 < c  1 the synchronous model is a special case of the latter. Note
that the asynchronous model, as dened above, allows two computation steps of the same
process to occur at the same time (Condition 4 is vacuous when c = 0). (We remark that our
proofs, as well as the proof in 4], use this property.) If we want to dene the more common
asynchronous model, where a process can have at most one computation step at each time,
we have to replace Condition 4 above with:
(Lower bound on step time) If the j th timed event is (tj  comp (ij  S )) (resp.,
(tj  comp(ij  R))), then there does not exist a k > j with tk = tj such that the
kth timed event is (tk  comp (ij  S 0)) (resp., (tk  comp(ij R0)))
In both models, we say that a process pi enters an idle state by time t0 (in a timed execution
) if there exists a timed event (tj ;1  j ;1 ) in such that tj ;1  t0 , either j ;1 = comp(i S )
or j ;1 = comp(i R), and statei (Cj ) 2 Ii .
We say that a process pi receives the message m by time t0 (in a timed execution ) if, by
time t0 , pi has a computation event that is preceded in by a delivery event del (i m). For
the rest, let D denote d + 1. Note that if m is sent to pj at time t, then pj receives m by
time t + D. To simplify the expression of our time bounds in terms of the parameters d and
c, we sometimes approximate the bounds in the case that 1 d. For example, in this case
we have D  d.

Notation
Consider an undirected graph G = (V E ). For any i j 2 V , let dist(i j ) be the distance of
i and j in G, i.e., the number of edges in the shortest path in G from i to j . The diameter
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of G, diam(G), is the maximum distance between any two nodes in V , i.e., diam(G) =
maxij 2V dist(i j ).
A node i 2 V is a peripheral node of G if maxj 2V dist(i j ) = diam(G) informally, a
peripheral node \realizes" the diameter of G. A node j 2 V is antipodal to a node i 2 V if
dist(i j ) = maxk2V dist(i k) informally, j is a \farthest neighbor" of i in G. (Note that if j
is antipodal to a peripheral node, then j is peripheral.)

2.2.2 The Session Problem
An execution fragment C1 1 C2 : : : m  Cm is a session if for each i, i 2 n], there exists at
least one event j = comp(i), for some j 2 m], which is a non-idle step of the underlying
execution. Intuitively, a session is an execution fragment in which each process takes at least
one non-idle step. An execution contains s sessions if it can be partitioned into at least
s disjoint execution fragments such that each of them is a session. These denitions are
extended to apply to timed executions in the obvious way.
An algorithm solves the s-session problem within time t if each of its timed executions
satises the following: contains s sessions and all processes enter an idle state no later than
time t in .

2.2.3 The Tick Synchronization Problem
We rst provide some intuition in support of our denition of the precision achievable by a
tick synchronization algorithm.
At each receipt of a tick from its physical discrete clock, each process, pi , increases the
value of a special real-time register, Li , by one. Li represents pi 's \local time". Thus, Li
can be modied by pi during an execution according to the rate at which pi receives ticks
from its physical discrete clock. For a particular execution, we dene for each process pi a
function of (real) time t, Li (t), which gives pi 's local time at (real) time t. Notice that Li (t)
is a piece-wise continuous function. We assume that for each i, 1  i  n, Li (0) = 0. We
also assume that a process pi may modify Li during the execution of a tick synchronization
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algorithm in some way other than just incrementing it by one at the rate at which it receives
its ticks. We assume that a process can start executing a synchronization algorithm either
spontaneously or upon receipt of a message from a process that has already done so. Let ti be
the time at which pi completes executing its synchronization algorithm. We say that pi is in
a synchronized state at any time t  ti . Denote by Li (ti +) the local, real-time estimate that
pi is making at ti as a result of a run of a tick synchronization algorithm that is, at time ti ,
pi potentially updates Li (ti ) to Li (ti+), based on knowledge gathered during the execution
of the algorithm and enters a synchronized state.
Clearly, it makes sense to compare Li (t) and Lj (t) for t  ti  tj , when both pi and pj
are guaranteed to be in a synchronized state. Furthermore, for a particular process pi , it is
most appropriate to compare Li (t) and Lj (t), where pj is any process that has also entered
a synchronization state by ti , at time exactly ti , since further \asymmetry" in the rates at
which pi and pj receive ticks can occur after ti to separate Li and Lj even more.
We formalize the above intuitive ideas as follows: we say that a tick synchronization
algorithm, A, synchronizes the system within precision $ if for every execution of A and for
every process pi, jLp (ti +) ; Lp (ti )j  $, for any process pj such that tj  ti .
We will consider \symmetric" tick synchronization algorithms for which each process
executes the same local protocol and treats uniformly all other processes.

Chapter 3

Timing-Based, Linearizable
Read/Write Objects
In this Chapter, we show that the timing assumptions made for the continuous-time model
can be exploited in order to achieve e cient, linearizable implementations of shared memory
on distributed memory multiprocessor machines.
In all of our implementations, we will use, for an arbitrary execution of the implementation and a real-valued, non-negative function T dened on operations in , a serialization,
, of , dened as follows:

De nition 3.0.1 (Serialization of with respect to T ) For any operations op1 and op2
in :
 op  that is, operations are ordered in with respect to
(1) If T (op1 ) < T (op2 ), then op1 ;!
2
T.

(2) If T (op1) = T (op2), then:
 op  that is,
(a) if op1 and op2 are write and read operations, respectively, then op1 ;!
2
write operations precede in read ones with the same T .

(b) if op1 and op2 are both either read or write operations, then: if val(op1) <V val(op2),
37
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 op , while if val(op ) = val(op ), then op and op are ordered
then op2 ;!
1
1
2
1
2
arbitrarily in  that is, operations of the same type and with the same T are
ordered in with respect to <V .

We will call the serialization of with respect to T .
This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 includes our results for the perfect clocks
model, where processes have perfectly synchronized (perfect) clocks and all messages incur a
constant and known delay d. We next turn to the more realistic imperfect clocks model, where
clocks are not initially synchronized and message delays can vary. In Section 3.2, linearizable
implementations of read/write objects are presented, while in Section 3.3, we present lower
bounds to support optimality of our implementations.

3.1 Perfect Clocks
We present a family of linearizable implementations of read/write objects, Aper , parameterized
by some constant  (known to the processes), 0    1, which achieve worst-case response
times of d and (1 ; )d for read and write operations, respectively.
We start with an informal description of Aper . Each process pi keeps a local copy, Xi , of
each object X . Upon a Readi (X ) event, pi waits for time d and then issues Returni (X v ),
where v is the value currently held by Xi . Upon a Writei (X v ) event, pi sends update
messages, update(X v ), to all other processes after time (1 ; )d elapses, it issues Acki(X ),
but it waits for an additional time d to set Xi to v , simultaneously with every other process
receiving update(X v ). (Note that this additional \busy-waiting" time d does not contribute
to jW j.) Upon receipt of an update message involving X , pi immediately sets Xi to the value
written. (If pi receives several update messages at the same time, it updates Xi to the minimal
with respect to <V of the delivered values.)
The code for process pi appears in more detail in Figure 3-1. On a call event, Readi (X )
or Writei (X v ), or on receipt of an update message update(X v ), pi executes procedure
Readi (X ), Writei(X v ), or Updatei (X v ), respectively. By convention, a SetTimeri(t) event
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postpones continuing the current execution of a procedure for time t later (till the corresponding timer expires). In procedure Updatei (X v ), the role of the variable t(i X ) is to store
the time of the latest update of Xi , so that if pi sequentially receives several update messages
in message-delivery events occurring at the same real time, pi detects this and updates Xi
to the minimal of the simultaneously delivered values. Also, \interleaving" of procedures is
possible: for example, pi may execute Updatei (X v ) on receipt of update(X v ), while waiting
for expiration of the timer in executing Readi (X ) or, pi may even initiate an execution of
Writei (X v ) while still waiting for expiration of the timer in a previous execution of it. Thus,
the computation of pi is the \parallel (self)-composition" of these procedures.
Formally, we show:

Algorithm Aper : code for process pi
Procedure Readi (X )

SetTimeri (d)
Returni (X Xi)
end procedure Readi (X )

Procedure Writei(X v)

broadcasti (update(X v ))
SetTimeri ((1 ; )d)
Acki (X )
SetTimeri (d)
Xi := v 
end procedure Writei(X v)

(/* executed upon a Readi (X ) event */)

(/* executed upon a Writei (X v ) event */)

Procedure Updatei (X v)
(/* executed upon receipt of update(X v ) */)
(
X
)
if ti = Cli then Xi := min<V fXi vg else Xi := v
end procedure Updatei (X v)
Figure 3-1: The Algorithm Aper : code for process pi
Theorem 3.1 For each , 0    1, Aper is a linearizable implementation of read/write
objects, which achieves: jRj = d and jW j = (1 ; )d.
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Proof: Fix any execution of Aper .

Clearly, in , the response time for every read operation is d and the response time for
every write operation is (1 ; )d, implying jRj = d and jW j = (1 ; )d.
We now show that Aper is a linearizable implementation of read/write objects. We construct a legal linearization of such that, for each MCS process pj , jj = jj  each
read or write operation in is \serialized" to occur at the time of its call or response in
, respectively, breaking ties by ordering all write operations before read ones that occur
simultaneously in and then using <V . Formally, we assign a time T (op) to each operation op = call(op) response(op)] in : T (op) = tc (op) if op is a read operation else,
T (op) = tr (op). Let be the serialization of according to T .
We rst prove:

Lemma 3.1 is a linearization of .
 op . By denition of ;!
 ,
Proof: Let op1 and op2 be operations in such that op1 ;!
2
tr (op1 )  tc (op2). By denition of T , T (op1)  tr (op1) and T (op2)  tc (op2) it follows
 op , by (1) in Denition 3.0.1. So
that T (op1)  T (op2). If T (op1) < T (op2), then op1 ;!
2
assume T (op1) = T (op2). By denition of ops( ), it follows that op1 and op2 are write and
 op , by (2)(a) in Denition 3.0.1.
read operations, respectively. Hence, op1 ;!
2

We continue by showing:

Lemma 3.2 For each MCS process pj , jj = jj .
 jj
Proof: Consider operations op1 and op2 such that op1 ;!
op2. It su ces to show that
 jj
 jj
 op . By Lemma 3.1, op ;!
 op , implying op ;!
op1 ;!
op2. Clearly, op1 ;!
op2, as
2
1
2
1

needed.

We continue with a simple claim which will be used in showing that is a legal operation

sequence. We dene a relation ,!
between write and read operations in as follows: for

any write and read operations wop and rop, respectively, on object X in , wop ,!
rop if
val(wop) = val(rop) and the latest update (in ) on the local copy of X by the reading
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process (before it returns on rop), as a result of receiving update(X val(wop)) from the

writing process, is to val(wop). Roughly speaking, ,!
captures causality and relates each
read operation in to the write operation writing the returned value. We have:

Claim 3.1 Let wop1 = Writei(X v1) Acki(X )] and rop1 = Readk(X ) Returnk(X v1)]
be write and read operations, respectively, for some value v1 2 V , indices i k 2 n] and a

 rop .
read/write object X , such that wop1 ,!
rop1. Then, wop1 ;!
1
Proof: Since all message delays are exactly d, tr (rop1)  tc (wop1) + d. Since T (rop1) =
tc (rop1) = tr (rop1) ; d, and T (wop1) = tr (wop1) = tc (wop1) + (1 ; )d, it follows that
 rop , by (1) in Denition 3.0.1 if
T (rop1)  T (wop1). If T (rop1) > T (wop1), then wop1 ;!
1

T (rop1) = T (wop1), then wop1 ;! rop1 by (2)(a) in Denition 3.0.1.
Notice that Claim 3.1 implies that if a read operation in returns a value \out of order",
i.e., other than that of the immediately preceding (in ) write operation on the same object,
then this read operation is related (through  ) to a write operation that precedes it in .
Thus, Claim 3.1 restricts the way in which may violate legality.
We nally show that is a legal operation sequence. An informal outline of our proof
follows. We assume that some read operation returns a value other than that of the immediately preceding write operation on the same object and derive a contradiction by showing
that the superseded written value is \known" to the reading process before the read operation
returns. We have:

Lemma 3.3 is a legal operation sequence.
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that is not legal. From Claim 3.1 and the

assumption that is not legal, there must exist operations wop1 = Writei (X v1) Acki(X )],
wop2 = Writej (X v2) Ackj (X )] and rop1 = Readk (X ) Returnk(X v1)], for some indices
i j and k 2 n], a read/write object X and values v1  v2 2 V , such that wop1 wop2 rop1 is a
 rop .
subsequence of and wop2 is the latest write operation on X in such that wop2 ;!
1
By construction of , T (wop1)  T (wop2)  T (rop1), i.e., tr (wop1)  tr (wop2) 
tc (rop1). In fact, we prove:
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Claim 3.2 T (wop1) < T (wop2)
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that T (wop1) = T (wop2). By construction of ,
v2 <V v1 . By denition of T , tr (wop1) = tr (wop2), implying tc (wop1) = tc(wop2). Since
message delays are xed, pk receives update messages simultaneously from pi and pj  it must
set Xk to v1 (later returned). Hence, by the algorithm, v1 <V v2 . A contradiction.

Note that Claim 3.2 implies that tc (wop1) < tc (wop2). Since all message delays are equal
to d and, by the algorithm, a writing process waits for time d to update its local copy to the
written value, it follows that each process sets its local copy of X to v1 strictly before it sets
it to v2 . Also, note that

tr (rop1) = tc (rop1) + d  tr (wop2) + d = tc (wop2) + (1 ; )d + d = tc (wop2) + d 
i.e., pk updates Xk to v2 no later than time tr (rop1). Hence, it follows that rop1 returns v2 .
A contradiction.
Thus, is a legal linearization of such that, for each MCS process pj , jj = jj . Since
was chosen arbitrarily, this implies that Aper is a linearizable implementation of read/write
objects.
We remark that it is possible to use a dierent parameter, X , for each dierent object X , according, perhaps, to the pattern of read and write operations on X . Under
this modication, Aper is no more symmetric with respect to the objects. But, the main
price paid is that the corresponding worst-case response times are jRj = maxX 2X X d, and
jW j = (1 ; minX 2X X )d, so that jRj + jW j = (1 + maxX 2X X ; minX 2X X )d, which is
possibly larger than d, established in 35] as a general lower bound on jRj + jW j for any
linearizable implementation of read/write objects, and met for the perfect clocks model by
taking minX 2X X = maxX 2X X = , as in Theorem 3.1.
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3.2 Imperfect Clocks: Upper Bounds
This Section is organized as follows. Subsection 3.2.2 presents Aimp
1 , a linearizable implementation of read/write objects. In Subsection 3.2.3, we show how to modify Aimp
1 to obtain
a family of linearizable implementations, Aimp
2 , supporting quantitative regulation of the response times of read and write operations. In an initialization phase, prior to each of these
implementations, a simple synchronization procedure, Asyn , runs in order to enable the processes acquire a certain amount of accuracy this procedure is presented in Subsection 3.2.1.

3.2.1 A Synchronization Strategy
In executing Asyn in an initialization phase of the computation, each process pi broadcasts a
special synchronization message synch and sets a timer for time d thereafter. On either the
rst receipt of some (synch) message from any other process, or on expiration of the timer,
whichever happens rst, pi sets its local time to 0 at real time, say, t0 . That is, pi constructs
a logical clock out of its physical one by implicitly \changing" the local clock parameter ci to
ci ; Cli(t0 ), and at all future accesses to local time, pi takes the local time Cli(t) to be the
dierence of the physical clock time, read from its physical clock, and Cli(t0 ). (In all future
discussion, we will use local clock time to refer to logical clock time \constructed" in this
way.)
We say that an algorithm synchronizes the system within accuracy  if the maximum
dierence between the local times of any two processes at any real time after all processes
have completed the execution of the algorithm is at most  . We show:

Theorem 3.2 Asyn synchronizes the system within accuracy u.
Proof: Since clocks do not drift, it su ces to consider the latest real time t at which a
process pi completes the execution of Asyn and show that the local clock time of any other
process is  u at time t.
Notice that every synch message was sent at time  t ; d, since, otherwise, pi would

receive it (and halt) at time < t. Hence, every process pj that completes the execution of
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Asyn on receipt of synch does so within the time interval t ; d + d ; u t] = t ; u t] thus, the
local clock time of pj at time t is  u, as needed. So, consider a process pj completing the
execution of Asyn on expiration of its own timer since pj broadcasts synch at time  t ; d,
waits for time d and completes execution of Asyn at time  t (before pi does), it can only be
that pj completes execution of Asyn and set its local time to 0 at time t, as pi does.
We remark that, by the results of Lundelius and Lynch in 36], an accuracy of (1 ; n1 )u
is achievable in the imperfect clocks model. This accuracy is slightly better than u, but we
chose to present and use the slightly weaker one since it can be achieved by a much simpler
algorithm than the one in 36], which might also be of independent interest. Furthermore,
the better accuracy achieved in 36] does not seem to considerably improve our subsequent
results, if it improves them at all.
We conclude this Subsection with a simple observation encompassing the \common knowledge" acquired by the processes as a result of running Asyn . Fix any execution and assume
that all processes executed Asyn in a prior phase. We show:

Lemma 3.4 Consider message-send events sendi1 (j1 m1) and sendi2 (j2 m2) occurring at
(real) times t1 and t2 , respectively, in such that Cli2 (t2) ; Cli1 (t1 ) > 2u. Let the corre-

sponding message-delivery events occur at (real) times t01 and t02 , respectively, in . Then,
t01 < t02 .

Proof: Clearly, it must be that t2 > t1 , since, otherwise,
Cli2 (t2) ; Cli1 (t1 ) = Cli2 (t1) ; (t1 ; t2) ; Cli1 (t1 )  Cli2 (t1 ) ; Cli1 (t1 )  u 
by Theorem 3.2. We have:

t02 ; t01  t2 + d ; u ; t1 ; d = Cli2 (t2 ) ; Cli2 (t1) ; u  Cli2 (t2 ) ; Cli1 (t1 ) ; u ; u > 2u ; 2u = 0
as needed.
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3.2.2 First Implementation
We present a linearizable implementation of read/write objects, Aimp
1 , which achieves worstcase response times of < 4u +  and d + 3u for read and write operations, respectively, where
 > 0 is an arbitrarily small constant.
We rst describe the \timings" of Aimp
1 , and then discuss how a process selects a value to
return in a read operation.
Upon a Readi (X ) event, pi returns at the earliest possible time, provided that time
 u elapsed since the previous update of Xi. This is detected by using timeri(X ), a
timer, set (to 0) on each update of Xi and reset (to ?) each time pi returns for a read
operation on X .
A \time-slicing" technique is used for handling write operations roughly speaking, each
process pi slices each time period of 3u +  into an interval of length 3u in which actions
on a call event of a write operation may not be initiated, followed by an interval of
length  in which they may. Upon a Writei (X v ) event and when in the appropriate
time interval, pi broadcasts an update(X v ) message together with its local time at the
(real) time of broadcasting it then waits for an additional time d to set Xi to v and
issue Acki(X ).
We now describe how process pi selects a value to return in a read operation on object
X : candidate values to be returned are those to which pi previously set Xi to and whose
local broadcasting time is within 2u of that with the currently maximum local broadcasting
time. To do so, pi maintains a set Pendi (X ) of \pending" update messages that it recently
received. Whenever pi updates Xi to v , either on receipt of update(X v ) or as a result of
a write operation by itself on X , it adds (v t) to Pendi (X ), where t is the local time at
which update(X v ) was broadcasted by the writing process. To keep the size of Pendi (X )
small, at each update of Xi , pi removes from Pendi (X ) all pairs (v 0 t0) such that t0 is not
within 2u of the currently maximum time component of elements of Pendi (X ). pi returns
the maximum (with respect to <V ) of the value components of elements of Pendi (X ). The
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code for process pi appears in more detail in Figure 3-2, following the same conventions as in
Figure 3-1, where, for any real numbers r1 and r2, fmod(r1 r2) denotes the (real) remainder
of the integral division of r1 by r2. Formally, we show:

Algorithm Aimp
1 : code for process pi
Procedure Readi (X )
(/* executed upon a Readi (X ) event */)
if timeri(X ) 6= ? then waitfor timeri(X )  u
timeri (X ) := ?
endif
Xi := max<V fv : (v t) 2 Pendi (X )g
Returni (X Xi)
end procedure Readi (X )

Procedure Writei(X v)
(/* executed upon a Writei (X v ) event */)
waitfor fmod(Cli 3u + ) > 3u
broadcasti ((update(X v ) Cli))
SetTimeri (d)
Pendi (X ) := Pendi (X )  f(v Cli ; d)g
tmax := maxft0 : (v 0 t0) 2 Pendi(X )g
Pendi (X ) := f(v0 t0) : (v 0 t0) 2 Pendi (X ) and tmax ; t0  2ug
Acki (X )
end procedure Writei(X v)

Procedure Updatei (X )

(/* executed upon receipt of update((X v ) t) */)
Pendi (X ) := Pendi (X )  f(v t)g
tmax := maxft0 : (v 0 t0) 2 Pendi(X )g
Pendi (X ) := f(v0 t0) : (v 0 t0) 2 Pendi (X ) and tmax ; t0  2ug
timeri(X ) := 0
end procedure Updatei (X )

Figure 3-2: The Algorithm Aimp
1 |code for process pi
Theorem 3.3 Aimp
1 is a linearizable implementation of read/write objects, which achieves:
jRj < 4u + , jW j = d + 3u.
Proof: Fix any execution of Aimp
1 .
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We rst present a timing analysis to show the claimed bounds on jRj and jW j.
The bound on jW j is obvious since, by the algorithm, each process pi waits till fmod(Cli 3u+
) holds, and returns after an additional time d elapses. We proceed to show that jRj < 4u + .
Consider a call event Readi (X ) occurring at time t in . We show that pi responds to
Readi (X ) by time t0 < t + 4u + .
Since on delivery of an update message involving X to pi , pi sets timeri(X ) to 0 and
procedure Readi (X ) is prevented from immediate termination, it seems as if a deadlock may
occur due to successive deliveries of update messages to pi  the \time-slicing" technique,
however, rules this out. We show that there exists a family of \quiet" (\update-free") time
intervals, quieti (k), one for each integer k, with the following properties:

pi receives no update messages in each time interval quieti (k)
Each time interval quieti (k) has length at least u
Any two such consecutive time intervals, quieti (k) and quieti (k + 1), are separated by
a time interval, gapi(k) = (dquieti (k)e bquieti (k + 1)c) of length  2u + .
Formally established in the next two claims, these properties will imply that any read
operation will return strictly before time 4u +  elapses from its initiation.

Claim 3.3 For each integer k, there exists a time interval quieti(k) such that pi receives no
update messages in quieti (k). Furthermore, jquieti (k)j  u.
Proof: Consider any j 2 n]. Any update message sent by pj to pi while Clj < k(3u + ) will

be delivered to pi while Clj < k(3u + ) + d any update message sent by pj to pi while Clj >
k(3u+)+3u is delivered to pi while Clj > k(3u+)+3u+d;u = k(3u+)+d+2u. (Recall that,
by the algorithm, pj cannot send any update messages while k(3u + )  Clj  k(3u + )+3u.)
Thus, no update message from pj is delivered to pi while k(3u+)+d  Clj  k(3u+)+d+2u.
For each j 2 n], let tj (k) be the (real) time at which Clj = k(3u + ). It follows
that for each j 2 n], no update message from pj is delivered to pi in the time interval
tj (k) + d tj (k) + d + 2u]. Hence, no message from any process is delivered to pi in the time
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interval quieti (k), where:

quieti (k) =

\
j 2n]

tj (k) + d tj (k) + d + 2u] = max
t (k) + d jmin
tj (k) + d + 2u] :
j 2n] j
2n]

We have:

tj (k) ; max
t (k) + 2u :
jquieti(k)j = jmin
tj (k) + d + 2u ; max
t (k) ; d = jmin
2n]
j 2n] j
2n]
j 2n] j
It follows, however, from Theorem 3.2 that:
max tj (k) ; min tj (k)  u :
j 2n]

j 2n]

This implies: jquieti (k)j  ;u + 2u = u, as needed.
We now show an upper bound on the \gap" between consecutive \quiet" time intervals :

Claim 3.4 For each integer k, jgapi(k)j  2u + .
Proof: Using the notation of Claim 3.3, we have:
jgapi(k)j = bquieti (k + 1)c ; dquieti (k)e
= max tj (k + 1) + d ; min tj (k) ; d ; 2u
j 2n]
j 2n]
= max tj (k) + 3u +  ; min tj (k) ; 2u
j 2n]
j 2n]
= max tj (k) ; min tj (k) + u + 
j 2n]
j 2n]
 u + u +  (by Theorem 3.2)
= 2u +  
as needed.
Clearly, in the worst-case, Readi(X ) occurs (at time t) within some time interval quieti (k),
for some integer k, but pi enters the time interval gapi(k) and receives some update message
For a real interval x = x1  x2 ], bxc = x1 and dxe = x2 .
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involving X before it may respond to Readi (X ). Such an update message must be delivered
to pi by time < t + u, since, otherwise, timeri (X ) would have attained the value u. By
Claim 3.4, pi will enter quieti (k +1) by time < t + u +2u +  = t +3u + . Since, by Claim 3.3,
jquieti(k + 1)j  u, timeri(X ) does attain the value u within quieti(k + 1), and pi issues
Return(X Xi) by time < t + 3u +  + u = t + 4u + . Hence, jRj < 4u + , as claimed.
We turn to show that Aimp
1 is a linearizable implementation.
We construct a legal linearization of such that, for each MCS process pj , jj = jj .
Our construction proceeds in two phases.
In the rst phase, we \serialize" each read and write operation in to occur at the time
of its response in , breaking ties by ordering all write operations before read ones that occur
simultaneously and then using <V . Formally, let the operation sequence 0 be the serialization
of with respect to tr .
 op , then t (op ) < t (op ) and, by construction of 0 (Denition 3.0.1,
Clearly, if op1 ;!
2
r 1
r 2
 op . Hence, 0 is a linearization of such that, for each MCS process p ,
(1)), op1 ;!
2
j
0 jj = jj .
0 might, however, be not legal, and the objective of the second phase of our construction
is to \perturb" 0 , through reordering operations and while still preserving the properties of
0 , in order to obtain an operation sequence
which is, in addition, legal.
We continue with a simple Claim (reminiscent of Claim 3.1) which we will use in constructing from 0 . To state it, we dene (as in Theorem 3.1) a relation,  , between write and
read operations in as follows: for any write and read operations wop and rop, respectively,
on object X in , wop  rop if val(wop) = val(rop) and the element of the pending set of
the reading process with value component val(wop) (chosen to be returned) was added to the
pending set on receipt of an update message from the writing process. For wop and rop such
that wop  rop, denote by tbr (wop) and tdel (wop) the real time at which the writing process
broadcasts the update message and the real time at which the reading process receives it,
respectively. We have:

Claim 3.5 Let wop = Writei(X v) Acki(X )] and rop = Readk (X ) Returnk(X v)] be
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write and read operations, respectively, for indices i k 2 n], a read/write object X and a
 0 rop.
value v 2 V , such that wop  rop. Then, wop ;!

Proof: Since every message delay is  d ; u, tdel (wop) ; tbr (wop)  d ; u. Since, by the
algorithm, tr (rop)  tdel (wop) + u, it follows that: tr (rop)  tbr (wop) + d = tr (wop). Thus,
 rop, as needed.
by construction, wop ;!
Notice that Claim 3.5 implies that if a read operation in 0 returns a value \out of order,"
i.e., other than that of the immediately preceding (in 0 ) write operation on the same object,
then this read operation is related (through  ) to a write operation that precedes it in 0 .
Thus, Claim 3.5 restricts the way in which 0 may violate legality.
In the second phase, we scan 0 and trace and x each legality violation in it by \locally"
reordering operations, while still preserving its properties. We show that the length of the
maximal prex of 0 which is a legal operation sequence strictly grows after each x as we
proceed thus, inductively, this results in a legal operation sequence which is a linearization
of such that, for each MCS process pl , jl = jl.
Formally, let rop1 = Readk (X ) Returnk(X v1)] be the earliest read operation in 0 , for
some index k 2 n], read/write object X , value v1 2 V , for which there exist write operations
wop1 = Writei(X v1) Acki(X )] wop2 = Writej (X v2) Ackj (X )], for some indices i j 2
n], and value v2 2 V , such that wop1 wop2 rop1 is a subsequence of 0, wop1  rop1, and
 0 rop . Call rop an illegal
wop2 is the latest write operation on X in 0 such that wop2 ;!
1
1
read operation. Reorder wop2 to immediately precede wop1 in 0 . Iterate till no illegal read
operation exists. Let be the resulting operation sequence.
We start by showing:

Lemma 3.5 is a legal operation sequence.
Proof: We proceed inductively and show that, after each reordering, the prex of 0 ending

with an illegal read operation rop1 is a legal operation sequence.
We start with a simple Claim establishing that every process \hears" about a write operation before its termination. Since each process receives update message for wop by time
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 tbr (wop) + d and, by the algorithm, tr (wop) = tbr (wop) + d, we immediately have:

Claim 3.6 For any write operation wop in , every process receives update message for wop
by time tr (wop).

Our next Claim establishes that the local broadcasting times of wop1 and wop2 are \close".

Claim 3.7 jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j  2u.
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that: jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j > 2u. We
proceed by case analysis.

1. Take Cli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2)) > 2u. Clearly, it must be that tbr (wop1) >
tbr (wop2), since, otherwise,

Cli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2)) = Cli(tbr wop2) ; (tbr (wop2) ; tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2 ))
 Cli(tbr (wop2)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))
 u
by Theorem 3.2. By the algorithm, tr (wopi) = tbr (wopi) + d, for i 2 f1 2g. Hence,
 0 wop . A
tr (wop1) > tr (wop2). By (1) in Denition 3.0.1, this implies: wop2 ;!
1
contradiction.
2. Take Clj (tbr (wop2)) ; Cli (tbr (wop1)) > 2u. By Claim 3.6, an update message for v2 is
 0 rop . Let t
delivered to pk by time  tr (wop2 )  tr (wop1), since wop2 ;!
1
max be the
maximal time component of elements in Pendk (X ) at time tr (rop1). We have:

tmax ; Cli (tbr (wop1))  Clj (tbr (wop2)) ; Cli(tbr (wop1)) > 2u :
Hence, (v1  Cli(tbr (wop1))) is removed from Pendk (X ) at time tr (rop1). A contradiction.
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We next use properties of the time slicing technique to show that Claim 3.7 implies that
the local broadacsting times fall within the same time slice of the writing processes. Formally,
assume 3uk1 ;  < Cli(tbr (wop1))  3uk1 and 3uk2 ;  < Clj (tbr (wop2))  3uk2, for some
positive integers k1 and k2 . We have:

Claim 3.8 k1 = k2.
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that k1 6= k2. Without loss of generality, let
k1 > k2. This implies:

jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j = Cli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))
> k1(3u + ) ; (k2(3u + ) ; )
= (k1 ; k2 )(3u + ) + 
 3u + 2
> 2u 
contradicting Claim 3.7.
We continue by showing a simple fact about 0 .

Claim 3.9 Let wop and wop0 be any write operations in 0 such that there is no write operation in (wop wop0) 0 . Then, every read operation in (wop wop0) 0 returns the same value.

Proof: Consider any read operation in (wop wop0) 0 . By Denition 3.0.1 used in constructing 0 , tr (wop)  tr (rop) < tr (wop0). By Claim 3.6, the reading process receives update
messages for wop and all earlier (in 0 ) write operations on X by time  tr (wop). Moreover,

it must be that the reading process receives an update message for wop0 later than time
tr (rop), since, otherwise, the algorithm implies that tr (rop)  tr (wop). Hence, the pending set of the reading process at time tr (rop) may only contain elements corresponding to
write operations completed by time tr (wop). By the algorithm, every reading process returns
identically.
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By Claim 3.9, we assume, without loss of generality, that at most one read operation may
be completed between any two successsive completions of write operations in 0 .
Our key Claim follows:

Claim 3.10 There is no read operation rop2 on X in 0 such that wop2  rop2.
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a read operation rop2 on X in

0

such that wop2  rop2. We proceed by case analysis:

1. Assume, rst, that tr (rop2)  tr (rop1). By assumption, there is no write operation on
X in (wop2 rop1) 0 . Hence, by Claim 3.9, there must be at least one write operation on
X in (rop1 rop2) 0  let wop3 be the one with the maximal local broadcasting time. We
consider the intervals: (wop1 rop1) 0 and (wop2 rop2) 0 in 0 it follows from Claims 3.7
and 3.8 that the local broadcasting times of val(wop1) and val(wop3) are in the same
time slice, as are those of val(wop2) and val(wop3). Since every process receives both
val(wop1) and val(wop2) by time tr (wop2), it follows, by the algorithm, that all values
v1 v2 and v3 were considered in both rop1 and rop2 as candidate values to be returned.
Thus, both v1 <V v2 and v2 <V v1 . A contradiction.
2. Assume, now, that tr (rop2) < tr (rop1). We apply the argument for the previous case to
the intervals (wop1 rop2) 0 and (wop1 rop1) 0 . Let t1max and t2max be the maximal time
components of elements of the pending sets for X of the processes performing rop1 and
rop2, respectively, at the time of response. As already argued, by time tr (rop2), each
process modies its pending set for X as a result of a write operation on X completed
by time tr (rop2). Thus, any modication of this set at time > tr (rop2) is due to a
write operation returning at time > tr (rop2) thus, the broadcasting time of such an
operation is greater than the broadcasting time of any write operation completed by
time tr (wop2), and the addition of its value to the pending set for X of any process
can only increase t2max . Hence, t1max  t2max . Clearly, t2max ; Clj (tr (wop2))  2u and
t1max ; Cli(tr (wop1))  2u. This implies: t1max ; tr (wop2)  2u. By the algorithm and
the way wop1 returns, v1 <V v2 . Hence, by the way wop2 returns, it must be that:
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t2max ; tr (wop1) > 2u. A contradiction.

Clearly, Claim 3.10 implies that, after the reordering, the prex of
a legal operation sequence.

0

ending with rop1 is

We continue by showing:

Lemma 3.6 is a linearization of .
Proof: It su ces to show that the reordered operations wop1 and wop2 \overlap" in , i.e.,
that tc (wop2)  tr (wop1). By Claim 3.8, the local broadcasting times of wop1 and wop2 fall in
the same time slice. Notice that, by Theorem 3.2, this implies: jtbr (wop1) ; tbr (wop2)j  u + .
Since, by assumption,  is arbitrarily small, we may choose  so that   d ; u. (Recall that,
by assumption, d > u.) Thus, we have:

tc (wop2)  tbr (wop2)  tbr (wop1) +  + u = tr (wop1) ; d +  + u  tr (wop1)
as needed.
Recall that for 0 , 0jl = jl for each MCS process pl . In permuting 0 to obtain , we
 wop nor wop ;!
 wop .
reordered only wop1 and wop2 and showed that neither wop1 ;!
2
2
1
Hence:

Lemma 3.7 For each MCS process pl, jl = jl.
It follows from Lemmas 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 that Aimp
1 is a linearizable implementation of
read/write objects.

3.2.3 Second Implementation
In this Subsection, we show how to slightly modify Aimp
1 and obtain a linearizable implementation of read/write objects, Aimp
2 , which achieves worst-case response times of < d + 4u + 
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and (1 ; )d + 3u for read and write operations, respectively, where  > 0 is an arbitrarily
small constant (as in Aimp
1 ).
imp
Aimp
2 diers from A1 only with respect to the \timings" of read and write operations:
Upon a Readi (X ) event, pi sets a timer to expire at time d thereafter, for some
parameter  such that 0   < d;d u  after the timer expires, pi runs as in Aimp
1 : it
returns at the earliest possible time, provided that time  u elapsed since the previous
update of X .
Upon a Writei (X v ) event and when in the appropriate time slice, pi broadcasts an
update(X v ) message and waits for an additional time (1 ; )d to set Xi to v and issue
Acki(X ).

pi selects a value to return in a read operation as in Aimp
1 . The code for process pi appears

in detail in Figure 3-3, using the same conventions as in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. Formally, we
show:

Theorem 3.4 For each , 0   < d;d u , Aimp
2 is a linearizable implementation of read/write
objects, which achieves: jRj < d + 4u + , jW j = (1 ; )d + 3u.
Proof: Fix any execution of Aimp
2 .

We rst present a timing analysis to show the claimed bounds on jRj and jW j.
The bound on jW j is obvious since, by the algorithm, each process pi waits till fmod(Cli 3u+
) holds, and returns after an additional time (1 ; )d elapses. We proceed to show that
jRj < d + 4u + . Since, for a read operation, a process rst waits for time d and, then, it
runs as in Aimp
1 , the proof of Theorem 3.3 immediately applies to yield: jRj < d + 4u + .
We turn to show that Aimp
2 is a linearizable implementation.
We construct a legal linearization of such that, for each MCS process pj , jj = jj .
Our construction proceeds in two phases.
The rst phase is exactly identical to that in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Let 0 be the
operation sequence resulting from the rst phase. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, 0 is a
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Algorithm Aimp
2 : code for process pi
Procedure Readi(X)
(/* executed upon a Readi (X) event */)
SetT imeri (d)
if timeri (X) 6= ? then waitfor timeri(X)  u
timeri (X) := ?
endif
Xi := max<V fv : (v t) 2 P endi(X)g
Returni(X Xi )
end procedure Readi (X)
Procedure Writei (X v)
(/* executed upon a Writei (X v) event */)
waitfor fmod(Cli 3u + b) > 3u
broadcasti((update(X v) Cli ))
SetT imeri ((1 ; )d)
Pendi(X) := P endi(X)  f(v Cli ; (1 ; )d)g
tmax := maxft : (v  t ) 2 Pendi (X)g
Pendi(X) := f(v  t ) : (v  t ) 2 Pendi(X) and tmax ; t  2ug
Acki(X)
end procedure Writei (X v)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Procedure Updatei (X)

(/* executed upon receipt of update((X v) t) */)
Pendi(X) := P endi(X)  f(v t)g
tmax := maxft : (v  t ) 2 Pendi (X)g
Pendi(X) := f(v  t ) : (v  t ) 2 Pendi(X) and tmax ; t  2ug
timeri (X) := 0
end procedure Updatei (X)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 3-3: The Algorithm Aimp
2 |code for process pi
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linearization of such that for each MCS process pj , 0 jj = jj . Note that Claim 3.5 still
applies, where  is identically dened.
In the second phase, we scan 0 and trace and x each legality violation in it by \locally"
reordering operations, while still preserving its properties. We show that the length of the
maximal prex of 0 which is a legal operation sequence strictly grows after each x as we
proceed thus, inductively this results in a legal operation sequence which is a linearization
of such that for each MCS process pl , jl = jl.
Formally, let rop1 = Readk (X ) Returnk(X v1)] be the earliest read operation in 0 , for
some index k 2 n], read/write object X , value v1 2 V , for which there exist operations wop1 =
Writei(X v1) Acki(X )] wop2 = Writej (X v2) Ackj (X )], rop1 = Readk (X ) Returnk(X v1)],
for some indices i j 2 n], and value v2 2 V , such that wop1  wop2 rop1 is a subsequence of
 0 rop .
0 , wop  rop , and wop is the latest write operation on X in 0 such that wop ;!
1
1
2
2
1
Call rop1 an illegal read operation. We consider two cases:
Take jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j > 2u, i.e., the local broadcasting times of wop1
and wop2 do not fall in the same time slice. Reorder rop1 to immediately precede wop2
in 0.
Take jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j  2u, i.e., the local broadcasting times of wop1
and wop2 fall in the same time slice. If there is no later read operation rop2 in 0 such
that wop2  rop2, then reorder wop2 to immediately precede wop1 in 0 else, reorder
rop1 to immediately precede wop2 in 0 . (We will soon provide justication for our
construction.)
Iterate till no illegal read operation exists. Let be the resulting operation sequence.
We start by showing:

Lemma 3.8 is a legal operation sequence.
Proof: We proceed inductively and show that, after each reordering, the prex of 0 ending

with an illegal read operation rop1 is a legal operation sequence. We consider separately each
of the two cases in our construction.
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Assume, rst, jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j > 2u. Clearly, by the denition of an
illegal read operation, the prex of 0 ending with rop1 is a legal operation sequence.
Assume, next, jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j  2u. Notice that in this case it may be
possible for a read operation invoked su ciently \late" (after wop1 and wop2 terminate) to
return v1 hence, reordering rop1 to precede wop2 (as in the previous case) might not guarantee
legality. We consider separately each of the two cases we considered in our construction.
Assume, rst, that there is no later read operation, rop2 , on X in 0 such that wop2  rop2 .
As in Claim 3.10(2), we can show:

Claim 3.11 There is no read operation rop2 on X in (wop2 rop1) 0 such that wop2  rop2.
v2 .

 rop ,
Hence, it follows that there is no read operation, rop2 , on X in 0 such that wop2 ;!
2
0
and, after the reordering, the prex of ending with rop1 is trivially legal.
 rop .
Assume, now, that there is a read operation rop2 on X in 0 such that wop2 ;!
2
Notice that Claim 3.10 still applies and implies that there is no read operation rop01 in 0
 0 rop . Hence, our reordering does not introduce any new
such that wop1  rop1 and rop2 ;!
1
legality violation.
Hence, after the reordering, the prex of 0 ending with rop1 is a legal operation sequence.

We continue by showing:

Lemma 3.9 is a linearization of .
Proof: We proceed by case analysis.
Assume, rst, that jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j > 2u, so that rop1 is reordered to
immediately precede wop2 in 0 . It su ces to show that the reordered operations, rop1 and
wop2, \overlap":

Claim 3.12 tr (wop2) < tc(rop1).
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Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that tr (wop2)  tc (rop1). We have:
tr (rop1) ; tbr (wop2)  tr (rop1) ; (tc (rop1) ; tr (wop2)) ; tbr (wop2)
 d + (1 ; )d = d :
Thus, the reading process receives update(X v2) before time tr (rop1), whence it returns v1 .
A contradiction.
Assume, now, that jCli(tbr (wop1)) ; Clj (tbr (wop2))j  2u, so that either wop2 is reordered
to immediately precede wop1 , or rop1 is reordered to immediately precede wop2 in case there
 rop . In the next two Claims, we
is read operation, rop2, on X in 0 such that wop2 ;!
2
establish that the corresponding reordered operations \overlap" in :

Claim 3.13 tc (wop2) < tr (wop1) .
Proof: Since the local broadcasting times of wop1 and wop2 fall in the same time slice, by
Claim 3.8, jtbr (wop1) ; tbr (wop2)j  u + . Since, by assumption, b u, we may assume that:
 < (1 ; )d ; u. (Note that (1 ; )d ; u > 0 since,  < d;d u .) Thus, we have:
tc (wop2)  tbr (wop2) < tbr (wop1) + u + b = tr (wop1) ; (1 ;  )d + u + b < tr (wop1 )
as needed.
Finally, we show:

Claim 3.14 Assume there is a read operation rop2 in such that wop2
tc (rop1)  tr (wop2).



rop2. Then,

Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that tr (wop2) < tc (rop1). We get:
tr (rop1) ; tbr (wop2) > tr (rop1) ; (tc (rop1) ; tr (wop2)) ; tbr (wop2)  d + (1 ; )d = d
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Thus, update(X v2) is received by pk at time < tr (rop1) hence, by the algorithm, v2 <V v1 .
But, the process performing rop2 also receives update(X v1) before it returns, since, by
assumption, tr (rop2)  tr (rop1) hence, v1 <V v2. A contradiction.
The Lemma follows from Claims 3.13 and 3.14.
Recall that for 0 , 0 jl = jl for each MCS process pl . In permuting 0 to obtain , for
each case of an illegal read operation, we showed that the reordered operations \overlap".
Hence, they may not be performed by the same process, implying:

Lemma 3.10 For each MCS process pl, jl = jl.
It follows from Lemmas 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 that Aimp
2 is a linearizable implementation of
read/write objects.

3.3 Imperfect Clocks: Lower Bounds
This Section is organized as follows. In Subsection 3.3.1, we present a lower bound on jRj+jW j
for a certain class of sequentially consistent implementations, implying a corresponding lower
bound for linearizable implementations. In Subsection 3.3.2, we present a lower bound on jRj
for linearizable implementations.

3.3.1 Lower Bounds on R + W
j

j

j

j

Our lower bounds on jRj + jW j apply to a certain class of implementations of read/write
objects, called object-separable and object-symmetric, which, roughly speaking, satisfy the
following conditions:
Each process acts on an interrupt event involving a certain read/write object independently of activity it previously performed on other objects. Hence, the sequence
of actions taken by the process on this object is completely separated from and not
aected by the presence or abscence of events involving other objects.
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Each process action on an interrupt event is symmetric with respect to the object
involved in the event.
Formally, we dene:

De nition 3.3.1 (Object separability, symmetry) An implementation A of read/write
objects is object-separable if, for each process pi , every state s of pi , includes jXj components,
s1  s2 : : : sjX j, one for each read/write object, so that if an interrupt event ek involves object
Xk and (s ek  s0 R S T ) is a computation step of the process pi , then s0l = sl for every l 6= k.
If, in addition, s0k = s0l for any pair of interrupt events ek and el involving objects Xk and Xl ,
respectively, then A is object-symmetric.

We rst present two technical lemmas which will be used in the proof of our main lower
bound on jRj + jW j. These lemmas establish simple properties of sequentially consistent,
object-separable and object-symmetric implementations, which are of independent interest.
Let A be any sequentially consistent, object-separable and object-symmetric implementation of read/write objects.

First Property
Roughly speaking, our rst lemma asserts that, in any execution of A, objects written identically by processes respond identically to read operations. This lemma is inspired by and
generalizes Theorem 1 in 35], shown there for the special case where u = d.
Formally, consider objects X and Y , both holding the value v0 at time 0, and construct
an execution 1 of A consisting of the following call and response events at processes pi and
pj , where hk (ops( 1)), k 2 n], denotes the sequence of ordered pairs of call and response
events at pk and their corresponding times in 1:

hi (ops( 1)) = (Writei(Y v ) 0) (Acki(Y ) ti1)
(Readi(X ) ti1) (Returni(X vi) ti2)
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hj (ops( 1)) = (Writej (X v) u2 ) (Ackj(X ) tj1)
(Readj (Y ) tj1) (Returnj (X vj ) tj2) :
Furthermore, assume that in 1 delays of messages from any process to pj are equal to d,
delays of messages from pj to any process are equal to d ; u, and all other message delays are
equal to d ; u2 . Assume, also, that in 1, Clk (0) = 0 for any k 2 n], k 6= j , while Clj (0) = ; u2 .
We show:

Lemma 3.11 Read operations by pi and pj in

1

must both return v .

Proof: We start with an informal outline of our proof. By \perturbing" 1, we construct an
execution 10 , \symmetric" with respect to the objects X and Y , with the following properties:
(i) each process \sees" the same event happening at the same (local) time in both 1 and 10 ,
and (ii) each of the objects X and Y undergoes the same \changes" at the same (local) time
in 10 . By (i), it su ces to show that read operations by pi and pj in 10 both return v , which
follows from (ii) and object-symmetry.
Formally, we obtain 10 by retiming events and changing local clock times in 1 as follows:
Each event at process pj that occurs at (real) time t in 1 occurs at (real) time t ; u2
in 10 , while each event at any other process occurs at the same (real) time in both 1
and 10 .
The (local) clock time of pj at (real) time t in 10 is equal to that in
(local) clock times of all other processes do not change.

1

Thus, we have:

hi (ops( 10 )) = (Writei(Y v) 0) (Acki(Y ) ti1)
(Readi (X ) ti1) (Returni (X vi0) ti2)
hj (ops( 10 )) = (Writej (X v ) 0) (Ackj(X ) tj1 ; u2 )
(Readj (Y ) tj1 ; u2 ) (Returnj (X vj0 ) tj2 ; u2 ) 

plus u2 , while
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is an execution of A by proving:

Claim 3.15 In 10 , the time between a message-send event and the corresponding messagedelivery event is equal to d ; u2 .
Proof: The only cases of interest involve message-send or message-delivery events at pj :
1. Each message-send event at pj , occurring at time t in 1 , occurs at time t ; u2 in 10 . In
0
1, the corresponding message-delivery event occurs at time t + d ; u, incurring a delay
of (t + d ; u) ; (t ; u2 ) = d ; u2 .
2. Each message-delivery event at pj , occurring at time t in 1 , occurs at time t ; u2 in 10 .
In 10 , the corresponding message-send event occurs at time t ; d, incurring a delay of
(t ; u2 ) ; (t ; d) = d ; u2 .
Furthermore, consider an event at process pj that happens at real time t and local clock
time Clj (t) in 1 . In 10 , this event occurs at real time t; u2 and local clock time Clj (t; u2 )+ u2 =
Clj (t) ; u2 + u2 = Clj (t). Thus, pj undergoes the same state changes in 10 as in 1, and so,
vj0 = vj . Also, by construction, pi undergoes the same state changes in 10 as in 1, and so,
vi0 = vi . Therefore, it su ces to show that vi0 = vj0 = v.
Notice that in 10 , by construction, Cli(0) = 0, while Clj (0) = ; u2 + u2 = 0. Thus, local
clocks of pi and pj are synchronized in 10 . Since all message delays are equal, object symmetry
implies that vi0 = vj0 . Notice that vi0 = vj0 = v0 contradicts sequential consistency. Therefore,
vi0 = vj0 = v , as needed.

Second Property
Roughly speaking, our second lemma establishes that in any execution of A with \conicting"
write operations on some object, read operations on this object performed su ciently \late"
by dierent processes, that is, after these processes \hear" about the write operations, must
return the same value.
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Formally, consider an object X , holding the value x0 at time 0, and construct an execution
1 of A consisting of the following call and response events at processes pi , pj , pk and pl :

hi (ops(
hj (ops(
hk (ops(
hl(ops(

1))

= (Writei (X v1) 0) (Acki(X ) ti)

1))

= (Writej (X v2) 0) (Ackj(X ) tj )

1))

= (Readk (X ) t) (Returnk(X vk ) tk )

1))

= (Readl (X ) t) (Returnl(X vl) tl )

where t > d + jW j, so that any message sent by pi or pj is delivered before the read operations
are invoked. Furthermore, assume that in 1 delays of all messages are equal and all clocks
are initially synchronized. We show:

Lemma 3.12 In 1, read operations by pk and pl return the same value.
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that vk 6= vl. We construct an execution

0

1

of A

which is not sequentially consistent.
We start with an informal outline of our proof. By \augmenting" 1 , we obtain an
execution 10 as follows: each of pk and pl performs an additional later read operation on
X preceded by a pair of a write and a read operation on two other objects Y and Z . We
use symmetry to argue that the operations on Y and Z must be \interleaved" in any legal
serialization of 10 . This will prevent all read operations on X by one of pk and pl to precede
all such of the other. Since 10 is an \augmentation" of 1, early read operations on X in 10
must return dierent values, as in 1 . We use object-separability to argue that each later read
operation on X returns the same value as the corresponding earlier one by the same process.
Since read operations on X by pk and pl must be interleaved, this contradicts sequential
consistency. We now present the details of the formal proof.
Consider objects Y and Z , holding the values y0 and z0 , respectively, at time 0. By the
serial specication of X , Y and Z , there exists an execution 10 of A consisting of the following
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call and response events at processes pi  pj  pk and pl :

hi (ops( 10 )) = hi (ops( 1))
hj (ops( 10 )) = hj (ops( 1))
hk (ops( 10 )) = (Readk (X ) t) (Returnk (X vk0 ) tk )
(Writek (Y y1) tk ) (Ackk(Y ) tk1)
(Readk (Z ) tk1) (Returnk (Z z10 ) tk2)
(Readk (X ) tk2) (Returnk (X vk00) tk3)
hl (ops( 10 )) = (Readl(X ) t) (Returnl(X vl0) tl)
(Writel (Z z1) tl) (Ackl(Z ) tl1)
(Readl (Y ) tl1) (Returnl(Y y10 ) tl2)
(Readl (X ) tl2) (Returnl(X vl00) tl3)
Furthermore, assume that, in 10 , delays of all messages are equal and all clocks are initially
synchronized.
By object-separability, vk00 = vk0 and vl00 = vl0 . Since all message delays are equal, objectsymmetry implies that either y10 = y1 and z10 = z1 , or y10 = y0 and z10 = z0 . Notice, however,
that y10 = y0 and z10 = z0 contradicts sequential consistency. Hence, y10 = y1 and z10 = z1 .
Since 10 is sequentially consistent, there exists a legal serialization of 10 , respecting the
order of events at each process. In , either the second read operation on X by pk precedes
the rst read operation on X by pl , or the second read operation on X by pl precedes the rst
read operation on X by pk  assume, without loss of generality, the former. Note, however,
that the rst read operation on X by pl precedes the write operation on Z by pl (since
jl = 10 jl), which precedes the read operation on Z by pk (by the serial specication of Z ),
which precedes the second write operation on X by pk (since jk = 10 jk). A contradiction.
We now present our main lower bound result:
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Theorem 3.5 In any sequentially consistent, object-separable and object-symmetric implementation of at least three objects, accessed by at least four processes, jRj + jW j  d + u2 .
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a sequentially consistent, objectseparable and object-symmetric implementation A of such objects for which jRj + jW j < d + 2u .
We construct an execution of A which is not sequentially consistent.
Informally, our proof proceeds as follows. We construct an execution of A in which two
processes, pi and pi0 , each perform an early and a late read operation on an object X  we
use symmetry to \force" pi and pi0 to either return dierent values in dierent order, which,
clearly, violates sequential consistency, or to maintain \inconsistent" copies of the same object,
also shown to violate sequential consistency. These dierent values are written by conicting
write operations on X by processes pj and p0j . We appropriately choose message delay times
in so that, under the assumption jRj + jW j < d + u2 , pi \gathers" fast information about
the write operation by pj , but cannot \hear" about the write operation by p0j till late. (The
roles of delays of messages from pj and p0j are reversed for pi0 .) Thus, by symmetry, read
operations by pi and pi0 return values in dierent order, establishing the contradiction. We
now present the details of the formal proof.
Consider objects X and Y , both holding the value v0 at time 0, and construct an execution
of A consisting of the following call and response events at processes pi , pj , pi0 and pj 0 :

hi(ops( )) = (Writei(Y v1) 0) (Acki(Y ) ti1)
(Readi (X ) ti1) (Returni(X xi) ti2)
(Readi (X ) ti3) (Returni(X x0i) ti4)
hi0 (ops( )) = (Writei0 (Y v2) 0) (Acki0 (Y ) ti01)
(Readi0 (X ) ti01 ) (Returni0 (X xi0 ) ti02 )
(Readi0 (X ) ti03 ) (Returni0 (X xi00 ) ti04 )
hj (ops( )) = (Writej (X v1) u2 ) (Ackj (X ) tj1)
(Readj (Y ) tj1) (Returnj (Y yj ) tj2)
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hj0 (ops( )) = (Writej0 (X v2) u2 ) (Ackj0 (X ) tj01)
(Readj 0 (Y ) tj 0 1) (Returnj 0 (Y yj 0 ) tj 0 2) :
Furthermore, assume that, in , delays of messages from pj to any process pk , k 2 n], are
equal to d ; u if k 6= i0 , and d if k = i0, delays of messages from p0j to any process pk , k 2 n],
are equal to d ; u if k 6= i and d if k = i, and all other message delays are equal to d ; u2 .
Assume, also, that, in , Clk = 0 for any k 2 n], k 6= j j 0, while Clj (0) = Clj 0 (0) = ; u2 .
Let also ti3  ti0 3 > u2 + jW j, so that any message sent by pj or pj 0 while performing write
operations on X is delivered before the late read operations on X by pi and pi0 are invoked.
Since, by assumption, jRj + jW j < d + u2 , it follows that ti2 < d + u2  hence, the assumed
message delays imply that pi may not receive a message from pj 0 till after time ti2 . Thus,
Lemma 3.11 applies on the preces of ji and jj consisting of all events at pi and pj occurring
at time  ti2 in to yield: xi = v1. A symmetric argument yields: xi0 = v2.
By the symmetry in delays of messages sent by the processes writing X , pj and pj 0 to
pi and pi0 , there are two possibilities: either x0i = v2 and x0i0 = v1, or x0i = v1 and x0i0 = v2 .
Clearly, the rst possibility immediately contradicts sequential consistency. On the other
hand, the second possibility contradicts, by object-separability, Claim 3.12.
We remark that although, apparently, the assumption of at least three objects is not
explicitly used in the Proof of Theorem 3.5, this assumption is necessary since it is made for
the proof of Lemma 3.12.
Since linearizability implies sequential consistency, it immediately follows:

Corollary 3.1 In any linearizable, object-separable and object-symmetric implementation of
at least three objects, using at least four processes, jRj + jW j  d + u2 .

3.3.2 Lower Bound on R
j

j

We show:

Theorem 3.6 In any linearizable implementation of read/write objects accessed by at least
three processes, jRj  u2 .
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Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a linearizable implementation A
of such objects for which jRj < u=2. We construct an execution of A which is not linearizable.

Consider an object X , holding the value x0 at time 0, and let pi and pj be two processes
that read X , and pk be a process that writes X .
Informally, our proof proceeds as follows: We start with an execution in which pi reads
x0 from X , pi and pj alternate reading from X while pk writes x1 to X , and nally pj
reads x1 from X . Thus, there exists a read operation, rop0, say by pi , that returns x0 and is
immediately followed by a read operation, rop1, by pj that returns x1 . If pi 's history is shifted
later by u2 , while pj 's history is shifted earlier by u2 , there results an execution in which rop1
precedes rop0 . Since rop1 returns x1, while rop0 returns x0 , this contradicts linearizability.
We now present the details of the formal proof.
Let b = d jW (uX )j e. By the serial specication of X , there exists an execution 1 of A
consisting of the following call and response events at processes pi pj and pk :

hi (ops( )) = (Readi (X ) 0) (Returni(X v0) t0)
(Readi (X ) u) (Returni(X v2) t2) : : :
(Readi (X ) bu) (Returni(X v2b) t2b)
hj (ops( )) = (Readj (X ) u2 ) (Returnj (X v1) t1)
(Readj (X ) 32u ) (Returnj (X v3) t3) : : :
(Readj (X ) bu + u2 ) (Returnj (X v2b+1) t2b+1)
h (ops( )) = (Write (X x ) u ) (Ack (X ) t )
k

k

1

2

k

r

Furthermore, we assume that the message delays in 1 are as follows: Each message from pi
to pl, l 6= i, incurs of delay of either d if l = j or d ; u2 if l 6= j  each message from pj to pl ,
l 6= j , incurs a delay of either d ; u if l = i or d ; u2 if l 6= i.
Since, by the denition of b,

tr  u2 + jW (X )j < u2 + bu
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is linearizable, it follows that: v2b+1 = x1 . Note also that for 0  l  2b + 1:

tl  l u2 + jR(X )j < l u2 + u2 
which, for l = 0, implies, by linearizability, that v0 = x0 . It also follows by linearizability that
there exists an index r, 0  r  2b such that vr = x0 and vr+1 = x1 . We assume, without
loss of generality, that r is even, so that vr is the result of a read operation by pj .
We now show how to \perturb" 1 to obtain another execution 2 of A that is not
linearizable. We assign times to events in 2 : Each event at process pi that happens at (real)
time t in 1 will occur at (real) time t + u2 in 2 , while each event at process pj that happens
at (real) time t0 in 1 will occur at (real) time t0 ; u2 in 2 . Let Cli(t) and Clj (t) be the (local)
clock times of processes pi and pj , respectively, at (real) time t in 1 . The (local) clock times
of pi and pj at time t in 2 will be Cli(t) ; u2 and Clj (t) + u2 , respectively. Times of events
and (local) clock times of any other process do not change.
We start by showing:

Lemma 3.13 In 2, the time between a message-send event and the corresponding messagedelivery event is in the range d ; u d].
Proof: We proceed by case analysis:
1. Each message that is sent by pi at (real) time t and delivered to pj at (real) time t + d
in 1 will be sent and delivered at (real) times t + u2 and t + d ; u2 , respectively, in 2 ,
incurring a delay of t + d ; u2 ; (t + u2 ) = d ; u.
2. Each message that is sent by pj at (real) time t and delivered to pi at (real) time t + d ; u
in 1 will be sent and delivered at (real) times t ; u2 and t + d ; u + u2 , respectively, in
2, incurring a delay of t + d ; u + u2 ; (t ; u2 ) = d.
3. Each message that is sent by pi at (real) time t and delivered at a process other than
pj at (real) time t + d ; u2 in 1 will be sent and delivered at (real) times t + u2 and
t + d ; u2 , respectively, in 2, incurring a delay of t + d ; u2 ; (t + u2 ) = d ; u.
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4. Each message that is sent by pj at (real) time t and delivered at a process other than
pi at (real) time t + d ; u2 in 1 will be sent and delivered at (real) times t ; u2 and
t + d ; u2 , respectively, in 2, incurring a delay of t + d ; u2 ; (t ; u2 ) = d.

We next argue that each process \sees" the same event happening at the same local clock
time in both 1 and 2: The only non-trivial cases are when this event involves either pi or
pj . Consider an event involving pi that occurs at real time t in 1. Let Cli(t) be the local
clock time of pi at real time t in 1 . By construction, this event will occur at (real) time t + u2
in 1 when the local clock time of pi will be: Cli(t + u2 ) ; u2 = Cli (t) + u2 ; u2 = Cli (t), as
needed. The case where the event involves pj is similar. Thus, 2 is a collection of process
histories and, therefore, by Lemma 3.13, an execution of A.
Finally, note that in the execution 2, the order of the values returned by read operations
on X performed by pi and pj is: v1  v0 v3 v2 : : : vr+1  vr  : : :. Thus, vr+1 = x1 is being read
before vr = x0 , which contradicts linearizability.
We remark that the general outline of the lower bound proof follows 13]. Our improvement
over 13] is achieved by carefully choosing message delays in the construction of 1 .

Chapter 4

Semi-Synchrony versus
Asynchrony
In this Chapter, we compare and contrast the asynchronous and semi-synchronous models
of distributed computation by presenting upper and lower bounds for the time complexity of
solving the s-session problem.
This Chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 includes our bounds for network models, where interprocess communication is achieved through point-to-point message passing
between processes. Section 4.2 includes our bounds for shared memory, where interprocess
communication is achieved through a collection of shared variables that may be read and
written by processes.

4.1 Networks
This Section is organized as follows. Subsection 4.1.1 includes our upper bounds for both
the asynchronous and semi-synchronous models, while Subsection 4.1.2 includes our lower
bounds for both models. In Subsection 4.1.3, we consider networks with non-uniform delays
and state the corresponding upper and lower bounds. In Subsection 4.1.4, the uninitialized
case is considered, and upper and lower bounds for both models are presented.
71
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4.1.1 Upper Bounds
The Asynchronous Model
We start with a simple asynchronous algorithm in which processes communicate in order
to learn about completion of a session before advancing to the next session. Each process
maintains as part of its state a variable that gives its current session number upon hearing
that every other process has reached its current session, it increments its session number by
one and noties all other processes. Notication is done by sending messages along a shortestpath tree rooted at it. The process enters an idle state when its session number is set to s.
We prove:

Theorem 4.1 Let G be any graph. There exists an asynchronous algorithm, Aas , that solves
the s-session problem on G within time diam(G)D(s ; 1).
Proof: We describe an asynchronous algorithm, Aas, that solves the s-session problem on
G within time diam(G)D(s ; 1) that is, in any execution of Aas there are at least s sessions
and all processes enter an idle state no later than time diam(G)D(s ; 1). The algorithm

is described here informally this description can be easily translated into a state transition
function.
For each i 2 n], the state of pi consists of the following components: buer | a buer,
an unordered set of elements of M, initially  session | a nonnegative integer, initially 1.
The message alphabet, M, consists of the pairs (i k), where i 2 n] and 1  k  s ; 1. The
initial state of pi is non-idle.
The algorithm is as follows. Upon taking its rst computation step, pi broadcasts (i 1).
If for all j 2 n], (j sessioni ) 2 buer i , pi increments session by 1. If session i = s, pi enters
an idle state and remains in this state forever. Otherwise, pi broadcasts (i sessioni ).
We assume that messages from a process are ooded on a shortest path tree rooted at this
process. That is, Aas uses a routing algorithm by which, for any nodes u v 2 G, a message
from u to v is routed through exactly dist(u v ) communication links in G. The details of
how this is done are not discussed here the reader is referred to, e.g., 54].
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If session i = k, we say that pi is in its kth session. The message (i k) can be interpreted
as \process i executed a step in the kth session".
We start by showing that in any execution of Aas there are at least s sessions. Fix an
arbitrary timed execution of Aas . Clearly, each process pi receives (j 1) for all j 2 n] and
sets session i to 2. By induction, it is simple to show that for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, pi sets
session i to k in . For each k, 1  k  s, dene k to be the longest prex of that does not
include a conguration in which, for some i 2 n], session i  k, i.e., no process has passed its
kth session. Note that 1 = , the empty sequence, and that for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, k is
a prex of k+1 . For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, let k be such that k+1 = k k  let s be such
that = s s .

Lemma 4.1 For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, there is a session in k .
Proof: Let pi be a process which sets sessioni to k + 1. By denition, this event is not
in k . By the algorithm, this implies that for each j , j 2 n] and j 6= i, pi has received a
(j k) message. However, by denition, no process pj has session j  k in k . Thus, by the

algorithm, no process pj sends a (j k) message in k . Hence, there is a step by every process,
and, therefore, a session in k .

In addition, there is a session in s , since, for every i 2 n], a computation step is included
in s at which pi sets session i to s. (Note that, by the denition of s , such a step cannot
be included in s .) This implies that there are at least s sessions in . Since was chosen
arbitrarily, this implies the correctness of Aas . We now analyze the time complexity of Aas .
Informally, the next denition captures the latest time at which the kth session can be
completed. For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, dene

Tk = max
ft : pi sets sessioni to k at time t in g :
i2V
By the algorithm, T1 = 0. We have:

Lemma 4.2 For each k, 1  k < s, Tk+1  Tk + diam(G)D.
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Proof: Fix some process pi, and let t be the time at which pi broadcasts (i k) note that, by
denition, t  Tk . Clearly, for every process pj , the event del(j (i k)), delivering the message
(i k) to pj , will occur at time  t + (diam(G) ; 1)D + d. Thus, by time t + diam(G)D,
pi has a computation step in which (i k) is in the buer. Thus, by time Tk + diam(G)D
every process has a computation step in which (i k) is in the buer, for every i 2 n]. By the
algorithm, at this step the process sets its session variable to k + 1. The claim follows.

Since T1 = 0, it follows that Ts  diam(G)D(s ; 1). Hence, every process enters an idle
state after setting session to s, no later than time diam(G)D(s ; 1). Thus, Aas solves the
s-session problem on G within time diam(G)D(s ; 1).

The Semi-Synchronous Model
In the semi-synchronous model, we can slightly improve Aas by taking advantage of the
available initial synchronization specically, each process operates exactly as in Aas , except
that it does not wait to hear that every other process has completed its rst session, but
passes directly to the second one upon taking its second step. We prove:

Theorem 4.2 Let G be any graph. There exists a semi-synchronous algorithm, Ass1 , that
solves the s-session problem on G within time 1 + diam(G)D(s ; 2).
Proof: We describe a semi-synchronous algorithm, Ass1 , which is very similar to Aas and
solves the s-session problem on G within time 1 + diam(G)D(s ; 2) that is, in any execution
of Aas there are at least s sessions and all processes enter an idle state no later than time
1 + diam(G)D(s ; 2).
For each i 2 n], the state of pi consists of the following components: buer | a buer,
an unordered set of elements of M, initially  session | a nonnegative integer, initially 1.
The message alphabet, M, consists of the pairs (i k) where i 2 n] and 2  k  s ; 1. The

initial state of pi is non-idle.
Upon taking its second computation step, pi increments sessioni to 2 and broadcasts
(i 2). If for all j 2 n], (j sessioni ) 2 buer i , pi increments sessioni by 1. If sessioni = s, pi
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enters an idle state and remains in this state for ever. Otherwise, pi broadcasts (i sessioni).
As in Aas , we assume that messages from a process are ooded on a shortest path tree rooted
at this process. We say that pi is in its kth session if sessioni = k and we interpret the
message (i k) as \process i executed a step in the kth session".
We start by showing that in any execution of Ass
1 there are at least s sessions. Fix an
arbitrary execution of Ass
1 . For each k, 1  k  s, dene k to be the longest prex of
that does not include a conguration in which, for some i 2 n], sessioni  k, i.e., no process
has passed its kth session. Note that 1 = , and that for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, k is a
prex of k+1 . For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, let k be such that k+1 = k k  let s be such
that = s s .

Lemma 4.3 There is a session in 1.
Proof: Note that 1 = 2, since

= . For every process pi , the steps of pi that are
included in 2 are exactly those that occur at time 0. Since every process has a step at time
0, there is a session in 2 = 1.
1

As in Lemma 4.1, we can prove:

Lemma 4.4 For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, there is a session in k .
In addition, there is a session in s . This implies that there are at least s sessions in .
Since was chosen arbitrarily, this implies the correctness of Ass
1.
We now analyze the time complexity of Ass
1 . For each k, 2  k  s ; 1, we dene:

Tk = max
ft : pi sets sessioni to k at time t in g :
i2V
Note that T2  1. In addition, as in Lemma 4.2, we have:

Lemma 4.5 For each k, 2  k < s, Tk+1  Tk + diam(G)D.
Since T2  1, it follows that Ts  1 + diam(G)D(s ; 2). Every process enters an idle
state after setting session to s, no later than time 1 + diam(G)D(s ; 2). Thus, Ass
1 solves the
s-session problem on G within time 1 + diam(G)D(s ; 2).
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We next show that the timing information available in the semi-synchronous model can
be exploited to obtain a bound which is sometimes better than the previous bound. This
algorithm uses no communication intuitively, this means that no process state transition can
result in a send action. Formally, an algorithm A uses no communication if for every i, i 2 n],
for every q 2 Qi , Ai (q ) = (q 0 ) for some q 0 2 Qi . We prove:

Theorem 4.3 Let G be any graph. There exists a semi-synchronous algorithm, Ass2 , which
solves the s-session problem on G within time 1 + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 2). Furthermore, Ass
2 uses no

communication.

Proof: We describe a semi-synchronous algorithm, Ass2 , which solves the s-session problem
on G within time 1 + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 2). For each i 2 n], the state of pi consists of a counter,

an integer, initially -1. The initial state of pi is non-idle. At each computation event, pi
increments counteri by 1 pi enters an idle state when counteri is equal to 1+(b 1c c +1)(s ; 2).
We start by showing that in any execution of Ass
2 there are at least s sessions. Consider
an arbitrary execution of Ass
2 . We partition into execution fragments, = 0 1 : : : s;1 ,
such that: (i) 0 consists only of the computation steps at time 0, and (ii) for each k,
1  k  s ; 2, 0 : : : k is the shortest prex of that includes a conguration in which, for
some i 2 n], counter i = k(b 1c c + 1). We have:

Lemma 4.6 For each k, 1  k  s ; 2, there is a session in k .
Proof: Let pi be the rst process to set counteri to k(b 1c c +1) in . By the denition of k ,
the steps at which counteri is equal to (k ; 1)(b 1c c + 1) + j , for 1  j  b 1c c + 1, are included
in k . Thus, there are at least b 1c c + 1 steps by pi in k . These steps take time at least
c(b 1c c + 1) > c 1c = 1 thus, there exists a computation step by every process and, therefore, a
session in k .

In addition, there is a session in 0 since every process takes a step at time 0.
There is also a session in s;1 , since, by the denition of s;1 , each process sets its counter
to 1 + (s ; 2)(b 1c c + 1) at its last non-idle step. Together with Lemma 4.6, this implies that
there are at least s sessions in any timed execution of Ass
2.
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Each process will enter an idle state no later than time 1 + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 2), since for any
process the time between successive computation steps is at most 1. Thus, Ass
2 solves the
s-session problem on G within time 1 + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 2).
When d and diam(G) are known, it is possible to calculate in advance which of the
algorithms of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 is faster, and run it. Moreover, even if d and diam(G)
are not known, it is possible to run these algorithms \side by side", halting when the rst of
them does. In both cases, we get:

Theorem 4.4 Let G be any graph. There exists a semi-synchronous algorithm, Ass , which
solves the s-session problem on G within time 1 + minfb 1c c + 1 diam(G)Dg(s ; 2).

4.1.2 Lower Bounds
In all of our lower bound proofs, we use an innite timed execution in which processes take
steps in round-robin order, starting with p1 , with step time close to 1, and all messages incur
a delay of exactly d. It is called a slow, synchronous timed execution.

The Asynchronous Model
We start by showing that for the asynchronous model, the algorithm presented in Theorem 4.1
is optimal. The proof of the following theorem is based on delaying information propagation
and then perturbing an execution to obtain an execution of the algorithm which does not
include s sessions.

Theorem 4.5 Let G be any graph. There does not exist an asynchronous algorithm which
solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than diam(G)d(s ; 1).
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an asynchronous algorithm, A,
which solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than diam(G)d(s ; 1). We
construct a timed execution of A which does not include s sessions.
The following is an informal outline of the proof. We start with a slow, synchronous timed
execution of A and partition it into s;1 execution fragments each of which is completed within
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time < diam(G)d. Since communication is slow, there is no communication between any pair
of antipodal nodes within each fragment. By \retiming" we will perturb each fragment to get
a new execution fragment in which there is a \fast" peripheral node which takes all of its steps
before a \slow" antipodal node takes any of its steps. Our construction will have the \slow"
node of each execution fragment be identical to the \fast" node of the next execution fragment.
In each execution fragment, a session can be completed as soon as the \slow" peripheral node
takes its rst computation step since the \fast" peripheral node does not take any more
computation steps, no more sessions can be completed in this execution fragment. This will
guarantee that at most one session is contained in each execution fragment thus, the total
number of sessions in the \retimed" execution is at most s ; 1, contradicting the correctness
of A.
We now present the details of the formal proof.
Pick some " such that 0 < "  (diam(G)d(s ; 1) + 1);1. Consider a slow, synchronous
timed execution = 0 of A, with step time 1 ; ", where is the shortest prex of such
that all processes are in an idle state in last( ) and 0 is the remaining part of . We perturb
0 to obtain another timed execution  0 that does not include s sessions.
We rst show how to modify to obtain  . By assumption, tend ( ) < diam(G)d(s ; 1).
Write = 0 1 : : : s;1 , where 0 =  and for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, tend ( k ) ; tend ( k;1 ) <
diam(G)d(1 ; ") < diam(G)d. (We adopt the convention that tend ( 0) = 0.) For some
sequence i0  : : : is;1 of peripheral nodes, we construct from each execution fragment k an
execution fragment k = k k , such that:
(1) k contains no computation step of pik;1 , and
(2) k contains no computation step of pik .
In this construction, ik;1 is the \fast" node which takes all of its steps in the execution
fragment k , before the \slow" node ik takes any of its steps. (All the steps of ik are in k .)
Our construction uses peripheral nodes since they maximize the time to transfer information
to other nodes, which is roughly diam(G)d. In particular, ik;1 will be antipodal to ik .
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We now show, for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, how to construct k , by induction on k. For the
base case, let i0 be an arbitrary peripheral node of G, and take 0 to be .
Assume we have picked i0  : : : ik;1 and constructed 0  : : : k;1 . Let ik be some node
that is antipodal to ik;1 , i.e., dist (ik;1 ik ) = diam(G) note that ik is also peripheral. We
now show how to construct k .
For any node u, k includes all events at u that occur at time < tend ( k;1 )+ dist(u ik;1)d
in k  k includes all events at u that occur at time  tend ( k;1 )+ dist(u ik;1 d) in k . Events
at each process occur in the same order as in k and all occur at time 0, in both k and k .
In addition, ordering of events across dierent processes that occur at the same time in k is
preserved within each of k and k . Since

tend (

k;1 ) + dist(ik  ik;1)d = tend ( k;1 ) + diam(G)d > tend ( k ) 

and all events at ik occur at time  tend ( k ) in k , this implies that all events at ik will
appear in k . On the other hand, since

tend (

k;1 ) + dist(ik;1  ik;1)d = tend ( k;1 ) 

and all events at ik;1 in k occur at time  tend ( k;1 ), all events at ik;1 in k will appear
in k . Thus, k = k k has properties (1) and (2) above.
Let  = 01 : : :s;1 .
By construction, events at each process pi , i 2 n], occur in the same order in  as in .
Hence, pi undergoes the same state changes in  as in , and, therefore, statei (last( )) =
statei (last( )).
We now modify 0 to obtain  0 . The rst computation step of any process in  0 will occur
at time 1 and all later computation steps of it are 1 time unit apart. Any message delivery
event at a process will occur at time d after the corresponding message sending event.
We next establish that  0 is a timed execution of A. We start by showing:

Lemma 4.7 Each receive event is after the corresponding send event in 0.
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at node u1 which occurs at time t1 in 0
and let 2 be the corresponding message delivery event at node u2 which occurs at time
t2 in 0. Note that u1 and u2 are neighboring processes, i.e., dist(u1 u2) = 1. Hence,
dist(u1 ik;1 ) + 1  dist(u2 ik;1 ). The only non-trivial case is when 1 and 2 occur in the
same k , for some k, 1  k  s ; 1. We show that the ordering of 1 and 2 is the same in
k as in k .
The only case of interest is when 1 occurs in k , while 2 occurs in k . In this case,
t1  tend ( k;1) + dist(u1 ik;1)d, while t2 < tend ( k;1) + dist(u2 ik;1)d. Then,
1

t2 = t1 + d
 tend ( k;1) + dist(u1 ik;1)d + d (since
= tend ( k;1 ) + (dist(u1 ik;1 ) + 1)d
 tend ( k;1) + dist(u2 ik;1)d 

1

occurs in k )

a contradiction.
All events in  occur at time 0 in  0 , computation steps occur at step time 1 and all
messages incur a delay of exactly d. Since there are no lower bounds on either process step
time or message delivery time in the asynchronous model, we have:

Lemma 4.8 Lower and upper bounds on step time are preserved in 0.
Lemma 4.9 Lower and upper bounds on message delay time are preserved in 0.
To derive a contradiction, we prove:

Lemma 4.10 There are at most s ; 1 sessions in .
Proof: We show, by induction on k, that 0 : : :k;1k . does not contain k sessions, for
1  k  s ; 1.

For the base case, note that, by construction, 0 =  and 1 does not include a computation step of pi0 . Thus, 0 1 cannot contain one session.
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For the induction step, assume that the claim holds for k ; 1, i.e., 0 : : :k;2 k;1 does
not contain k ; 1 sessions, for 1  k  s. Hence, the kth session does not start within
0 : : :k;2k;1 . Since neither k;1 nor k contains a computation step of pik;1 , k;1 k does
not contain a session. Thus, 0 : : :k;1 k does not contain k sessions.
To complete the proof, note that s;1 does not contain a session since, by construction,
it does not contain a computation step of pis;1 .
Thus, there are strictly less than s sessions in   however, in  0 no process takes a non-idle
step, so there cannot be an additional session in  0 . A contradiction.
We remark that the general outline of this lower bound proof follows 4, 38]. However,
while the proofs in 4, 38] use causality arguments to reorder the events in the execution,
our proof presents an explicit reordering and retiming of the events. We do so because this
provides a basis for the retiming arguments used to show the lower bound for the semisynchronous model. Our improvement over 38] is achieved by carefully choosing only peripheral nodes in the construction of  .

The Semi-Synchronous Model
In Subsection 4.1.1, we have seen two algorithms that solve the s-session problem in the semisynchronous model. The rst of them, Ass
1 , solves the s-session problem on G within time
1+ diam(G)D(s ; 2). Designed for the asynchronous model, Ass
1 has the interesting property
that processes do not use any timing information. Loosely speaking, the lower bound proved
in Theorem 4.5 says that if processes have no timing information, then diam(G)d(s ; 1) is a
lower bound for any asynchronous algorithm which solves the s-session problem on G.
Recall, also, that Ass
2 uses no communication, but relies only on timing information to
achieve an upper bound of 1 + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 2). We rst show that this upper bound is close
to optimal in the absence of communication:

Theorem 4.6 Let G be any graph. There does not exist a semi-synchronous algorithm which
solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than b 1c (s ; 2)c and uses no com-

munication.
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Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a semi-synchronous algorithm,
A, which solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than b 1c (s ; 2)c, and uses
no communication. We construct a timed execution of A which does not include s sessions.
Let be a slow, synchronous timed execution of A. Assume, without loss of generality,

that pn is the last process to enter an idle state in . Let = 0 0 , where 0 includes events
at time 0, while 0 is the remaining part of . Let m be the number of non-idle steps taken
by any process in 0 . It must be that m < b 1c (s ; 2)c, since A solves the s-session problem
within time < b 1c (s ; 2)c, and is slow.
Now modify 0 to get a new timed execution fragment  in which all processes except pn ,
operate with fastest step time, i.e., c. This can be done since there are no receive events in .
In  , all processes but pn enter an idle state at time cm < cb 1c (s ; 2)c  c 1c (s ; 2) = s ; 2.
Thus, in  , pn performs strictly less than s ; 2 steps when all other processes are not in an
idle state. Therefore, at most s ; 2 sessions can be completed in   hence, at most s ; 1
sessions can be completed in 0  . A contradiction.
We show next that communication and timing information cannot be combined to get an
upper bound that is signicantly better than the upper bound achieved in Theorem 4.4. We
prove:

Theorem 4.7 Let G be any graph and assume that d  minfb1=2ccddiam(G)dg + 2. There does
not exist a semi-synchronous algorithm which solves the s-session problem on G within time
strictly less than 1 + minfb 21c c diam(G)dg(s ; 2).

Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a semi-synchronous algorithm, A,
which solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than 1+minfb 21c c diam(G)dg(s;
2). We construct a timed execution of A which does not include s sessions.
The general structure of our lower bound proof closely follows that of Theorem 4.5, though
there are several complications: First, the early events of the execution, happening at time < 1
and including processes' steps occurring at time 0, are handled separately (unlike the proof
of Theorem 4.5. Second, the additional timing requirements placed in the semi-synchronous
model require more careful arguing to show the correctness of the construction.
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We start with a slow, synchronous timed execution of A and partition it into an execution
fragment containing the events at time 0 and s ; 2 execution fragments each of which is
completed within time < minfb 21c c diam(G)dg. Since communication is slow, there is no
communication between any pair of antipodal nodes during a fragment. Furthermore, since
the execution is slow, a process takes, roughly, at most 21c steps, so it is possible to have these
all steps occur at the same time another process takes only one step. By \retiming", we will
perturb each fragment to get a new execution fragment in which there is a \fast" peripheral
node which takes all of its steps before a \slow" antipodal node takes any of its steps. The part
of the proof that shows that the \retimed" execution preserves the timing constraints of the
semi-synchronous model requires substantially more careful arguments than the corresponding
part in the proof of Theorem 4.5. In particular, we need to choose the execution fragments
to take time < b 21c c, so that it will be possible for a process not to have a computation step
during a large part of the execution fragment. Our construction will have the \slow" node
of each execution fragment be identical to the \fast" node of the next execution fragment.
Arguing as in Theorem 4.5, this will guarantee that at most one session is contained in each
execution fragment. Thus, the total number of sessions in the \retimed" execution is at most
s ; 2, contradicting the correctness of A.
We now present the details of the formal proof.
Denote e = minfb 21c c diam(G)dg.
If e  1, then the lower bound we are trying to prove is  1 + 1(s ; 2) = s ; 1. Since s
steps of each process are necessary if s sessions are to occur and they can occur 1 time unit
apart, it follows that s ; 1 is a lower bound. Thus, we assume, without loss of generality, that
e > 1. It follows that c < 21 . Note that, by assumption, d  de + 2, i.e., d  e2;e1 . Since e > 1,
it follows that d > 1.
Let be a slow, synchronous timed execution of A with step time 1. Assume = 0 0 ,
where 0 contains only events that occur at time < 1, and 0 is the shortest prex of
such that all processes are in an idle state in last(0 ) ( 0 is the remaining part of ).
Denote T = tend (0 ). Since is slow and s steps of each process are necessary to guarantee
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s sessions, T  s ; 1. Since A solves the s-session problem within time strictly less than
1 + e(s ; 2), it follows that T < 1 + e(s ; 2). Note that, by construction, tstart( ) = 1. Thus,
tend ( ) ; tstart( ) = T ; 1 < e(s ; 2), and hence d T ;e 1 e  (s ; 2). Denote s0 = d T ;e 1 e it
follows that s0  s ; 2.
We write = 1 2 : : : s0 , where:
For each k, 1  k < s0, k contains all events that occur at time t, where 1 + (k ; 1)e 
t < 1 + ke, and
s0

contains all events occurring at time t, where 1 + (s0 ; 1)e  t  T .

That is, we partition into execution fragments, each taking time < e.
Figure 4-1 depicts the timed execution 0 0 . Each horizontal line represents events
happening at one process. We use the symbol to mark non-idle process steps similarly,
we use the symbol  to mark idle process steps. Arrows show typical message delay times
between pairs of processes dashed vertical lines mark time points that are used in the proof.
We reorder and retime events in to obtain a timed sequence  and reorder and retime
events in 0 to obtain a timed sequence 0 , such that 0  0 is a timed execution of A that
does not include s sessions.
We rst show how to modify to obtain an execution fragment  = 12 : : :s0 that
includes at most s0  s ; 2 sessions. For some sequence i0 : : : is0 of peripheral nodes, we
construct from each execution fragment k an execution fragment k = k k , such that:
(1) k contains no computation step of pik;1 , and
(2) k contains no computation step of pik .
For each k, 1  k  s0 , we show how to construct k inductively. For the base case, let i0
be an arbitrary peripheral node of G.
Assume we have picked i0  : : : ik;1 and constructed 1  : : : k;1 . Let ik be some node
that is antipodal to ik;1 , i.e., dist (ik;1 ik ) = diam(G) note that ik is also peripheral. We
now show how to construct k . For any node u, k includes all events at u that occur at
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time < 1 + (k ; 1)e + dist(u ik;1)d in k  k includes all events at u that occur at time
 1 + (k ; 1)e + dist(u ik;1)d in k . Events at each process occur in the same order as in
k and all occur at step time of c, in both k and k . In addition, ordering of events across
dierent processes that occur at the same time in k is preserved within each of k and k .
Since
1+(k ; 1)e + dist(ik  ik;1)d = 1+(k ; 1)e + diam(G)d  1+(k ; 1)e + e = 1+ ke > tend ( k ) 
and all events at ik occur at time  tend ( k ) in k , this implies that all events at ik will
appear in k . On the other hand, since
1 + (k ; 1)e + dist(ik;1  ik;1)d = 1 + (k ; 1)e  tstart ( k ) 
and all events at ik;1 in k occur at time  tend ( k;1 ), all events at ik;1 in k will appear
in k . Thus, k = k k has properties (1) and (2) above.
To complete our construction, we assign times to events in k . Let tstart (1) = c. The
rst and last computation steps of ik in k occur at times tstart (k ) = tend ( k;1 ) + c and
tend (k ), respectively. Similarly, the rst and last computation steps of ik;1 in k occur at
times tstart ( k ) = tend (k ) and tend ( k ), respectively. Steps are taken c time units apart. For
each process pj , we schedule each computation step j of pj in k to occur simultaneously with
a computation step ik of ik such that j and ik occurred at the same time in k . Similarly,
for each process pj , we schedule each computation step j of pj in k to occur simultaneously
with a computation step ik;1 of ik;1 such that j and ik;1 occurred at the same time in k .
Any message delivery event at a process will occur right after and at exactly the same time
as the computation step of the process which immediately precedes the delivery event in k .
We will shortly show that assigning times in this manner is consistent with the requirements
for a timed execution.
We now modify 0 to obtain  0 . The rst computation step of any process in  0 will
occur at time c after its last computation step in  and all later computation steps of it will
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occur c time units apart in  0 . Any delivery event at a process will occur at time d after the
corresponding send event.
Figure 4-2 depicts the timed execution 0 0 using the same conventions as in Figure 4-1.
We remark that what allowed us to \separate" the steps at ik;1 from those at ik in each
of the execution fragments was the assumption that the length of each execution fragment is
less than diam(G)d which is the time needed for a communication between an antipodal pair
of nodes to be established.
We rst show that 0  0 is a timed execution of A. By Lemma 4.10, since s0  s ; 2 and
0 contains exactly one session, we derive a contradiction.
By the same arguments as in Lemma 4.7, we prove:

Lemma 4.11 Each receive event is after the corresponding send event in 00.
Before showing that the timing constraints are preserved in 0  0, we prove the following
simple fact:

Claim 4.1 (1) For any k, 1  k  s0 ; 1, tend (k+1) ; tend (k)  1 ; c.
(2) For any k, 1  k  s0 , tend (k ) ; tend (k;1 )  1 ; c.
Proof: We rst show that for any k, 1  k  s0 ; 1, tend (k+1) ; tend (k )  12 , and for any
k, 1  k  s0 , tend (k ) ; tend (k )  21 ; c.
Fix some k, 1  k  s0 . By construction,
tstart( k )  1 + (k ; 1)e
while
Thus

tend ( k ) < 1 + ke:
tend ( k ) ; tstart ( k ) < 1 + ke ; 1 ; (k ; 1)e = e  b 21c c:

Let m be the maximum number of steps over all processes that some process takes within k .
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If both tstart ( k ) and tend ( k ) are integral, tend ( k ) ; tstart ( k )  b 21c c ; 1 then, since
is a slow execution,
m  tend ( k ) ; tstart ( k ) + 1  b 21c c  21c :
If at least one of tstart ( k ) and tend ( k ) is not integral, then, since is a slow execution,

m  dtend ( k ) ; tstart ( k )e  db 21c ce = b 21c c  21c :
Thus, in any case, m  21c .
Let nk be the number of computation steps of process pik;1 in k and nk+1 be the number
of computation steps of process pik+1 in k+1 . (Recall that, by construction, in k , pik;1 will
have all of its steps in k , while in k+1 , pik+1 will have all of its steps in k+1 .) Thus,

tend (k+1) ; tend (k ) = nk+1 c  mc  21c c = 21 :
Also, since pik;1 takes nk steps in k with the rst occurring at time tstart ( k ) = tend (k ),
and the last occurring at time tend ( k ) = tend (k ), we have:

tend (k ) ; tend (k ) = (nk ; 1)c  (m ; 1)c  ( 21c ; 1)c = 12 ; c :
Now, we have

tend (k+1) ; tend (k) = tend (k+1 ) ; tend (k ) + tend (k ) ; tend (k )  21 + 12 ; c = 1 ; c
which proves (1). Also,

tend (k) ; tend (k;1 ) = tend (k ) ; tend (k ) + tend (k) ; tend (k;1 )  21 ; c + 21 = 1 ; c
which proves (2).
We next show:
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Lemma 4.12 Lower and upper bounds on step time are preserved in 00.
Proof: By construction, no two computation steps are closer than c in 00 so, the lower

bound on step time is preserved. Note also that the dierence between consecutive computation steps of a process is maximized when the process is a peripheral node, ik , for some k such
that 1  k  s0 ; 1, that has no computation steps in either k or k+1 . By Claim 4.1(1),
this is less than or equal to 1.
To complete the proof that 0 0 is a timed execution we show that:

Lemma 4.13 The time between a send event and the corresponding receive event in 00
is at most d.

Proof: Let

be a computation step at node u1 which occurs at time t1 in 0 0 , in which
a message is sent let 2 be the corresponding delivery event at node u2 occurring at time t2
in 0 0 . Assume 1 and 2 are scheduled to occur at times t01 and t02 , respectively, in 0 0 .
If 2 occurs in 0 then, by construction, t02 ; t01 = d, in 0 0 . So assume 1 and 2 occur
in 0 . We rst consider the case where both 1 and 2 occur in . Assume 1 appears in
k1 and 2 appears in k2 , where 1  k1  k2  s0 . Clearly, in  , 1 appears in k1 and 2
appears in k2 . Note that, by construction, d = t2 ; t1 > (k2 ; 1)e ; k1 e = (k2 ; k1 ; 1)e,
i.e., k2 ; k1 ; 1 < de . It follows that:
1

t02 ; t01  tend (k2 ) ; tstart(k1 )
 tend (k2 ) ; tend (k1;1)
=

k2
X
t

end (j ) ; tend (j ;1 )
j =k1
(k2 ; k1 + 1) (by Claim


 db + 2  d

4.1(2))

(by assumption) 

as needed.
Finally, we consider the case where 1 occurs in 0 , i.e., t1 = 0. Asume that 2 appears
in k2 . By construction, d = t2 ; t1 = t2 > (k2 ; 1)e, i.e., k2 ; 1 < de . Reasoning as in the
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previous case, we get:

t02 ; t01  tend (k2 ) =

k2
X
(t
j =1

end (j ) ; tend (j ;1 ))  k2 <

d + 1 < d
e

as needed.
Lemma 4.10 implies that  contains at most s0  s ; 2 sessions also, 0 contains exactly
one session. Therefore, there are at most s ; 1 sessions in 0  . Since in  0 no process takes
a non-idle step, there is no additional session in  0 . Thus, there are at most s ; 1 sessions in
0 0. A contradiction.

4.1.3 The Non-Uniform Case
In this Subsection, we consider the case problem where delays on communication links are
not uniform. Specically, we assume that for each (i j ) 2 E , the delay of any message along
(i j ) is in the interval 0 d(i j )] for some d(i j ) such that 0  d(i j ) < 1.
We rst develop some notation that is necessary for stating our results. Let p be a path
from node v0 to node vk in G, i.e., a sequence of nodes v0  v1 : : : vk such that for each i,
1  i < k, (vi  vi+1) 2 E . Denote by l(p) the length, k, of p. We dene the delay on p, d(p),
to be the sum of the delay on its edges, i.e.,

d(p) =

X d(v  v

k ;1
i=0

i i+1 ) :

We dene the delay from node i to node j , del(i j ), to be the minimum of d(p) over all paths
p between i and j . Naturally, the delay on G, d^(G), is the maximum of the delay from one
node of G to another, over all pairs of nodes in G, i.e.,

d^(G) = ijmax
del(i j ) :
2V
Intuitively, d^(G) is the worst-case delay that a message between a pair of nodes may incur
along a \shortest-delay" path from i to j in G. However, because of local processing time a
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message that is sent along a path p can eectively incur a delay of up to d(p)+ l(p), since each
process in the path can incur a local processing delay of at most 1 and postpone forwarding
the message until its next computation step. Thus, we dene the eective delay on G to be

D^ (G) = ijmax
2V

min

p a path from i to j

(d(p) + l(p)) :

Clearly, in the uniform case, when all delays are equal to d, d^(G) and D^ (G) are equal to
diam(G)d and diam(G)D, respectively. Also,

d^(G)  D^ (G)  d^(G) + diam(G) :
Denote dmin = min(ij )2E d(i j ).
To obtain bounds for the non-uniform case, we observe that D^ (G) naturally replaces
diam(G)D in the upper bounds for the uniform analogs, while d^(G) naturally replaces
diam(G)d in the corresponding lower bounds.
Also, for the lower bounds for the semi-synchronous model, let e0 = minfb 21c c d^(G)g and
assume, as in the proof of Theorem 4.7, that e0 > 1. Note that if the condition d  ed0 + 2
holds with dmin for d, then it also holds with d(i j ), for any (i j ) 2 E , for d. This implies
that the non-uniform analog of the condition d  de + 2 is dmin  dmin
e0 + 2. We next state our
upper and lower bound results for the non-uniform case. Their proofs exactly follow those of
their uniform analogs and are omitted.

Theorem 4.8 Let G be any graph. There exists an asynchronous algorithm Aasw which solves
the s-session problem on G within time D^ (G)(s ; 1).
Theorem 4.9 Let G be any graph. There exists a semi-synchronous algorithm Assw which
solves the s-session problem on G within time 1 + minfb 1c c + 1 D^ (G)g(s ; 2).
Theorem 4.10 Let G be any graph. There does not exist an asynchronous algorithm which
solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than d^(G)(s ; 1).
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Theorem 4.11 Let G be any graph and assume that dmin  minfb1d=min
2ccd^(G)g + 2. There does

not exist a semi-synchronous algorithm which solves the s-session problem on G within time
strictly less than 1 + minfb 21c c d^(G)g(s ; 2).

4.1.4 The Uninitialized Case
In this Subsection, we consider the uninitialized case of the s-session problem. The states of
a process are now partitioned into three disjoint sets: quiescent, non-idle and idle. At time 0
all processes except one, the initiator, are in a quiescent state. A process may enter a non-idle
state only upon receiving a message. In all other aspects, the behavior of the system in the
uninitialized case is as described in Section 2.2. The time associated with an execution of an
algorithm is the time until the last process enters an idle state.

Upper Bounds
We present algorithms that solve the s-session problem in the uninitialized case.
We start with the asynchronous model and present an algorithm which follows the style
of Aas . As soon as a process receives the rst message, it communicates in order to learn
about completion of a session before advancing to the next session. As in Aas , each process
maintains as part of its state a variable that gives its current session number upon hearing
that every other process has reached its current session, it increments its session number by
one and noties all other processes. The process enters an idle state when its session number
is set to s. We prove:

Theorem 4.12 Let G be any graph. There exists an uninitialized, asynchronous algorithm,
Bas, which solves the s-session problem on G within time diam(G)Ds.
Proof: We describe an uninitialized, asynchronous algorithm, Bas, which solves the s-session
problem on G within time diam(G)Ds that is, in any execution of Bas there are at least s

sessions and all processes enter an idle state no later than time diam(G)Ds. The algorithm
is described here informally this description can be easily translated into a state transition
function.
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For each i 2 n], each non-quiescent state of pi consists of the following components:
buer | a buer, an unordered set of elements of M, initially  session | a nonnegative
integer, initially 0. The message alphabet, M, consists of the pairs (i k), where i 2 n] and
0  k  s ; 1.
The algorithm is as follows: The initiator, pi0 sends a message (i0 0) to all processes
(including itself). For each i 2 n], when pi receives the message (i0 0), it enters a non-idle
state, sets sessioni to 1, and broadcasts (i 1). It then continues as in Aas . If for all j 2 n],
(j sessioni ) 2 bufferi , pi increments sessioni by 1. If sessioni = s, pi enters an idle state
and remains in this state forever. Otherwise, pi broadcasts (i sessioni ). As in previous
algorithms, we assume that messages from a process are ooded on a shortest-paths tree
rooted at this process. We say that pi is in its kth session if sessioni = k, and we interpret
the message (i k) as \process i executed a step in the kth session".
We start by showing that in any execution of Bas there are at least s sessions. Fix an
arbitrary timed execution of Bas and let pi0 be the initiator process for that execution. For
any k, 1  k  s, dene k to be the longest prex of that does not include a conguration
in which for some i 2 n], sessioni  k. Note that for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, k is a prex
of k+1 . For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, let k be such that k+1 = k k  let s be such that
= s s . As in Lemma 4.1, we can prove:

Lemma 4.14 For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, there is a session in k .
In addition, there is a session in s , since, for every i 2 n], a computation step is included
in s at which pi sets sessioni to s. (Note that, by the denition of s , such a step cannot
be included in s .) This implies that there are at least s sessions in . Since was chosen
arbitrarily, this implies the correctness of Bas .
We now analyze the time complexity of Bas . For each k, 1  k  s, we dene:

Tk = max
ft : pi sets sessioni to k at time t in g
i2 V
Since every process pi is guaranteed to receives a (i0  0) message by time  diam(G)D, it
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follows that T1  diam(G)D. As in Lemma 4.2, we can prove:

Lemma 4.15 For each k, 1  k < s, Tk+1  Tk + diam(G)D.
Thus, it follows that Ts  diam(G)Ds. Hence, every process enters an idle state after
setting session to s, no later than time diam(G)Ds. Thus, Bas solves the s-session problem
on G within time diam(G)Ds.
We continue with algorithms for the semi-synchronous model. Clearly, the algorithm in
Theorem 4.12 works also in the semi-synchronous model. We remark, however, that unlike
the case were processes start simultaneously, in the uninitialized case, timing information
cannot be exploited to improve the time complexity of diam(G)Ds achieved by Bas . We next
present a simple, semi-synchronous algorithm that relies on the timing information that is
available in the semi-synchronous model.

Theorem 4.13 Let G be any graph. There exists an uninitialized, semi-synchronous algorithm Bss which solves the s-session problem on G within time 3diam(G)D +(b 1c c +1)(s ; 1).
Proof: We describe an uninitialized semi-synchronous algorithm, Bss , which solves the ssession problem on G within time 3diam(G)D + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 1). For each i 2 n], the
state of process pi consists of a counter, an integer, initially ;1. The message alphabet
is fwake  ack  ack 2 g. Let pi0 be the initiator. At time 0, pi0 sends wake to all processes

and remains in a non-idle state. Once it receives ack from all processes, it sends ack 2 to
all processes and sets counteri0 to 0. At each of its next computation steps, it increments
counteri0 by 1. All other processes, upon receiving wake, enter a non-idle state and send ack
to pi0 . When a non-initiator process, pi , receives an ack 2 message it sets counteri to 0. At
each of its next computation steps, it increments counteri by 1. Each process pi (including
the initiator) enters an idle state when counteri = (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 1).
We start by showing that in any execution of Bss there are at least s sessions. Fix an
arbitrary timed execution of Bss . Let = 0 1 0 , where: 0 is the shortest prex of
such that every process is in a non-quiescent state in last( 0 ) 0 1 is the shortest prex of
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such that counteri0 = 0 in last( 0 1 ) 0 1 is the longest prex of such that all processes
are in a a non-idle state in last( 0 1 ) ( 0 is the remaining part of ).
We remark that, by construction, all processes are in a non-idle state in every conguration
of . Partition into execution fragments as = 1 2 : : : s;1 , such that, for each k,
1  k  s ; 1, 1 : : : k is the shortest prex of that includes a conguration for which, for
some i 2 n], counteri = k(b 1c c + 1). Clearly:

Lemma 4.16 There is a session in 0.
As in Lemma 4.6, we have:

Lemma 4.17 For each k, 1  k  s ; 1, there is a session in k .
Thus, there are at least s ; 1 sessions in and, therefore, at least s sessions in . Since
was chosen arbitrarily, this implies the correctness of Bss . We now analyze the time complexity
of Bss .
Let = 1  0, where 1 is the shortest prex of such that, for some i 2 n], counteri = 0
in last(1 ), and 1 is the longest prex of such that some process is not in an idle state
in last(1 ) ( 0 is the remaining part of ). It su ces to show that

tend ()  3diam(G)D + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 1) :
Clearly, tend (1)  3diam(G)D. Also,

tend ( ) ; tend (1)  (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 1) :
This implies that,

tend ()  tend (1 ) + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 1)  3diam(G)D + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 1) 
as needed. Thus, every process enters an idle state no later than time 3diam(G)D + (b 1c c +
1)(s ; 1) in . Since was chosen arbitrarily, this implies that Bss solves the s-session problem
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on G within time 3diam(G)D + (b 1c c + 1)(s ; 1).
As in the initialized case, when d and diam(G) are known, it is possible to calculate in
advance which of the the algorithms of Theorem 4.12 and Theorem 4.13 is faster and run it.
Moreover, even if d and diam(G) are not known, it is possible to run these algorithms \side
by side" and halt when the rst of them does.
Roughly speaking, each process starts executing the algorithm of Theorem 4.13. After
hearing from the initiator, pi0 , for the rst time, it starts executing also the algorithm of
Theorem 4.12. Specically, it identies the wake message with the (i0 0) message.
Omitting some details and noting that:
minf3diam(G)D+(b 1c c+1)(s;1) diam(G)Dsg  3diam(G)D+minf(b 1c c+1) diam(G)Dg(s;1) 
we can show:

Theorem 4.14 Let G be any graph. There exists an uninitialized, semi-synchronous algorithm, Bss , which solves the s-session problem on G within time 3diam(G)D + minfb 1c c +
1 diam(G)Dg(s ; 1).
Lower Bounds
We start by showing that for the asynchronous model, the uninitialized algorithm presented
in Theorem 4.12 is almost optimal. We will use an innite timed execution in which processes
take steps with step time close to 1 and all messages are delivered after exactly d delay we
will call it a slow timed execution. The proof of the following theorem is based on delaying
information propagation and then perturbing an execution to obtain one which does not
include s sessions. The general structure of our proof closely follows that of Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 4.15 Let G be any graph. There does not exist an uninitialized, asynchronous
algorithm which solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than diam(G)ds.
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Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an uninitialized, asynchronous algorithm, A, which solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than diam(G)ds.
We construct a timed execution of A which does not include s sessions.
Pick some " such that 0 < "  (diam(G)d(s ; 1) + 1);1 . Fix a peripheral process p1 and
let be a slow timed execution of A with step time 1 ; ", in which p1 is the initiator. Let p2

be a process which is antipodal to p1. Let = 0 0 , where: 0 is the shortest prex of
such that p2 is in a non-quiescent state in last( 0 ) 0 is the shortest prex of such that
all processes are in an idle state in last( 0 ) ( 0 is the remaining part of ). We perturb 0
to obtain another timed execution  0 that does not include s sessions.
We rst show how to modify 0 to obtain  . Since is slow, tend ( 0)  diam(G)d,
while, by assumption, tend ( 0 ) < diam(G)ds. This implies that:

tend (

0

) ; tend ( 0 ) < diam(G)ds ; diam(G)d = diam(G)d(s ; 1)

Write = 1 2 : : : s;1 , where for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, tend ( k ) ; tend ( k;1 ) <
diam(G)d(1 ; ") < diam(G)d. Thus, 0 = 0 1 : : : s;1 = 01 02 : : : 0s;1 , where: 01 = 0 1
and for each k, 2  k  s ; 1, 0k = k . Also denote 00 = 0 . For some sequence i0 : : : is;1
of peripheral nodes, we construct from each execution fragment 0k , an execution fragment
k = k k such that:
(1) k contains no computation step of pik;1 , and
(2) k contains no computation step of pik .
We now show, for each k, 1  k  s ; 1, how to construct k , by induction on k. For the
base case, let i0 = p2.
Assume we have picked i0  : : : ik;1 and constructed 1  : : : k;1 . Let ik be some node
that is antipodal to ik;1 , i.e., dist(ik;1  ik ) = diam(G) note that ik is also peripheral. We
now show how to construct k .
For any node u, k includes all events at u that occur at time < tend ( k;1 )+ dist(u ik;1)d
in 0k  k includes all events at u that occur at time  tend ( k;1 )+ dist(u ik;1) in 0k . Events
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at each process occur in the same order as in 0k , and all occur at time 0 in both k and k .
In addition, ordering of events across dierent processes that occur at the same time in 0k is
preserved within each of k and k . Since

tend (

k;1 ) + dist(ik  ik;1)d = tend ( k;1 ) + diam(G)d > tend ( k ) 
0

0

0

and all events at ik occur at time  tend ( 0k ) in 0k , this implies that all events at ik will
appear in k . On the other hand, since

tend (

k;1 ) + dist(ik;1  ik;1)d = tend ( k;1 )
0

and all events at ik;1 in 0k occur at time  tend ( k;1 ), all events at ik;1 will appear in k .
Thus, k = k k has properties (1) and (2) above.
Let  = 1 : : :s;1 .
By construction, events at each process pi , i 2 n], occur in the same order in  as in 0 .
Thus, pi undergoes the same state changes in  as in 0 , and, therefore, statei (last( )) =
statei (last( 0 )).
We now modify 0 to obtain  0 . The rst computation step of any process in  0 will occur
at time 1 after its last computation step in  and all later computation steps of it will occur
1 time unit apart in  0 . Any message delivery event at a process will occur at time d after
the corresponding message send event.
We next establish that  0 is a timed execution of A. In a way similar to the proof of
Lemma 4.7 we can show:

Lemma 4.18 Each receive event is after the corresponding send event in 0.
All events in  occur at time 0 in  0 , steps occur with step time 1 and all messages are
delivered after time exactly d. Since there are no lower bounds on either process step time or
message delivery time in the asynchronous model, we have:

Lemma 4.19 Lower and upper bounds on step time are preserved in 0.
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Lemma 4.20 Lower and upper bounds on message delay time are preserved in 0.
As in Lemma 4.10, we can show:

Lemma 4.21 There are at most s ; 1 sessions in .
Thus, there are strictly less than s sessions in   however, in  0 no process takes a non-idle
step, so there cannot be an additional session in  0 . A contradiction.
We continue by showing that, as in the initialized case, there are limitations on combining
communication with the timing information available in the semi-synchronous model.
We will use an innite timed execution in which processes that are in a non-quiescent
state take steps synchronously, in round-robin order and with step time equal to 1, and all
messages are delivered after exactly d delay, except for the initial messages from the initiator
to all other processes which are delivered after bdc delay. We will call it a slow, synchronous
timed execution. We show:

Theorem 4.16 Let G be any graph and assume that d  minf2b1=2cdcdiam(G)dg +2. There does

not exist an uninitialized, semi-synchronous algorithm which solves the s-session problem on
G within time strictly less than diam(G)bdc + minfb 21c c diam(G)dg(s ; 1).

Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists an uninitialized, semi-synchronous
algorithm, A, which solves the s-session problem on G within time strictly less than diam(G)bdc+
minfb 21c c diam(G)dg(s ; 1). We construct a timed execution of A which does not include s
sessions.
The general structure of our lower bound proof closely follows that of Theorem 4.7. We
next present the details of the formal proof.
Denote e = minf2 b 21c c diam(G)dg.
If e  1, then the lower bound to prove is  diam(G)bdc + s ; 1. In this case, the proof is
trivial. Consider a slow, synchronous timed execution where the initiator, p1 , is peripheral.
Since all initial messages take time bdc to be delivered, there is some peripheral process, p2 ,
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that enters a non-idle state no earlier than time diam(G)bdc. Since p2 takes its steps at
a rate of 1, and s steps of p2 are necessary if s sessions are to occur, it follows that these
steps will need s ; 1 time to be completed. Thus, p2 enters an idle state no earlier than
time diam(G)bdc + s ; 1. Thus, we assume, without loss of generality, that e > 1. As in
Theorem 4.7, it follows that c < 21 .
Fix a peripheral process p1 and let be a slow, synchronous timed execution of A in
which p1 is the initiator. Let = 0 0 , where: 0 is the longest prex of such that there
is some peripheral process, p2 , which is in a quiescent state in last( 0 ) 0 is the shortest
prex of such that all processes are in an idle state in last( 0 ) ( 0 is the remaining part
of ).
Since is slow, tstart( )  diam(G)bdc. Denote T = tend ( 0 ). Since A solves the
s-session problem on G within time strictly less than diam(G)bdc + e(s ; 1), it follows that
T < diam(G)bdc + e(s ; 1). Thus, tend ( ) ; tstart ( )  T ; diam(G)bdc < e(s ; 1) hence,
d T ;diame (G)bdc e  s ; 1. Denote s0 = d T ;diame (G)bdc e it follows that s0  s ; 1.
We write = 1 2 : : : s0 , where:
For each k, 1  k  s0 , k contains all events that occur at time t, where tstart ( ) +
(k ; 1)e  t < tstart ( ) + ke, and
s0

contains all events occurring at time t, where tstart ( ) + (s0 ; 1)e  t  T .

That is, we partition into execution fragments each taking time < e.
We reorder and retime events in 0 , and 0 to obtain timed sequences 0,  and  0 ,
respectively, such that 0 0 is a timed execution of A that does not include s sessions.
We rst show how to modify 0 to obtain 0. Any event at a process which occurs at time
t in 0 will occur at time tc in 0. This implies that events at each process occur in the same
order as in 0 with step time c. In addition, ordering of events across dierent processes that
occur at the same time in 0 is preserved within 0 .
We now show how to modify to obtain an execution fragment  = 12 : : :s0 that
includes at most s0  s ; 1 sessions. For some sequence i0 : : : is0 of peripheral nodes, we
construct from each execution fragment k an execution fragment k = k k , such that:
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(1) k contains no computation step of pik;1 , and
(2) k contains no computation step of pik .
For each k, 1  k  s0 , we show how to construct k inductively. For the base case, let i0
be p2.
Assume we have picked i0  : : : ik;1 and constructed 1  : : : k;1 . Let ik be some node
that is antipodal to ik;1 , i.e., dist(ik;1  ik ) = diam(G) note that ik is also peripheral. We
now show how to construct k . For any node u, k includes all events at u that occur at time
< tstart ( ) + (k ; 1)e + dist(u ik;1)d in k  k includes all events at u that occur at time
 tstart( ) + (k ; 1)e + dist(u ik;1)d in k . Events at each process occur in the same order
as in k and all occur with step time c, in both k and k . In addition, ordering of events
across dierent processes that occur at the same time in k is preserved within each of k
and k . Since

tstart( )+(k ; 1)e + dist(ik ik;1) = tstart( )+(k ; 1)e + diam(G)d  tstart ( )+ ke > tend ( k ) 
and all events at ik occur at time  tend ( k ) in k , this implies that all events at ik will
appear in k . On the other hand, since

tstart( k ) + (k ; 1)e + dist(ik;1 ik;1)d = tstart ( ) + (k ; 1)e  tstart( k ) 
and all events at ik;1 in k occur at time  tend ( k;1 ), this implies that all events at ik;1
will appear in k . Thus, k = k k has properties (1) and (2) above.
To complete our construction, we assign times to events in k . Let tstart (1) = tend (0)+ c.
The rst and last computation steps of ik in k occur at times tstart (k ) = tend ( k;1 ) + c and
tend (k ), respectively. Similarly, the rst and last computation steps of ik;1 in k occur at
times tstart ( k ) = tend (k ) and tend ( k ), respectively. Steps are taken c time units apart. For
each process pj , we schedule each computation step j of pj in k to occur simultaneously
with a computation step, ik , of ik which is such that j and ik occurred at the same time
in k . Similarly, for each process pj , we schedule each computation step j of pj in k to
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occur simultaneously with a computation step, ik;1 , of ik;1 which is such that j and ik;1
occurred at the same time in k . Any message delivery event at a process will occur right
after and at exactly the same time as the computation step of the process which immediately
preceds it in k . We shall shortly show that assigning times in this manner is consistent with
the requirements for a timed execution.
We nally modify 0 to obtain  0. The rst computation step of any process in  0 will
occur at time c after its last computation step in  and all later computation steps of it will
occur c time units apart in  0 . Any message delivery event at a process will occur at time d
after the corresponding message send event.
We rst show that 0  0 is a timed execution of A. By Lemma 4.10, since s0  s ; 1 and
0 contains no session, we derive a contradiction.
By the same arguments as in Lemma 4.7, we prove:

Lemma 4.22 Each receive event is after the corresponding send event in 00.
As in Lemma 4.12, we can show:

Lemma 4.23 Lower and upper bounds on step time are preserved in 00.
We nally show:

Lemma 4.24 The time between a message send event and the corresponding message delivery
event in 0  0 is at most d.

Proof: Let

be a computation step at node u1 , occurring at time t1 in 0 0 , in which a
message is sent let 2 be the corresponding delivery event at node u2 , occurring at time t2
in 0 0 . Assume 1 and 2 are scheduled to occur at times t01 and t02 , respectively, in 0 0 .
If 2 occurs in 0, then, by construction, t02 ; t01 = d in 0 0 . So assume 1 and 2 occur
in 0 . Since we constructed  exactly as in Theorem 4.7, the case where both 1 and 2
occur in is handled as in Lemma 4.13. Thus, it only remains to consider the case where 1
occurs in 0 . Assume that 2 occurs in k for some k such that 1  k  s0 . Note that, by
1
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(0 ) + 1. It follows that:
construction, t2 ; tend ( 0 ) > (k ; 1)e, i.e., k < t2 ;tend
e

t02 ; t01 = t02 ; tend (0) + tend (0) ; t01
= t02 ; tend (0 ) + (tend ( 0) ; t1 )c
 tend (k) ; tend (0) + tend ( 20) ; t1
< k + tend ( 0) ; t1
2

( 0 ) + 1 + tend ( 0) ; t1
< t2 ; tend
e
2
t
;
t
d
 2 e 1 +1= e +1d

(by construction)
(since c < 21 )
(by Claim 4.1 (2))
(by assumption) 

as needed.
By construction, there is no session in 0. Also, Lemma 4.10 implies that there are at most
s0 < s sessions in 0. Since in 0 no process takes a non-idle step, there is no additional
session in  0 . Thus, there are at most s ; 1 sessions in 0 0 . A contradiction.

4.2 Shared Memory
This Section is organized as follows. Subsection 4.2.1 surveys some simple bounds, deducible
from either previous work (cf. 4]) or results in Section 4.1, that also hold for our asynchronous and semi-synchronous shared-memory models. Subsection 4.2.2 includes our main
lower bound.

4.2.1 Simple Bounds
For the asynchronous model, where there is no lower bound on processes' step time, the lower
bound proof in 4], relying on the ability to schedule many steps by the same process at
the same time, still works to yield a lower bound of !(s logb n) . Also, the \tree network"
Note that in 4], the asynchronous model is dened in a slightly di erent way than ours, more specically
by having all innite admissible computations be allowable, and puts no restriction on the number of steps a
process takes at a time.
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algorithm sketched in 4] (Section 4) still works in our model. The \tree network" algorithm
relies entirely on explicit communication between processes to ensure that the needed steps
have occurred and does not use any timing information. Roughly speaking, this algorithm
consists of building up a \tree"out of b-atomic registers whose leaves are the n processes.
Neglecting roundos, this network has depth logb n. Processes communicate through this
network in order to learn about completion of a session before advancing to the next session.
Thus, the necessary communication for one session can be accomplished in time O(logb n) and
the total time for all processes to enter an idle state after performing s sessions is O(s logb n)
in both the asynchronous and the semi-synchronous models.
On the other hand, the algorithm of Theorem 4.3 still works for the semi-synchronous
shared memory model this algorithm does not use any communicationy, but relies entirely
on and exploits the timing information available in the semi-synchronous model to obtain a
bound which is sometimes better than the bound of the \tree network" algorithm. Roughly
speaking, in this algorithm each process takes about sb 1c c computation steps before entering
an idle state.
It is possible to run the two previous algorithms \side by side," halting when the rst
of them does, and get a bound of O(minf 1c  logb ngs) for the s-session problem in the semisynchronous shared-memory model. Note that, by an appropriate choice of the various parameters, this upper bound and the (s logb n) tight bound for the asynchronous model together
imply a time separation between semi-synchronous and asynchronous shared-memory models.
Note also that the lower bound of b 1c (s ; 2)c, shown in Theorem 4.6, also holds for the
semi-synchronous shared memory model in the absence of communication.

4.2.2 Main Lower Bound
We show that, for the semi-synchronous model, communication and timing information cannot
be combined to yield an upper bound that is signicantly better than the O(minf 1c  logb ngs)
upper bound discussed in Subsection 4.2.1.
y

This means that no state transition can result in an operation on a shared variable.
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In our lower bound proof, we use an innite timed execution in which processes take
steps in round-robin order, starting with p1 , with step time equal to 1. It is a called a slow,
synchronous timed execution. We have:

Theorem 4.17 There does not exist a semi-synchronous algorithm which solves the s-session
problem within time strictly less than 1 + minfb 21c c blogb (n ; 1) ; 1cg(s ; 2).
Proof: Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a semi-synchronous algorithm,
A, which solves the s-session problem within time strictly less than 1 + minfb 21c c blogk (n ;
1) ; 1cg(s ; 2). We construct a timed execution of A which does not include s sessions.
We start with a slow, synchronous timed execution of A and partition it into an execution
fragment containing the events at time 0 and at most s ; 2 other execution fragments each
of which is completed within time < minfb 21c c blogb (n ; 1) ; 1cg. We use causality and

fan-out arguments to argue that there is no communication through shared memory between
a certain pair of processes within each fragment. Furthermore, since the execution is slow, a
process takes, roughly, at most 21c steps in each fragment, so it is possible to have all these
steps occur while another process takes only one step. By \retiming", we will perturb each
fragment to get a new one in which there is a \fast" process which takes all of its steps
before a \slow" process takes any of its steps. The part of the proof that shows that the
\retimed" execution preserves the timing constraints of the semi-synchronous model requires
to choose the execution fragments to take time < b 21c c, so that it will be possible for a process
to not take a computation step during a large part of the execution. Our construction will
have the \fast" process of each execution fragment be identical to the \slow" process of the
next execution fragment. This will guarantee that at most one session is completed in each
execution fragment. Thus, the total number of sessions in the \retimed" execution is at most
s ; 1, contradicting the correctness of A.
We now present the details of the formal proof.
Denote e = minfb 21c c blogb (n ; 1) ; 1cg.
If e  1, then the lower bound we are trying to prove is  1 + 1(s ; 2) = s ; 1. Since s
steps of each process are necessary if s sessions are to occur and they can occur 1 time unit
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apart, it follows that s ; 1 is a lower bound. Thus, we assume, without loss of generality, that
e > 1.
Let be a slow, synchronous timed execution of A. Assume = 0 0 , where 0 contains
only events that occur at time < 1, 0 is the shortest prex of such that all processes are in
an idle state in last( 0 ), and 0 is the remaining part of . Denote T = tend ( 0 ). Since is
slow and s steps of each process are necessary to guarantee s sessions, T  s ; 1. Since A solves
the s-session problem within time strictly less than 1+ e(s ; 2), it follows that T < 1+ e(s ; 2).
Note that, by construction, tstart ( ) = 1. Thus, tend ( ) ; tstart ( ) = T ; 1 < e(s ; 2). Denote
s0 = d T ;e 1 e it follows that s0  s ; 2.
We write = 1 2 : : : s0 , where:
For each k, 1  k < s0, k contains all events that occur at time t, where 1 + (k ; 1)e 
t < 1 + ke, and
s0

contains all events occurring at time t, where 1 + (s0 ; 1)e  t  T .

That is, we partition into execution fragments, each taking time < e.
Figure 4-3 depicts the timed execution 0 0 . Each horizontal line represents events
happening at one process. We use the symbol to mark non-idle process steps similarly, we
use the symbol  to mark idle process steps. Dashed vertical lines mark time points that are
used in the proof.
We reorder and retime events in to obtain a timed sequence  and reorder and retime
events in 0 to obtain a timed sequence  0, such that 0 0 is a timed execution of A that
does not include s sessions.
In our construction, we will use a partial order  , representing \dependency", on the
computation steps that processes take in . We start by dening  . For every pair of steps
1 , 2 in , we let 1  2 if 1 = 2 or if 1 precedes 2 in and either 1 and 2 are
steps taken by the same process or by dierent processes, but on the same shared variable.
Close  under transitivity.  is a partial order, and every total order of computation
steps in consistent with  represents a computation which leaves the system in the same
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conguration as . (Clearly, itself provides such a total order.)
We rst show how to modify to obtain an execution fragment  = 12 : : :s0 that
includes at most s0  s ; 2 sessions. For some sequence pi0  : : : pis0 of processes, we construct
from each execution fragment k an execution fragment k = k k , such that:
(1) k contains no computation step of pik;1 , and
(2) k contains no computation step of pik .
In this construction, pik is the \fast" process which takes all its steps in k , before the
\slow" process pik;1 takes any of its steps. (All the steps of pik;1 are in k .)
For each k, 1  k  s0 , we show how to construct k inductively. For the base case, let
pi0 be an arbitrary process.
Assume we have picked pi0  : : : pik;1 and constructed 1 : : : k;1 . We rst show that
there exists some process such that a communication between it and pik;1 cannot be established in k .

Lemma 4.25 Let

be the rst step of pik;1 in k . There is some process of which there is
no computation step in k such that 1  .
1

Proof: Clearly, it su ces to show that the number of steps in k such that  , where
is any step of pi ;1 in k , is at most n ; 1. We proceed to count the number of such steps.
k

By construction,

tend ( k ) ; tstart ( k ) < 1 + ke ; 1 ; (k ; 1)e = e:
Let m be the maximum number of steps over all processes that some process takes within k .
Since is a slow execution,

m  dtend ( k ) ; tstart( k )e  dee  dblogb(n ; 1) ; 1ce = blogb (n ; 1) ; 1c:
Clearly, the number of steps taken by any process in k such that i  , where i is the
ith step of pik;1 in is at most km;i+1 . Thus, the number of steps in k such that  ,
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where is any step of ik;1 is at most:

Xm bm i+1 = b mX1 bi = b bm ; 1  bm+1  b log (n 1) 1 +1  blog (n 1) = n ; 1:
;

i=1

;

i=0

b;1

b

b

; ; c

b

;

The claim follows.
Fix pik to be any process such that a communication between pik;1 and pik is not established in k . We now show how to construct k . For any process u, k includes all steps of
u in k such that  , where is any step of ik;1 in k  k includes all remaining steps
of u in k . Steps at each process occur in the same order as in k and all occur at step time
of c, in both k and k . In addition, ordering of steps by dierent processes that occur at the
same time in k is preserved within each of k and k . By Lemma 4.25, there is no step
of pik in k such that, for some step of pik;1 in k ,  . This implies that all steps of
pik in k will appear in k . On the other hand, since  for any step of pik;1 in k , all
steps of pik;1 in k will appear in k . Thus, k = k k has properties (1) and (2) above.
To complete our construction, we assign times to steps in k . Let tstart (1) = c. The rst
and last steps of pik in k occur at times tstart (k ) = tend ( k;1 )+ c and tend (k ), respectively.
Similarly, the rst and last steps of pik;1 in k occur at times tstart ( k ) = tend (k ) and
tend ( k ), respectively. Steps are taken c time units apart. For each process pj , we schedule
each step j of pj in k to occur simultaneously with a step, ik , of pik which is such that
j and ik occurred at the same time in k . Similarly, for each process pj , we schedule each
step j of pj in k to occur simultaneously with a step, ik;1 , of pik;1 which is such that j
and ik;1 occurred at the same time in k . We will shortly show that assigning times in this
manner is consistent with the requirements for a timed execution.
We now modify 0 to obtain  0 . The rst computation step of any process in  0 will occur
at time c after its last computation step in  and all later computation steps of it will occur
c time units apart in 0.
Figure 4-4 depicts the timed execution 0  0 using the same conventions as in Figure 4-3.
We remark that what allowed us to \separate" the steps of pik;1 from those of pik in each
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of the execution fragments was the assumption that the length of each execution fragment is
less than blogb (n ; 1) ; 1c which, due to the communication limitations of the model, is not
enough to guarantee that a process can \aect" at least one step of every other process.
We next establish that 0  0 is a timed execution of A. We start by showing:

Lemma 4.26 Ordering of computation steps operating on the same shared variable is preserved in 0  0 .

Proof: Let

and 2 be computation steps operating on the same shared variable in k ,
such that 1  2 . The only non-trivial case is when 1 and 2 occur in the same k , for
some k, 1  k  s0 . We show that the ordering of 1 and 2 is the same in k as in k .
The only case of interest is when 1 occurs in k , while 2 occurs in k . By construction,
there is some step 10 of pik;1 in k such that 10  1 , while there is no step 20 of pik;1 in
k such that 20  2 . But, from 10  1 and 1  2 , it follows, by transitivity, that
0
1  2 . A contradiction.
1

In a way similar to Claim 4.1(1), we can prove the following simple fact:

Claim 4.2 For any k, 1  k  s0 ; 1, tend (k+1) ; tend (k )  1 ; c.
We next show:

Lemma 4.27 Lower and upper bounds on step time are preserved in 00.
Proof: By construction, no two computation steps are closer than c in 00 so, the lower
bound on step time is preserved. Note also that the time dierence between consecutive
computation steps of a process is maximized when the process is some pik , for some k such
that 1  k  s0 ; 1, that has no computation steps in either k or k+1 . By Claim 4.2, this
time dierence is less than or equal to 1.

This completes the proof that 0  0 is a timed execution. Lemma 4.10 implies that  contains
at most s0  s ; 2 sessions also, 0 contains exactly one session. Therefore, there are at
most s ; 1 sessions in 0  . Since in  0 no process takes a non-idle step, there is no additional
session in  0 . Thus, there are strictly less than s sessions in 0  0 . A contradiction.
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We remark that the general structure of our proof closely follows 4] and that of the proof
of the lower bound for semi-synchronous networks in Theorem 4.7. Specically, we used
causality arguments as in 4] to reorder the steps in the execution, and presented an explicit
retiming of them as in the proof of Theorem 4.7.

Chapter 5

Semi-Synchrony versus Real Time
In this Chapter, we show how the timing assumptions made for the semi-synchronous model
may be exploited to enable processes acquire close estimates of real time.
This Chapter is organized as follows. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 include our lower and upper
bounds, respectively, on the achievable precision.

5.1 A Lower Bound
We show:

Theorem 5.1 No clock synchronization algorithm can synchronize P within precision $ for
any $ < b d2;c2 c.
Proof: Fix any tick synchronization algorithm A which synchronizes P within precision $.
We will show that $  b d2;c2 c.
Consider a fast, synchronous innite timed execution of A in which all processes take
steps at a rate of c in a rouund-robin order, starting with p1, and start spontaneously and
simultaneously executing their local protocols, and all messages are delivered after exactly
d
2 delay. As a result of our assumptions, will also be \symmetric" in the sense that all
processes will undergo the same state changes in a synchronous fashion, enter a synchronized
state simultaneously and make a common estimate of real time. Let =  0 , where  is
114
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the longest prex of such that some process is not in a synchronized state in last( ), and
 0 is the remaining part of . We reorder and retime events in to construct an innite
timed execution 1 of A which is equivalent to in the sense that for each process pi , events
at pi occur in the same order in 1 as in . This will guarantee that and 1 will be
indistinguishable to the processes and, therefore, each process will undergo the same state
changes and, therefore, make the same estimate of real time upon entering a synchronized
state, as a result of a run of A, for each of these executions.
To facilitate the description of the technical details of our construction, we introduce
the following denition: for each process pi , we denote by Ti the time at which pi enters a
synchronized state in and we say that pi gets a-retarded in if events at pi are retimed so
that the following two conditions are met:
1. Ordering of events at pi which occur in  is maintained.
2. All computation steps of process pi that occur at time  Ti ; a in are rescheduled to
occur at a rate of 1, with the rst of them occurring at the same time as in .
3. Each message delivery event at process pi which occurs at time  Ti ; a in is rescheduled to occur at exactly the same time as the computation step of pi that immediately
precedes it.
Our construction for obtaining 1 consists merely of a-retarding pn in , where a = 2d 1;c c .
We next eastablish that 1 is a timed execution of A. We start by showing:

Lemma 5.1 Each receiving event is after the corresponding sending event in 1.
Proof: Consider the message sending event 1 at node u1 which occurs at time t1 in and

let 2 be the corresponding message delivery event at node u2 which occurs at time t2 in .
In 1 , let 1 occur at time t01 and 2 occur at time t02 . We show, by case analysis, that the
ordering of 1 and 2 is the same in 1 as in .
1. None of u1 and u2 is a-retarded in

1:

Obvious.
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2. u1 = pn : In this case t02 = t2  thus, we only need to consider the subcase where
t1  Tn ; a, since, otherwise, t01 = t1 , and the claim becomes trivial. We can also
assume that t2  T2 , since, otherwise, 2 occurs in  0 and can be rescheduled to occur
at a later time in  0 without aecting the estimate of real time made by u2 at T2. Note
that since:
t02 ; t01 = t2 ; t01 = t2 ; t1 ; (t01 ; t1) = 2d ; (t01 ; t1)
to show that t02  t01 , it su ces to show that t01 ; t1  d2 . By our construction, the rst
computation step of u1 that occurs at time  Tn ; a in will occur at time dT1 ; ae
in 1 . Since there are at most d t1 ;(Tcn ;a) e computation steps of u1 that occur in at
time t such that: Tn ; a  t  t1 and u1 is a-retarded in 1 , we will have:

t01 ; t1 = dTn ; ae + (d t1 ; (Tcn ; a) e ; 1) ; t1
 Tn ; a + 1 + t1 ; (Tcn ; a) + 1 ; 1 ; (Tn ; a + t1 ; (Tn ; a))
= 1 + t1 ; (Tcn ; a) ; (t1 ; (Tn ; a))
= 1 + (t1 ; (Tn ; a)) 1 ;c c
 1 + (Tn ; (Tn ; a)) 1 ;c c
(since t1  Tn )
= 1 + a 1 ;c c
= 1 + ( d2 ; 1) 1 ;c c 1 ;c c
= 2d 
as needed.
3. u2 = pn : We only need to consider the subcase where t2  T2 ; a, since, otherwise,
t02 = t2, and the claim is trivial. It is obvious, however, that, by construction, we will
then have: t02 > t2  t1 = t01 , as needed.
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We next show:

Lemma 5.2 The time between a message-send event and the corresponding message-delivery
event in 1 is at most d.

Proof: Consider the message sending event 1 at node u1 which occurs at time t1 in and

let 2 be the corresponding message delivery event at node u2 which occurs at time t2 in
. In 1 , let 1 occur at time t01 and 2 occur at time t02 . We show, by case analysis, that:
t02 ; t01  d.
1. None of u1 and u2 is a-retarded in

1:

Obvious.

2. u1 = pn : In this case, t02 = t2 , while, by construction, t01  t1 . Thus: t02 ; t01  t2 ; t1 =
d < d.
2
3. u2 = pn : In this case, t01 = t1 . As in Lemma 5.1, we can show that: t02 ; t2  2d . Thus:

t02 ; t01 = t02 ; t1 = t02 ; t2 + t2 ; t1  d2 + 2d = d
as needed.

We can now show:

Lemma 5.3

1

is a timed execution of A.

Proof: Obvious from Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2 and the fact that by construction, any two
consecutive computation steps of any process are either c or 1 apart in

1.

Thus, we have shown so far that 1 is a timed execution of A. Moreover, pn makes precisely
the same estimate about real time at the moment it is entering a synchronized state in each
of and 1 . Let Tn be the (real) time at which pn is entering a synchronized state in 1 .
Let Ln (Tn+) and Ln (Tn0 +) be the estimates of real time that pn is making at Tn and Tn0 , in
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and 1, respectively. By our construction, Ln (Tn +) = Ln (Tn0 +). By symmetry, Tn;1 , the
time at which pn;1 is entering a synchronized state in (in 1 , as well, since there are no
changes for the times at which events at pn;1 occur in 1 ) must equal Tn  by symmetry, also,
Ln;1 (Tn;1+) = Ln(Tn+). We show a simple fact:

Claim 5.1 The number of ticks that process pn;1 receives between Tn and Tn0 is at least
b d2;c2 c.
Proof: Since process pn takes its computation steps at a rate of c in , it will have d ac e
computation steps that occur in at time t such that Tn ; a  t  Tn . In 1 , these
computation steps will be taken at a rate of 1 and require time  d ac e ; 1 to be completed

since they are completed at time Tn0 , this implies that:

Tn0 ; (Tn ; a)  d ac e ; 1
Therefore:

Tn0 ; Tn = (Tn0 ; (Tn ; a)) ; (Tn ; (Tn ; a))  d ac e ; a

In view of the above, the number of ticks, m, that pn;1 receives between Tn and Tn0 must
satisfy:

m  b Tn ;c Tn c
a
 b b c cc; a c
0

d 1 c; d c
b
= b 2 1;c 2 1;c c
c
d 1 ;1; d c
 b 2 1;c c 2 1;c c
 bd ; 2c

2c
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We are now ready to present the main argument of our proof. We have:
$ + Ln (Tn +) = $ + Ln (Tn0 +)
(since and

1

are equivalent)

 Ln;1 (Tn0 )
(since A synchronizes P within precision $)
= Ln;1 (Tn;1+) + m
= Ln (Tn+) + m
(since is symmetric with respect to pn and pn;1 )
 Ln (Tn+) + b d 2;c 2 c
(by Claim 5.1)
Therefore:

$  bd ; 2c 
2c

as needed.

5.2 An Upper Bound
We show:

Theorem 5.2 There exists an algorithm which synchronizes P within precision 2(nn;1) (d 2cd e+
d ) + 1;c d + 1.
2
c

Proof: We describe an algorithm which is very similar to the one in 36]. Each process p
can start executing the synchronization algorithm either spontaneously or upon receiving a
message from a process that has already done so. As soon as it starts, it sends its local time
in a message to the remaining processes and waits to receive a similar message from every
other process.
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We start with an informal description of A. Each process p keeps a special register Rp
as for local time, a piece-wise continuous function of (real) time t, Rp(t), can be dened. If p
receives a message from q saying that q 's local time is Lq , at its next computation step, when
the local time of it is, say, Lp, it estimates the dierence between its local time with that of
q to be Lq + 2d ; Lp and adds this value to Rp. After receiving local times from all other
processes, it sets Rp to the average of the estimated dierences (including 0 for the dierence
between p and itself) by simply dividing Rp by n next, p sets Lp to Lp + Rp, i.e. it adds Rp
to the current value of Lp . Finally, it sets Rp back to 0 and passes to a synchronized state,
having completed its synchronization algorithm.
We analyze the precision achieved by the above algorithm. Consider the real time tp at
which process p enters a synchronized state and let q be a process that entered a synchronized
state at tq < tp . Let Lp (t;) and Lp (t+) be the values that Lp attains right before and right
after, respectively, the last computation step of p. (Note that, according to the denition
of synchronization we have proposed, Lp (tp +) is what is really important and should be
compared to Lq (tp ) we can consider Lp (tp ;) as, merely, an intermediate value.) Let, also,
Rp(tp;) be the average of the estimated (by p) dierences of its local time with those of the
other processes and Rp(tp +) be 0. By the algorithm, Lp(tp +) = Lp (tp ;) + Rp (tp ;). We
can dene the corresponding quantities: Lq (tq ;) Lq (tq +) Rq (tq ;) and Rq (tq +) = 0 for the
process q . For any i, 1  i  n, and any t1  t2, t1 < t2 , we denote by Ti (t1  t2) the number of
physical ticks that process pi received from its local clock between the real times t1 and t2 .
We have:

jLp(tp+) ; Lq (tp)j = jLp(tp;) + Rp(tp;) ; (Lq (tq +) + Tq(tq  tp))
= jLp(tq ) + Tp (tq  tp) + Rp(tp ;) ; (Lq (tq ;) + Rq (tq ;) + Tq (tq  tp))j
= jLp(tq ) + Tp (tq  tp) + Rp(tp ;) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Rq (tq ;) ; Tq (tq  tp)j
 jLp(tq ) ; Lq (tq ;) ; (Rq(tq ;) ; Rp(tp;))j + jTp(tq  tp) ; Tq(tq  tp)j
We start by showing:
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Lemma 5.4 jLp(tq ) ; Lq (tq ;) ; (Rq(tq ;) ; Rp(tp;))j  2(nn;1) (d 2cd e + d2 )
Proof: For each r 2 P , let Drq be the dierence of the local times of processes r and q,
as estimated by the process q . Also, let Drp be the dierence of the local times of processes
r and p, as estimated by the process p. By the algorithm, Rq (tq ;) = n1 Pr2P Drq and
Rp(tp;) = n1 Pr2P Drp. We have:

Lp (tq ) ; Lq (tq ;) ; (Rq (tq ;) ; Rp(tp;))
X
X
= Lp (tq ) ; Lq (tq ;) ; ( n1 Drq ; n1 Drp)
r2P

=

r P
X
1 (n(L (t ) ; L (t ;)) ; ( D ; X D ))
q q
rq
rp
n p q
r P
r P
1 X (L (t ) ; L (t ;) ; (D ; D ))

= n
p q
r2P

2

2

q q

2

rq

rp

For any process r, r 2 P , let t = minftr  tq g. (For notational simplicity, we hide the fact
that t is, actually, dependent on r.) We add and subtract Lr (t) in the right side of the above
equation to get:

Lp(tq ) ; Lq (tq ;) ; (Rq (tq ;) ; Rp (tp ;)
X
= 1 ((Lp(tq ) ; Lr (t)) ; (Lq (tq ;) ; Lr (t)) ; (Drq ; Drp))
n
r2P

X
= n1 ((Lr (t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq ) ; (Lr (t) ; Lp (tq ) ; Drp ))
r2P

Hence:

jLp(tq ) ; Lq (tq ;) ; (Rq(tq ;) ; Rp(tp;))j
X
 n1 j(Lr(t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq ) ; (Lr(t) ; Lp(tq ) ; Drp)j
r2P

X
 n1 (jLr(t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq j + jLr (t) ; Lp(tq ) ; Drpj)
r2P

X
X
= n1 ( jLr (t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq j + jLr (t) ; Lp (tq ) ; Drp j)
r 2P

r2P
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Next, we show some simple facts:

Claim 5.2

Pr P jLr(t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq j  d 2d e + d
2

c

2

Proof: Notice that for r = q, t = tq and Lr (t) = Lq (tq ;), so that: jLr (t) ; Lq(tq ;) ; Drq j =
jLq (tq ;) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drrj = j0 ; 0j = 0. For r 6= q, let t1 be the (real) time at which process

r sends its local time, Lr (t1), to every other process and let t2 be the (real) time at which
process q receives it, or, rather, the (real) time at which process q takes a computation step
at which it estimates the dierence in local times between process r and itself. (Again, for
notational simplicity, we hide the fact that t1 and t2 are, actually, dependent on r.) We have:

jLr (t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq j = jLr(t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; (Lr (t1) + d2 ; Lq (t2))
Note, however, that since, by denition, t2  tq , and process q can only increase Lq in the
interval t2  tq ;] by incrementing its value by one every time it receives a tick, it follows that:
Lq (t2)  Lq (tq ;). Hence:

jLr(t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq j  jLr(t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; (Lr (t1) + 2d ; Lq (tq ;))j
= jLr (t) ; Lr (t1 ) ; d2 j

 jLr(t) ; Lr (t1)j + 2d

Note, however, that since, by denition, t  tr , process r can only increase Lr in the interval
t1  t] by incrementing its value by one every time it receives a physical tick. Thus:

jLr(t) ; Lr (t1)j  d t ;c t1 e:
But, t ; t1  tr ; t  2d, since a communication between process r and any other process
can take time up to 2d. So, combining the above, we get:

jLr(t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq j  d 2cd e + 2d
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Therefore:

X jL (t) ; L (t ;) ; D
r

r2P

rq j

q q

 (n ; 1) max
jL (t) ; Lq (tq ;) ; Drq j
r2P r
 (n ; 1)(d 2cd e + 2d )

As in Claim 5.2, we can show:

Claim 5.3

Pr P jLr(t) ; Lp(tq ;) ; Drpj  (n ; 1)(d 2d e + d )
c

2

2

The lemma follows from the last two claims.
We next show:

Lemma 5.5 jTp(tq  tp) ; Tq(tq  tp)j  1;c c d + 1
Proof: Clearly, dtp ; tq e  Tp(tq  tp)  d t ;c t e and dtp ; tq e  Tq (tq  tp)  d t ;c t e. Hence:
jTp(tq  tp) ; Tq (t0q  tp)j  d t ;c t e ; dtp ; tq e. Note, however, that: 0 < tp ; tq  d, since
p

p

q

p

q

q

every process is alive at tq (otherwise, q could not have heard from all of them and go to a
synchronized state at t0 ) and a message from any process to p must reach p within time d
from tq . Thus, we have:

Tp(tq  tp) ; Tq (tq  tp)  d tp ;c tq e ; dtp ; tq e
 tp ;c tq + 1 ; (tp ; tq )
 1 ;c c d + 1

The theorem follows from Lemma 5.4 and Lemma 5.5.

Chapter 6

Discussion and Directions for
Future Research
In this Chapter, we summarize and discuss the results in this thesis and possible extensions
of them, and suggest some general directions for future research in the area of timing-based,
distributed computation.
Our results for the continuous-time model are discussed in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 surveys
our results for the discrete-time model. We conclude, in Section 6.3, with a general discussion
and some important open problems.

6.1 Continuous-Time Model
We presented strongly timing-dependent, full caching linearizable implementations of shared
memory consisting of read/write objects in perfect and imperfect clock models. We also
presented lower bound results to support optimality of our implementations. These results
indicate that the goal of designing e cient, linearizable implementations of shared memory
whose logical correctness is timing-independent may be too hard to achieve.
Although there is a gap between our lower bound of d + u2 and upper bound of d + 7u on
jRj + jW j in the imperfect clocks model, we feel we have substantially answered the question
124
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of how jRj + jW j depends on the parameters d and u. In particular, our upper bounds show
that only a single \long communication" (i.e., a communication requiring time d) is needed,
which cannot be avoided (cf. 35]). As our model approaches the synchronous model, i.e., as
the message delay uncertainty u becomes smaller, the additive (u) term in our lower bounds
becomes smaller, and our upper bounds get \closer" to optimal.
As usual, it is necessary to be cautious in making inferences about the performance of
real systems from theoretical negative results, for the theoretical results are often based
on (unrealistic) assumptions that might be weakened in practice. In the case of our lower
bound results, however, we believe that such practical inferences about the performance of
(real) cache consistency protocols can be safely drawn since our theoretical assumptions are
quite minimal. We feel that our lower bound results still apply for real protocols which are
more complex, since they have to deal with issues such as cache misses and network or bus
contentions. (Note that the executions used in our lower bound proofs are \mild" and do not
rely on any serious network congestion that is non-tolerable in practice.)
Our work continues the study of the cost of implementing memory objects, under various
correctness conditions and timing assumptions, for shared-memory multiprocessor systems,
initiated in 13, 5, 35]. Although our model ignores several important practical issues, like,
e.g., clock drift and \hot spots", we believe that our algorithms can be adapted to work in
more realistic systems. We also believe that our results contribute to the understanding of
the ne and intrinsic relation between sequential consistency and linearizability.
We expect that our synchronization schemes, in particular, the \time- slicing" technique,
will be applicable to other problems in distributed computing, in particular, to more general
broadcasting and deadlock resolution problems.
Our results assume that clocks are available to processes what if processes have no timing
information at all and computations are totally asynchronous and message-driven? What is
the tightest coe cient of d in jRj + jW j for sequentially consistent or linearizable implementations of read/write objects in this case? Also, it will be very interesting to obtain bounds on
the worst-case response times of implementing other memory objects like, e.g., atomic snap-
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Step time range Upper bound
0 1]
diam(G)D(s ; 1)
(0 1]
1 + diam(G)D(s ; 2)

c 1]
(0 < c  1)

1 + minfb 1c c + 1 diam(G)Dg(s ; 2)
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Lower bound
diam(G)d(s ; 1)
1 + diam(G)d(s ; 2)
b 1c (s ; 2)c,
if no communication is used
1 + minfb 21c c diam(G)dg(s ; 2),
d
if d  minf 1 diam
(G)dg + 2
2c

Figure 6-1: Summary of our main results for networks
shots (cf. 1]) under sequential consistency and linearizability. How does strengthening of the
shared memory primitives aect the worst-case response times? In the opposite direction, is
it possible to obtain better bounds on response times by relaxing the correctness conditions
to weaker ones like, e.g., causal memory (cf. 2]), or slow memory (cf. 29])? (Results in
this direction have already been obtained in 8].) We leave all of these as a subject for future
work.

6.2 Discrete-Time Model
6.2.1 Semisynchrony versus Asynchrony
Assuming that 1 d, i.e., that D  d, we have almost matching upper and lower bounds
of diam(G)D(s ; 1) for the asynchronous network model. For the semi-synchronous network
model, we showed an upper bound of 1 + minfb 1c c + 1 diam(G)Dg(s ; 2) and a lower bound
of 1 + minf 21c  diam(G)Dg(s ; 2). Neglecting roundos, the upper bound is within a factor
of 2 of the lower bound. Similar results were proved for the cases where message delays are
not uniform. The case where processes do not start simultaneously was also studied, and
our techniques were extended to yield similar, although less tight results for this case. We
summarize our main results for networks in Figure 6.2.1.
We also showed a lower bound of 1 + minfb 21c c blogb (n ; 1) ; 1cg(s ; 1) on the time
complexity of the s-session problem in a realistic semi-synchronous, shared-memory model.
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Neglecting round-os, this lower bound is no less than 1=2 of a simple (combined) upper
bound described in Section 4.2.1.
Our lower bound results show the inherent limitations on using timing information in
systems where communication is achieved through either network or shared memory.
Our work continues the study of time bounds in the presence of timing uncertainty within
the framework of the semi-synchronous model (cf. 9, 7, 52, 24]). Our results give a time
separation between semi-synchronous (in particular, synchronous) and asynchronous systems
achieving communication through either network or shared memory. Unlike previous separation results ( 4, 38]), our results do not rely on the ability to schedule several steps by the
same process at the same real time.
Our work leaves open several interesting problems. An obvious open problem is to close
the gap between the lower and the upper bounds for the semi-synchronous case (in both
the network and shared memory models). It will be interesting to relax the assumption
d  minfb1=2ccddiam(G)dg +2 used in to prove the lower bound for the semi-synchronous network
model. The denition of a session does not require processes to be \aware" of a session's end
how do the bounds change if this requirement is imposed?
Our results show that there are some synchronous algorithms that cannot be simulated
by asynchronous time algorithms without signicant time overhead (e.g., algorithms for the
s-session problem). In contrast, the results of Awerbuch ( 14]) indicate that there are some
synchronous algorithms which can be simulated by asynchronous algorithms with only constant time overhead. Perhaps the most interesting extension of our research is to characterize
the synchronous algorithms which can (respectively, cannot) be e ciently simulated by asynchronous algorithms.

6.2.2 From Semi-Synchrony to Real Time
We dened the tick synchronization problem, a variant of the general synchronization problem,
in semi-synchronous distributed networks and proposed the precision achieved by a tick synchronization algorithm as an appropriate worst-case measure of its performance. We showed
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that no algorithm can solve the tick synchronization problem and yet achieve precision less
than b d2;c2 c. On the positive side, we presented a simple algorithm that achieves a precision
of 2(nn;1) (d 2cd e + d2 )+ 1;c c d +1. Neglecting round-os and considering only terms proportional
to dc as the dominant ones in the expressions for our lower and upper bounds on precision,
our upper bound can be easily seen to be within a factor of about 8 of the lower bound.
We believe that an algorithm using more sophisticated averaging than the one we presented
may exist and imply a better upper bound on precision. We are currently investigating this
possibility.
There are several open problems directly related to our work on tick synchronization.
Most obviously, there is a gap remaining between our upper and lower bounds. It would
be interesting to consider the same problem in a model in which there is a nontrivial lower
bound on the time for message delivery. While our upper bound proof still goes through in
this model, the same is not true for our lower bound proof. Perhaps, the most intriguing open
problem is the extension of our work to the case of a general communication network.

6.3 Open Problems
We conclude our thesis with a list of important open problems in the area of timing-based
distributed computation.
Develop a framework model, perhaps as a su ciently expressive extension of that of
the timed automaton model (cf. 47, 9]), to host assertional reasoning proofs of timing
properties for algorithms subject to probabilistic timing assumptions. Predictable performance, in the form, e.g., of safety properties to hold with overwhelming probability,
is often a desirable characteristic of real-time systems. Such a framework model could
use the timed automaton model as a starting point, but, instead, use the boundmap for
a formal description of the probabilistic timing assumptions for the components of the
system. It would be very interesting to explore probabilistic analogs of the progress functions developed in 39]. Also, allowing such algorithms to make use of randomization
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techniques presents a new class of verication problems.
Extract prototypical problems from practical real-time systems research and use them as
a basis for combinatorial work. Good candidates for such problems are several variants
of hazard avoidance problems (cf. 30]).
Derive the exact time and space complexities of variants of the fundamental problem
of reaching agreement, under various assumptions on possible faults (e.g., fail-stop,
omission, Byzantine, etc.), in timing-based models of distributed computation like,
e.g., the semi-synchronous model. It would be extremely interesting to derive bounds
on costs for solving agreement problems in the shared-memory semi-synchronous model
studied in our thesis. The approximate agreement problem (see, e.g., 23, 11]), closely
related to the important problem of synchronizing local clocks in a distributed system,
naturally lends itself to rigorous time complexity analysis. It would be interesting to
know how relaxing exactness aects the time bounds in 7, 52], more specically how
these bounds will depend on the approximation constant . The renaming problem and
its variants (cf. 6]) is an important problem that should be studied in timing-based
models can the timing assumptions of the semi-synchronous model reduce the inherent
space complexities that this problem has in asynchronous models? Probabilistic versions
of the agreement problem should also be formulated and studied in timing-based models.
Obtain complexity results on the eect of the strength of correctness conditions, such
as serializability (cf. 49]), for highly available replicated databases on the costs of
supporting them. Such a cost might be the worst-case completion time, the amount of
communication or the local storage needed for performing a transaction. Such results
will naturally provide intuition for dening new, perhaps more appropriate correctness
conditions, possibly by strengthening the ones in 40] while still sacrifying serializability,
that are tailored towards specic applications. We expect that precise trade-os between
these costs and the strength of a correctness condition can be shown in a way similar
to those for distributed implementations of concurrent data structures ( 13, 46]).
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Develop the complexity theory of concurrent data structures. In particular, investigate
the possible advantages of supplying timing information to processes on the time complexity of data accessing, and also the inherent costs of building fault-tolerant concurrent
data structures. A fundamental problem in concurrent computation is that of implementing stronger shared-memory primitives (registers) by weaker ones the costs of such
implementations, expressed as the number of physical registers used in implementing
one logical register, or the number of operations performed on a physical register per
operation on the logical register, are of ultimate importance. Previous work on these
costs (see, e.g., 21]) assumed that no timing information was available to processes. We
believe that providing such information to processes can signicantly improve the costs
that are inherent in its absence.
The area of communication protocols should be a good arena for timing-dependent
algorithms. It would be worth studying, for example, the design of e cient timer-based
protocols for the transport layer of communication networks. As for dynamic networks,
one could study the basic capabilities of algorithms that assume a certain amount of
reliability, quantied at a given moment as the time since the link last recovered (cf.
16]). It has been demonstrated in 16] that algorithms for broadcasting, end-to-end
communication and topology update gain in e ciency by assuming a certain amount of
link reliability similar results should be possible for other dynamic network algorithms.
Investigate in depth the capabilities and the limitations of the approximately synchronized clocks model introduced in 57]. In this model, each process obtains timing information from a local clock which runs \within an envelope" of real time. More precisely,
for any pair or real times t1 and t2 , t1 < t2 , the dierence in clock values at t2 and
t1 is at least a1(t2 ; t1 ) ; a3 and at most a2 (t2 ; t1 ) + a3 for some positive constants
a1 a2 and a3 such that 0  a1  1  a2  1. thus, the quantity A = aa12 , called
accuracy, is a measure of the timing uncertainty in this model. (Preliminary steps in
this direction appear in 43], where the session problem serves as a convenient vehicle
for showing time separation results between variants of the approximately synchronized
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clocks model that are analogs of the asynchronous and the semi-synchronous models.)

Glossary of Notation
A
Ai
Acki (X )
Access(R)
b
buer i

c
C
C~
ci
Cli

comp (i R)
comp (i S )

d
D

$
del i (j m)
diam(G)

timed execution, p. 33
algorithm (protocol), pp. 31, 32
local algorithm of process pi , pp. 31, 32
response event of a write operation, p. 25
set of processes that can access R, p. 31
fan-in, p. 31
message buer of process pi , p. 31
lower bound on process step time, p. 33
conguration (vector of local states), p. 30
extended conguration (vector of local states and shared variables), p. 31
local clock parameter at node i, p. 25
local clock at node i, p. 25
computation step of process pi (shared memory), p. 31
computation step of process pi (network), p. 30
upper bound on message delivery time, pp. 27, 34
d + 1, p. 34
accuracy, p. 43
precision, p. 36
message delivery event, pp. 25, 30
diameter of G, p. 35
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D(i m)
dist(i j )
E

G
hi
Ii
Li
m

M

n
op
Op(X )
ops( )
P

pi
Pi
q
Qi
q0i
R

R
jRj
<

set of indices of delivery events, p. 32
distance of i and j (in G), p. 34
edge set, p. 30
arbitrary small constant, p. 45
execution in discrete-time models, p. 32
graph, p. 30
history for MCS process pi , p. 26
subset (of Qi ) of idle states, p. 30
real-time register of process pi , p. 35
message, pp. 25, 30
message alphabet, pp. 25, 30
tunable parameter, p. 38
number of nodes and processes, pp. 24, 30
operation, p. 27
set of operations on X (X 2 X ), p. 27
sequence of call and response events in , p. 28
collection of nodes (processes), pp. 24, 30
(atomic) event, p. 32
MCS process at node i, pp. 25, 30
application program at node i, p. 25
state, pp. 26, 30
state set of process pi, p. 30
initial state of process pi , p. 30
set of response events, p. 26
shared variable, p. 31
maximum, over all X , of jR(X )j, p. 29
real-time domain, p. 26
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Readi (X )
Returni (X v)
rop
jR(X )j
s
S
sendi (j m)
im

SetTimeri (t)

Si

S (i m)
statei (C )
t
ti
T

ji
jX
u
V

V
val(op)

value k (C~ )

jW j

wop
Writei (X v)

call event of a read operation, p. 25
response event of a read operation, p. 25
read operation, p. 28
maximum time for a read operation on X , p. 29
number of sessions, p. 35
set of message-send events, or send actions, pp. 26, 30
execution in the continuous-time model, p. 26
message-send event, or send action, pp. 25, 30
one-to-one onto mapping from S (i m) to D(i m), p. 32
timer-set event at MCS process pi , p. 25
send actions possible for pi , p. 30
set of indices of send events, p. 32
ith state component of C (or C~ ), pp. 30, 31
real time, p. 25
synchronization time of process pi , p. 36
set of timer-set events, p. 26
operation sequence, p. 28
restriction of to operations at pj , p. 28
restriction of to operations on X , p. 28
message delay uncertainty, p. 27
vertex set, p. 30
domain (set of values), pp. 24, 31
value associated with operation op, p. 27
kth value component of C~ , p. 31
maximum, over all X , of jW (X )j, p. 29
write operation, p. 28
call event of a write operation, p. 25
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jW (X )j
X

X
?

<V


;!

maximum time for a write operation on X , p. 29
read/write object, p. 24
collection of read/write objects, p. 24
\undened" value, pp. 24, 31
total order on V , p. 24
partial order specied by , p. 28
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